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FOREWORD

This handbook is intended as a reference to air defense organizations of the USAF, principally of the Air Defense Command and later the Aerospace Defense Command, from 1946 to 1980. Section I is a brief summary of the evolution of the air defense mission. Section II lists major changes in air defense organization from the formation of Air Defense Command in 1946 to the inactivation of Aerospace Defense Command 34 years and 10 days later. The remaining two sections provide lineage information on organizations from air forces through squadrons.

This handbook was first published by Lloyd H. Cornett, Jr., in February 1973. This printing was compiled by Mildred Johnson. Information to support each entry, plus coverage in detail of air defense in the USAF, can be found in the histories and archives of the Office of History, Aerospace Defense Center, Peterson AFB, CO, 80914.

ROBERT M. KIPP
Chief, Office of History
Aerospace Defense Center
31 December 1980
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SECTION I
AIR DEFENSE IN WORLD WAR I

At the outbreak of war in 1914 the problem of defense against air attack had been hardly considered. Aircraft performance was so limited that little more than reconnaissance flights over the lines could be undertaken. During the first three years of war the remarkable improvement in aircraft of both sides was not matched by a comparable improvement in the means for air defense.

On the Western Front air defense was not considered a special factor in the overall conduct of the air war. Few air tactics were developed specifically for air defense, combat air patrols generally doubling for both offensive and defensive purposes. However, large numbers of antiaircraft guns and searchlights were eventually emplaced behind the lines and a few captive barrage balloons were added for defense of specific targets. Then as now, the problem of early warning was of great importance. Ground observers at the front reported by telephone the approach of hostile aircraft and were assisted eventually by sound locating devices.

Effective air defense of ground forces on the Allied side of the lines was achieved by mid-1918 only through Allied air superiority.
The defense of the French capital was more successful. Paris was raided only twice by airships and 44 times by airplanes. About 500 German planes tried to reach Paris, but because they could be detected the moment they crossed the lines, and were subject to attack by pursuits and antiaircraft guns all the way to and from Paris, few succeeded in reaching their target.

The air defense of England provided an entirely different problem. When the German Zeppelin raids began in 1915, the British defenses proved completely inadequate. Only second-rate training aircraft and a few guns were available for defense, and the country had no organized warning system. Although the Zeppelins could approach undetected over the North Sea, they were compelled virtually to abandon their attacks by 1917 because of the greatly strengthened British fighter defenses. Fast pursuit aircraft firing incendiary bullets were found to be far more effective against Zeppelins than antiaircraft guns. The Germans then turned to large bombers to continue their air attacks on England. Their initial success compelled the British again to reorganize their defenses to meet the new threat. In 1918 an elaborate system of barrage zones was finally established in which searchlights, antiaircraft guns and warning posts were located in groups between London and the coast. Balloon aprons were also installed around London and the blackout
was extended to most English cities. Most effective defenders were the highly trained pursuit squadrons. The tightly co-
ordinated defense forced the Germans to abandon their raids in the summer of 1918.

The British success was in contrast to the German failure to stem the ever increasing raids on Germany by Allied air forces.

During World War I American experience in air defense remained essentially limited to defense against German raids directed at Allied ground forces. The air defense mission of 1918 could best be described in the same terms as today's ADC mission; only the tools have changed. For DETECTION and IDENTIFICATION the American Expeditionary Force used a system of ground observers and listening posts which operated with the antiaircraft artillery. German planes crossing the lines were reported by radio or telephone to the pursuit groups. For INTERCEPTION and DESTRUCTION the pursuit squadrons flew patrols echeloned in two flights of five airplanes each. Night interception proved difficult and pursuit planes usually depended on searchlights to disclose the exact position of the enemy planes.

By the fall of 1918 U. S. squadrons were clearing the skies over their sectors of the front and carrying the attack to German forces on the ground.
AIR DEFENSE BETWEEN THE WARS

In the interwar years the central factor in the history of air defense was America's relative invulnerability to air attack. Although bombardment aviation in theory and practice had made rapid strides since the last months of World War I, such progress boded ill mainly for the armies and cities of Europe. America's ocean frontiers seemed to be sufficient guarantees against attack, and further, no realistic threat existed on the international horizon until the rise of Japan and Nazi Germany in the mid-thirties.

Despite widespread conviction of the security of the continental United States, there was much discussion of air defense in the twenties and early thirties. Much of this discussion General Mitchell generated in his crusade for an autonomous and expanded air force. Not only were carrier-based raiders a distinct possibility, said Mitchell, but heavy bombers could attack the vital area of the North-east directly from Europe. Mitchell discounted any air defenses except those which could be provided by America's air forces, and he recommended that pursuit units be assigned to local defense of strategic points.

Mitchell's farsighted recommendations were often ignored, but still they represented the desire of many
airmen to expand the mission of the Army air arm, not only for defense, but for offense as well. The controversy centered around the responsibility for coastal defense of the United States, and continued for many years.

In 1935 the advocates of air power won an important victory. GHQ Air Force was created and development of both bombardment and pursuit aviation accelerated. In GHQ Air Force's first mission statement was included the requirement to "provide the necessary close-in air defense of the most vulnerable and important points in the United States."

The Army's two air defense weapons, pursuit aircraft and antiaircraft artillery, were severely handicapped by the absence of an early warning system. The only technical devices available for detection of aircraft were searchlights--helpful only at night--and sound locators which at their best were limited in range to approximately seven miles. However, by the mid-thirties, serious attention was being given the organization of an effective aircraft warning service. Tests were conducted during this period using civilians as ground observers, demonstrating that an aircraft warning net could provide invaluable aid to pursuit in the interception of modern bombers. But it was not until the introduction of radar in the early forties that an effective means was provided for aircraft detection.
With the necessity for provision of an early warning capability came the requirement for improvement in pursuit aircraft. During the early thirties the long lead time in pursuit development and production (coinciding with a major breakthrough in the design of the all-metal monoplane fighter) gave the bomber the opportunity to close temporarily the gap in performance. The high-performance Curtis P-36 and P-40 entered service in the late thirties—once more giving pursuit aircraft an edge over the bomber.

Thus, the ingredients for an effective air defense system existed by the outbreak of World War II, though not in sufficient quantity or effectively organized. Pursuit development had been intensified, an aircraft warning system had been demonstrated as feasible, and radar was in existence. It remained to: refine and train the Aircraft Warning Service, produce and deploy the radars, train pursuit pilots in the tactics of ground-air teamwork, and integrate fighters, antiaircraft, radar and AWS information centers into a smoothly functioning air defense system.

AIR DEFENSE IN WORLD WAR II

The introduction of radar made effective air defense possible. Experiments in radio-location were first conducted successfully at the Naval Research Laboratory in 1930. By December 1936 the Signal Corps successfully tracked
an aircraft to a distance of seven miles using short-pulse emission of radio waves. Air Corps representatives saw the value of the device for early warning. Service trials of the first early warning set, the SCR-270, were held late in 1939—the device being officially adopted in May 1940.

In spite of the outbreak of World War II in September 1939, the War Department did not put air defense on a crash basis. This was because military planners did not envisage a large-scale bomber assault on this country. Most airmen agreed with General George C. Marshall when he said in May 1940 that the defense of the country could be assured by denying a potential enemy bases in the Western Hemisphere.

Nevertheless, there were problems in air defense which had to be resolved. On General H. H. Arnold's (Chief of the Air Corps) recommendation, the War Department established, on 26 February 1940, an Air Defense Command, a unit composed of Air Corps, Coast Artillery and Signal Corps personnel. Activated at Mitchel Field under the command of Brigadier General James E. Chaney, an Air Corps officer, this pioneering organization studied the problems of effective integration of air defense weapons and procedures. In the little more than one year in which ADC existed, it was involved in an extraordinary range of activities including two extensive exercises. This
experience became invaluable to ADC in developing tactics and procedures, but even more significant was the experience of observing first hand the Battle of Britain during the fall of 1940. Although greatly impressed by British air defense organization, techniques, and equipment, General Chaney believed that the British integrated system was impracticable for the United States because of the great geographical areas involved. More realistic, in General Chaney's opinion, would be a number of self-sufficient and tailor-made air defense networks to service the needs of "strategic air areas."

At a conference held in February 1941, General Marshall assigned the responsibility for air defense to the air forces. To carry out its new task, GHQ Air Force was given four continental Air Forces, each of which contained an Interceptor Command. The Interceptor Commands were charged with air defense of their areas, but were subject to the overall supervision of four new Defense Commands, co-terminous with the four Army areas, which were vested with overall defense responsibility. With the training of the staffs of the new Interceptor Commands, the work of ADC was virtually completed. In June 1941 the command was inactivated, but its doctrines guided air defense operations for the remainder of the wartime era.
The entry of the United States in World War II resulted in a major expansion of air defense facilities, especially on the two ocean coasts. Ninety-five radar stations were eventually completed: 65 on the Pacific Coast and 30 on the Atlantic, although about 75 was the maximum number operational at any one time. The principal radars in use during the war were the SCR-270 (mobile) and the SCR-271 (fixed), with ground control intercept radar (SCR-588) being added during 1943 for close-in coverage (up to 50 miles) for tracking and controlling fighters from the ground.

The pioneer work of the first ADC in evoking a ground observer network in air defense exercises in 1940-1941 greatly facilitated the War Department's organization of the AAF Ground Observer Corps in 1942. The information net grew during the war to a maximum of 15 information centers along both coasts and four standby centers along the Gulf coast, with a total of 14,000 observation posts and an estimated 1,500,000 civilian volunteers enrolled.

The shortage of fighter planes in the early part of the war proved a serious handicap to the air defense effort, but the situation improved during 1942 with the receipt of the P-38 and P-47. Still, until the introduction of the P-61, the lack of all-weather aircraft made the success of interception at night, or in inclement weather, highly doubtful.
Antiaircraft artillery provided for local defense. AAA underwent drastic changes during the war, with unified AAA commands emerging on both coasts after Pearl Harbor. After considerable controversy the control of AAA was placed under the AAF interceptor commands.

This elaborate air defense system fortunately never had to deal with a major air attack. Until the Battle of Midway in June 1942, air defenses remained on a high alert, but after the naval battle, only occasional alerts were called. As the threat decreased, the defenses gradually reduced. In April 1943 the coast defenses dropped to a low degree of alert. By mid-1944 the GOC dissolved, the radar net reduced in size, the filter centers closed and many fighter wings transferred or disbanded. By war's end on the east coast three control centers received reports from only nine radar stations. On the west coast three control centers and 22 radars were active. With demobilization in 1945 America's air defenses virtually ceased to exist.

AIR DEFENSE IN THE COLD WAR ERA

America's experience in the Second World War convinced the Air Force that air defense was here to stay. In March 1946 the Air Defense Command was activated at Mitchel Field, New York with the mission of "providing for the air defense
of the United States." At the end of World War II a number of factors operated to belittle the need for elaborate air defenses. The result was that the construction of a modern air defense system lagged. In 1948 the Cold War broke out and a more urgent note was struck in air defense. During 1948 radars were removed from storage and deployed. The deficiency in suitable aircraft was partly remedied by pooling ADC's meager resources with those of the Tactical Air Command. Over both commands was placed the new Continental Air Command (ConAC), with headquarters at Mitchel Field. Overall responsibility for air defense was vested in ConAC. ADC became a small staff of planners which was abolished in July 1950. During 1949 and early 1950, steady strides were made in air defense. In March 1949, Congress authorized the construction of a "permanent" radar system. The outbreak of the Korean conflict in June 1950 underlined the need for increased air defense precautions. Building of the permanent radar network accelerated and ADC reactivated as a major air command in January 1951 and was reinvested with the air defense mission.

The next few years witnessed enormous strides in both the quantity and quality of air defense. By 1953, joint U.S.-Canadian efforts had extended radar coverage along the Pinetree Line north of the common border, and plans were approved for the erection of an electronic fence across the
top of the continent. This barrier came into operational use in 1958 as ADC's Distant Early Warning (DEW) Line.

In addition to covering the northern approach routes, measures were taken to provide coverage far out to sea. There, Texas Towers, bristling with radar equipment and embedded in the ocean bed, came into existence. Overhead flew ADC's Airborne Early Warning and Control aircraft—RC-121s. During the fifties radar coverage spread northward and laterally, while domestically the gaps were filled by additional stations and the organization of a million American men and women into the Ground Observer Corps (GOC), which served the nation until it was disbanded in 1959.

The early fifties also saw the transformation of ADC's weapons force. Day jet fighters such as the F-80 and F-84 gave way to all-weather jets like the F-94, F-89, and the Korean-bred F-86 "Sabres." As the performance of radars and weapons improved, the reflexes of the men who operated them proved much too slow. By 1953, steps had been taken to develop an electronic command and control network known as the Semi-Automatic Ground Environment (SAGE) System. The first SAGE Direction Center opened at McGuire AFB, New Jersey on 1 July 1958. By the end of the decade the blockhouses of the SAGE System could be seen across the nation.

Weapons also underwent modernization. The F-89D was modified to accept Falcon guided missiles (F-89H) and Genie
atomic rockets (F-89J) as armament. The F-86D was modified (F-86L) to include data link, thereby permitting more precise control from the ground. The F-86L and F-89H became available in 1956, the F-89J in 1957. Even more advanced were the Century Series supersonic interceptors. First was the F-102A, which appeared in 1956. The F-104 came along in 1958. The F-101B and F-106A were first received by ADC during the first half of 1959. The ADC interceptor force was composed of the F-101, F-104, F-106, and the F-102. Alongside the manned interceptors was the BOMARC supersonic interceptor missile which first entered the ADC inventory in September 1959, operating at a number of sites along the eastern seaboard and northern border.

In 1954 it became apparent that all three services were forging ahead with contributions to air defense. Coordination of their efforts was accomplished by a new agency reporting directly to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and called the Continental Air Defense Command (CONAD). In 1957, admission of Canada to partnership in the joint effort resulted in the North American Air Defense Command (NORAD), in which ADC continued to be the major United States component.

The pace of defense continued to pick up as the command sought an effective defense against the Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) and Submarine-launched Ballistic Missiles (SLBMs). Progress took many forms. Along the
Arctic Circle, a network of huge radars labeled the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS) was constructed. Additional radars came into being for the sole purpose of detecting, identifying, tracking, and sending back data on any SLBM. All man-made objects became numbers in the USAF SPACETRACK network operated by ADC's 14th Aerospace Force. As the space mission grew the command changed its name, effective 15 January 1968, to Aerospace Defense Command.

Emphasis went to systems for ballistic missile detection and warning and space surveillance, and the atmospheric detection and warning system, which had been in an almost continuous state of expansion and improvement since the 1950s, went into decline. BOMARC, for example, was dropped from the weapons inventory, and the F-101 and F-102 passed from the regular Air Force inventory into the National Guard. The offshore Texas Tower radar platforms were closed. To save funds and manpower, drastic cuts were made in long range radars, the number of interceptor squadrons, and in the organizational structure. By 1968 the DOD was making plans to phase down the current air defense system and transition to a new system which included an Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS), Over-the-Horizon Backscatter (OTH-B) radar, and an improved F-106 interceptor aircraft.
The changing emphasis in the threat away from the manned bomber and to the ballistic missile brought reorganization and reduction in aerospace defense resources and personnel and almost continuous turmoil in the management structure. The headquarters of the Continental Air Defense Command (CONAD) and ADC were combined on 1 July 1973. Two years later to the day ADC became a specified command--Aerospace Defense Command--by direction of the JCS. Reductions and reorganizations continued into the last half of the decade, but while some consideration was given to closing down the major command headquarters altogether and redistributing field resources to other commands, such a move lacked support in the Air Staff. In early 1977 strong Congressional pressure to reduce management "overhead" and the personal conviction of the USAF Chief of Staff that substantial savings could be realized without a reduction in operational capability moved the final "reorganization" of ADCOM to center stage. Two years of planning followed, but by late 1979 the Air Force was ready to carry it through.

It was conducted in two phases. On 1 October ADCOM atmospheric defense resources (interceptors, warning radars, and associated bases and personnel) were transferred to Tactical Air Command. On the same date, electronic assets went to the Air Force Communications Service (AFCS).
Thereafter, those two commands had day-to-day responsibility for resource management. On 1 December missile warning and space surveillance assets went to Strategic Air Command. On the same date Aerospace Defense Center, a Direct Reporting Unit, was established from the remnants of ADCOM headquarters. ADCOM, as a specified command, continued as the United States component of NORAD, but the major air command was inactivated on 31 March 1980. Unit designation of the MAJCOM reverted to the control of the Department of the Air Force.
SECTION II
MAJOR CHANGES IN COMMAND DESIGNATION

1946
Constituted on 21 March 1946, the Air Defense Command was activated at Mitchel Field, NY, on 27 March 1946.

1948
Continental Air Command (ConAC), created on 1 December 1948, was given the mission of air defense. ADC remained an "operational" command, but all air defense units were assigned to ConAC.

1950
The Air Defense Command was discontinued on 1 July 1950.

1951
The Air Defense Command was reestablished as a major air command on 1 January 1951 at Mitchel AFB, NY; ADC moved to Ent AFB, CO, on 8 January 1951. ADC inherited 21 fighter squadrons from ConAC and 37 ANG fighter squadrons assigned an M-Day air defense mission. It was also assigned four Air Divisions (Defense).

1954
Continental Air Defense Command (CONAD) was activated at Ent AFB, CO, 1 September 1954, in which ADC was a major U.S. Air Force component.

1968
ADC was redesignated the Aerospace Defense Command (ADC) on 15 January 1968.

1973
ADC and CONAD were consolidated on 1 July 1973,
1975

A new JCS Unified Command Plan designated ADC as a specified command and changed its name to the Aerospace Defense Command (ADCOM) on 1 July 1975; CONAD had been disestablished on 30 June 1975.

1979

Resource management responsibility of ADCOM's units having atmospheric defense missions (interceptors and warning radars) was transferred to TAC and resource management of ADCOM's units having communications and electronics assets was transferred to AFCS on 1 October 1979. Responsibility of ADCOM units having missile warning and space surveillance missions was transferred to SAC on 1 December 1979.

HQ Aerospace Defense Center was activated at Colorado Springs, CO, on 1 December 1979.

1980

Aerospace Defense Command (ADCOM), a major air command, was inactivated at Colorado Springs, CO, on 31 March 1980. ADCOM (specified) command was retained as an Air Force component of NORAD. Unit designation of the major command reverted to the control of the Department of the Air Force.
A CHRONOLOGY OF CHANGES IN ADC ORGANIZATION

21 March 1946 - ADC organized at Mitchel Field, NY, with an interim mission "to organize and administer the integrated air defense system of the Continental US...exercise direct control of all active measures, and coordinate all passive means of air defense."

27 March - The AAF Air Defense Command activated at Mitchel Field, NY. It assumed control of the 414th Night Fighter Squadron, which was a purely paper organization, and the 425th Night Fighter Squadron, which was manned by one officer and two enlisted men. Two bases, Mitchel Field and Hamilton Field, California, also assigned to ADC.

10 June - The ADC mission expanded to the extent that ADC was required to coordinate within the US the means available from other services for air defense, such as Naval and Marine aircraft units temporarily shore-based.

21 May 1947 - The 505th AC&W Group--the first postwar aircraft control and warning organization--activated at McChord Fld, Wash.

17 December - USAF--established earlier on 18 September--granted ADC authority to use fighter and radar forces of SAC, TAC, and the ANG in an emergency. The ANG constituted the major source of air defense units.

21 April 1948 - Secretary of Defense James V. Forrestal assigned USAF the primary responsibility for the air defense of the US.

25 October - The 25th Air Division--first air division for defense--established with headquarters at Silver Lake (near Everett) Washington; 26th Air Division formed on 16 November, the first one on the east coast, at Roslyn, NY.

1 December - Continental Air Command (ConAC) created and given the mission of air defense. ADC left as an "operational" command but all air defense units assigned to ConAC. TAC also placed under ConAC to provide additional fighter strength for air defense. General Stratemeyer became ConAC commander, and General Saville assumed command of ADC.
AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR AIR DEFENSE

March 1946 - June 1946

ADC was constituted on 21 Mar 1946, and activated at Mitchel Field, N. Y., on 27 Mar 1946.

July 1946 - June 1948
*ADC was assigned to ConAC on 1 Dec 1948.

*ADC was discontinued on 1 Jul 1950.
March 1949 – The six ConAC air forces relieved of their air defense responsibilities which were given to the Eastern and Western Air Defense Liaison Groups.

September – Eastern and Western Air Defense Forces activated and on 21 October fighter aircraft were placed under their continuous operational control. They were assigned to ADC as follows: HQ and HQ Sq, EADF and HQ and HQ Sq, WADF, effective 1 Jan 1951; both were redesignated HQ EADF and WADF effective 1 Sep 1951.

December 1949 – 32nd and 28th Air Divisions activated at Stewart AFB, NY and Hamilton AFB, Calif, respectively.

December 1949 – 30th Air Division activated at Selfridge AFB, Michigan.

1950

July 1950 – ADC (under ConAC) discontinued. The air defense mission remained with ConAC.

August – Command of the air defense forces west of 103° Meridian assigned to Western Air Defense Force.

September – Command of the air defense forces east of the 103° Meridian assigned to the Eastern Air Defense Force.

September – 27th Air Division activated at Norton AFB, Calif. Had been constituted 7 Sep 1950.

October – 31st Air Div activated at Fort Snelling, Minnesota.

1951

January 1951 – ADC reconstituted and ADC GO 2 established the Command which moved from Mitchel Fld to Ent AFB, Colorado Springs, Colo, under the command of Lt Gen Ennis C. Whitehead. ADC inherited a regular fighter force of 21 fighter squadrons from ConAC, and 37 ANG fighter squadrons assigned an M-Day air defense mission. It was also assigned the 25th, 26th, 27th, and 28th Air Divisions (Defense).

January – Albuquerque Air Defense Area, Provisional assigned.
*ADC was reestablished as a major command at Mitchel Fld, NY on 1 Jan 51; the headquarters moved from Mitchel Fld to Ent AFB, Colo. on 8 Jan 1951.
AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR AIR DEFENSE

February 1952

EADF

WADF

CADF

February 1953

EADF

WADF

CADF
5 January 1951 - 34th Air Division (Def) activated at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico, and assumed the responsibilities formerly held by Albuquerque Air Defense Area, Provisional, now discontinued.

1 March - Central Air Defense Force activated at Kansas City, Mo. Activated as HQ and HQ Sq, CADF. Renamed HQ CADF effective 1 Sep 1951. Moved to Kansas City, Mo to Grandview AFB, Mo, 10 Mar 1954. Grandview was redesignated Richards-Gebaur AFB, Mo, effective 27 Apr 1957.

1 March - 29th Air Div (Def) activated at Great Falls AFB, Montana.

19 March - 33rd Air Div (Def) activated at Tinker AFB, Oklahoma.

7 June - 4750th Air Base Sq (Gunnery Training), the first ADC gunnery training unit, activated at Yuma County Airport, Yuma, Arizona.

1 July 1951 - 35th Air Div (Def) activated at Kansas City, Mo. and the following September moved from Kansas City to Dobbins AFB, Ga.

15-16 September - 25th Air Div (Def) headquarters moved from Silver Lake, Wash. to McChord AFB, Wash.

1952

8 February 1952 - A reorganization of ADC ended the wing-base plan and created defense wings.

15 February - 32nd Air Div (Def) headquarters moved from Stewart AFB NY to Hancock Fld, NY.

1953

16 February 1953 - ADC reorganized and defense wings assigned to air divisions.

16 February - 34th Air Div (Def) transferred from Western Air Defense Force to Central Air Defense Force.

1 September - training unit at Yuma County Airport, Yuma, Ariz. was raised to Wing status, becoming the 4750th Training Wing (Air Defense).
Areas of Responsibility for Air Defense

June 1955

March 1956
1 October 1953 - the 4701st AEW&C Squadron—the first airborne early warning and control unit—activated at McClellan AFB, Calif.

1954

1 May 1954 - The 8th Air Division activated at McClellan AFB Calif. to supervise the buildup of the AEW&C force.

1 September - Continental Air Defense Command (CONAD) activated at Ent AFB, Colo. The same date, NAVFORCONAD (Naval Forces CONAD), established at Ent.

8 October - 9th Air Div (Def) activated with headquarters at Geiger Fld, Wash.

1955

1 May 1955 - 8th Air Division reassigned from WADF to HQ ADC.

8 July - the 552nd AEW&C Wing activated at McClellan AFB, Calif.

8 September - the 37th, 58th, and 85th Air Divisions activated at Truax Fld, Wright-Patterson AFB, and Andrews AFB, respectively.

8 October - the 20th Air Div (Def) activated at Grandview AFB, Mo., completing the organization that prevailed until implementation of SAGE system.

1956

August 1956 - All ADC wings operating a direction center were designated ADC sectors.

17 September - CONAD and ADC formally separated, and on 22 Sep, Lt Gen Joseph H. Atkinson assumed command of the latter organization.

8 October - The 4604th AC&W Squadron (Texas Towers) activated at Otis AFB, Mass. to provide logistical support for Texas Towers. The following December it was redesignated 4604th Support Squadron (Texas Towers).
1957

8 January 1957 – New York ADS activated and assigned to 26th Air Division. Same day Detroit ADS activated and assigned to 30th Air Division; Syracuse ADS assigned to 32nd Air Div; Washington ADS assigned to 85th Air Div; Boston ADS assigned to 26th Air Div; Bangor ADS assigned to 32nd Air Div.

8 March – Chicago ADS activated and assigned to 37th Air Div.

15 April – ADC assigned operational control of the DEW Line with the inactivation of Northeast Air Command (NEAC). 64th Air Division transferred from NEAC to ADC effective 1 April and then assumed operational control of DEW Line.

1 July – The 73rd Air Division (Weapons) activated at Tyndall AFB, Fla. and ADC assumed control for use as a Weapons Employment Center replacing the facility at Moody AFB, Ga.

1 July – 8th Air Division at McClellan AFB inactivated.

8 September – Montgomery ADS activated and assigned to 35th Air Division.

8 October – Duluth ADS activated and assigned to 37th Air Div.

8 December – Grand Forks ADS activated and assigned to 31st Air Div.

1958

8 January 1958 – Seattle ADS activated and assigned to 25th Air Division.

15 January – The 4751st Air Defense Missile Wing activated at Eglin AFB (#9), Fla. to develop and train BOMARC units.

15 April – The 4601st Support Squadron activated at Paramus, NJ to represent ADC in the contract administration of the DEW Line.

15 August – The 32nd Air Div inactivated. That same day Syracuse ADS and Bangor ADS transferred from 32nd to 26th Air Div.
15 August 1958 - 26th Air Div (SAGE) headquarters moved from Roslyn AFS NY to Syracuse AFS NY.

15 August - 9th Air Div (Def) inactivated.

1 September - Washington ADS transferred from 85th Air Division to 26th Air Division.

1 September - Portland ADS activated and assigned to 25th Air Div.

1 September - 85th Air Div at Andrews AFB, Md. inactivated.

8 September - Spokane ADS activated and assigned to 25th Air Div.

15 September - Boston ADS became operational.


15 November - 32nd Air Div (SAGE) reactivated at Dobbins AFB, Ga. replacing the 35th Air Div which was discontinued.

15 November - Montgomery ADS transferred from 35th to 32nd Air Div.

December - SAGE Combat Center No 1 at Hancock Field, NY (26th Air Division), became operational.

1959

1 January 1959 - Grand Forks ADS transferred from 31st to 29th Air Div and Duluth ADS went from 31st to 37th Air Div.

1 January - The 46th Air Defense Missile Squadron activated at McGuire AFB, NJ.

1 February - Washington ADS became operational.

15 February - Reno ADS activated and assigned to 25th Air Div; Los Angeles ADS activated and assigned to 27th Air Div; and, San Francisco ADS activated and assigned to 28th Air Div.

1 March - 25th Air Div (Def) redesignated 25th Air Div (SAGE).
1 March 1959 - Great Falls ADS activated and assigned to 29th Air Division; Bangor ADS became operational; and, 26th Air Division became SAGE-operational.

1 April - Duluth ADS and Sault Ste. Marie ADS transferred from 37th Air Div to 30th Air Div.

1 April - 37th Air Div (Def) at Truax Fld, Wis. discontinued.

1 April - 30th Air Div (Def) redesignated 30th Air Div (SAGE) and its headquarters moved from Willow Run Aprt, Detroit, Mich. to Truax Fld, Madison, Wisc.

1 April - Chicago ADS transferred from 37th Air Div to 30th Air Div.

1 April - Minot ADS activated and assigned to 29th Air Div.

June - One of ADC's two Weapons Employment Centers moved from Vincent AFB to MacDill AFB.

15 June - Phoenix ADS activated and assigned to WADF.

1 July - 30th Air Div transferred from EADF to ADC.

1 August - 26th and 32nd Air Divisions transferred from EADF to ADC.

1 August - 32nd Air Div (SAGE) headquarters moved from Dobbins AFB, Ga. to Oklahoma City AFS, Okla.

September - SAGE Combat Center No 2 (30th Air Div) became operational.

1 September - 46th Air Defense Missile Squadron at McGuire AFB, NJ--the first DOMARC Squadron--became operational.

1 September - Detroit Air Defense Sector DC became operational.

1 October - 27th Air Div (Def) inactivated.

1 October - Los Angeles ADS transferred from 27th Air Div to WADF.

1 October - Chicago Air Defense Sector became operational.
1 October - Sioux City ADS activated and assigned to 20th Air Div.

15 November - Duluth ADS became operational.

15 November - Grand Forks ADS became operational.

1960

1 January 1960 - 33rd Air Div (Def) redesignated 33rd Air Div (SAGE), transferred from CADF to ADC and its headquarters moved from Oklahoma City AFS, Okla. to Richards-Gebaur AFB, Missouri.

1 January - 20th Air Div (Def) at Richards-Gebaur AFB discontinued.

1 January - 29th Air Div (Def) redesignated 29th Air Div (SAGE) and transferred from CADF to ADC.

1 January - Kansas City ADS (Manual) and Oklahoma City ADS activated and assigned to 33rd Air Div.

1 January - Sioux City ADS transferred from 20th to 33rd Air Div.

1 January - Albuquerque ADS, 33rd AD activated at Kirtland and same date 34th Air Div (Def) discontinued. The sector discontinued 1 Nov 1960.

1 January - 31st Air Div (Def) headquarters at Fort Snelling, Minn. discontinued.

1 January - Eastern and Central Air Defense Forces inactivated.

15 February - Great Falls ADS became operational.

15 March - Seattle Air Defense Sector DC became operational.

1 April - Goose ADS (Manual) activated and assigned to 64th Air Div.

May - SAGE Combat Center No 3 (25th Air Div) became operational.

26 May - 64th Air Div headquarters moved from Pepperrell AFB to Stewart AFB, NY.
June 1960 - ADC's Weapons Employment Center at MacDill AFB, Fla. discontinued, leaving ADC only the Tyndall AFB Weapons Employment Center.

June - Portland ADS became operational.


1 July - 28th Air Div (Def) redesignated 28th Air Div (SAGE) and transferred from WADF to ADC.

1 July - WADF discontinued.

1 July - Reno ADS transferred from 25th to 28th Air Div.

1 July - Phoenix ADS transferred from WADF to 28th Air Div as was Los Angeles ADS.

1 July - 25th and 28th Air Divisions transferred from WADF to ADC.

1 October - BMEMS Site I, at Thule, Greenland, reached initial operational capability, the first operation of the BMEMS system.

December - San Francisco ADS became operational.

1961

14 February 1961 - The 1st Aerospace Surveillance and Control Squadron established at Ent AFB, Colo. by ADC to operate the SPADATS Center. SPADATS Center became operational 12 June.

15 February - Great Falls ADS became operational.

1 April - Los Angeles ADS became operational.

15 June - Minot ADS became operational.

1 July - Oklahoma City ADS transferred from 33rd to 32nd Air Div, and Kansas City ADS transferred from 33rd to 29th Air Div.

1 July - 33rd Air Div (SAGE) discontinued.

1 July - Sioux City Air Defense Sector transferred to 29th AD from 33rd AD.
1 July 1961 - The National Space Surveillance and Control Center (NSSCC) which began operations in January 1960 discontinued and the new SPADATS Center went into operation at Ent. This marked the beginning of ADC's aerospace defense operations. Interim operations began 3 July.

1 July - 29th Air Div (SAGE) headquarters moved from Malmstrom AFB, Montana, to Richards-Gebaur AFB, Mo.

15 July - The 9th Aerospace Defense Division activated at Ent AFB, Colo.

1 August - 32nd Air Division headquarters moved from Dobbins AFB, Ga. to Oklahoma City AFS, Okla.

1 September - 4752nd Air Defense Wing activated at Oklahoma City AFS, Okla.

1 September - Oklahoma City ADS (Manual) discontinued.

30 September - BMEWS Site II, Clear, Alaska, achieved initial operational capability; became fully operational 31 December.

1 October - 1st Aerospace Surveillance and Control Squadron transferred to the 9th Aerospace Defense Division.

December - SAGE Direction Center at Sioux City became operational, completing the SAGE program in the continental US.

1962

1 January 1962 - Kansas City ADS discontinued.

5 January - ADC took possession of BMEWS Sites I and II from AFSC.

June - Remote Combat Center at Hamilton (28th Air Div) became operational.

1 July - 1st Aerospace Surveillance and Control Sq redesignated 1st Aerospace Control Sq.

July - Remote Combat Center at Richards-Gebaur AFB (29th Air Div) became operational.

1963

1 March 1963 - 73rd Air Division (Weapons) redesignated 73rd Air Division.
15 May 1963 - HQ 26th Air Division (SAGE) Provisional, Stewart AFB, NY, organized.

25 June - 4752nd Air Defense Wing discontinued.

25 June - Oklahoma City ADS organized and assigned to 29th Air Division (SAGE).

1 July - 64th Air Div (Def) discontinued.

1 July - Goose ADS transferred from 64th Air Div (Def) to 26th Air Div (SAGE).

1 July - Air Forces Iceland reassigned from 64th Air Div to 26th Air Div.

1 July - 4604th Support Squadron (Texas Towers) discontinued.

1 July - Montgomery ADS transferred from 32nd Air Division (SAGE) to 26th Air Division (SAGE).

1 August - San Francisco ADS discontinued.

15 August - Minot ADS discontinued.

September - ADC mission expanded to include responsibility for operating "the combat crew training school for USAF personnel."

1 September - Spokane ADS discontinued.

4 September - Detroit ADS transferred from 30th to 26th Air Div.

4 September - Syracuse ADS discontinued.

4 September - 32nd Air Division discontinued.

4 September - Air Forces Iceland transferred from 26th Air Div to Goose ADS.

17 September - BM EWS Site III achieved initial operational capability; became fully operational on 15 January 1964.

15 November - 10th Aerospace Defense Squadron organized at Vandenberg AFB, Calif. and assigned to ADC.

1 December - Grand Forks ADS discontinued.

1964

1 August 1964 - 10th Aerospace Defense Squadron transferred from HQ ADC to the 9th Aerospace Defense Division.

1 October - Montgomery ADS transferred from 26th Air Division (SAGE) to ADC.

1965

3 September 1965 - Space Defense Center in Colorado Springs, Colo. activated.

1966

1 April 1966 - Numbered Air Forces organized as follows:
HQ First Air Force at Stewart AFB, NY.
HQ Fourth Air Force at Hamilton AFB, Calif.
HQ Tenth Air Force at Richards-Gebaur AFB, Mo.
HQ Fourteenth Air Force at Gunter AFB, Alabama (redesignated Fourteenth Aerospace Force 1 July 1968).

1 April - Ten new Air Divisions organized:
HQ 20th Air Div at Truax Fld, Wisc.
HQ 21st Air Div at McGuire AFB, NJ.
HQ 31st Air Div at Oklahoma City AFS, Okla.
HQ 32nd Air Div at Gunter AFB, Ala.
HQ 33rd Air Div at Fort Lee AFS, Va.
HQ 34th Air Div at Custer AFS, Mich.
HQ 35th Air Div at Topsham AFS, Me.
HQ 37th Air Div at Goose AB, Labrador.

1 April - The following units discontinued.
HQ 73rd Air Div at Tyndall AFB, Fla.
HQ Bangor ADS at Topsham AFS, Me.
HQ Boston ADS at Hancock Fld, NY.
HQ Chicago ADS at Truax Fld, Wisc.
HQ Detroit ADS at Custer AFS, Mich.
HQ Duluth ADS at Duluth IA, Minn.
Goose ADS (Manual) at Goose AB, Labrador.
HQ Great Falls ADS at Malmstrom AFB, Mont.
HQ Montgomery ADS at Gunter AFB, Ala.
HQ New York ADS at McGuire AFB, NJ.
1 April 1966 - The following units discontinued:
HQ Oklahoma City ADS at Oklahoma City AFS, Okla.
HQ Portland ADS at Adair AFS, Oregon.
HQ Seattle ADS at McChord AFB, Washington.
HQ Sioux City ADS at Sioux City MAP, Iowa.
HQ Washington ADS at Fort Lee, Virginia.

1 April - Following unit redesignations made:
25th Air Division (SAGE) to 25th Air Division.
26th Air Division (SAGE) to 26th Air Division.
28th Air Division (SAGE) to 28th Air Division.
30th Air Division (SAGE) to 30th Air Division.

1 April - Units moved as follows:
HQ 26th Air Div (SAGE) from Stewart AFB NY to Adair AFS Ore.
HQ 28th Air Div (SAGE) from Hamilton AFB Calif. to Malmstrom AFB Montana.
HQ 29th Air Div (SAGE) from Richards-Gebaur AFB Mo. to Duluth IAP, Minn.
HQ 30th Air Div (SAGE) from Truax Fld, Wisc. to Sioux City MAP, Iowa. These moves made without personnel or equipment.

1 April - The following reassignments occurred as a result of the ADC reorganization and reconfiguration:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Forces Iceland</td>
<td>Goose ADS (Manual)</td>
<td>37th ADiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles ADS</td>
<td>28th ADiv (SAGE)</td>
<td>4th AF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reno ADS</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th ADiv</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26th ADiv</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28th ADiv</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29th ADiv</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30th ADiv</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>10th &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

25 June - HQ Los Angeles ADS at Norton AFB, Calif. discontinued as was HQ Reno ADS at Stead AFB, Nevada.

1967

1 January 1967 - HQ 73rd Aerospace Surveillance Wing organized at Ent AFB, Colo.


31 December - HQ 21st Air Division discontinued, but reactivated at Hancock Fld, NY 19 Nov 1969 and reassigned from 1st AF to HQ ADC 1 Dec 1969.
1968


1 July - First Aerospace Control Sq reassigned from 9th Air Div to 14th Aerospace Force.

1 July - 9th Aerospace Defense Division discontinued.

1969

15 September 1969 - 25th Air Division reassigned from Fourth AF to Tenth AF; reassigned to HQ ADC 1 December 1969.

30 September - HQ Fourth Air Force inactivated.

30 September - 26th Air Division (SAGE) discontinued at Adair AFS on this date; activated at Luke AFB, Ariz. on 19 Nov 1969.

19 November - 23rd Air Div; Duluth Intl Aprt, Minn. activated and assigned to First AF; reassigned to HQ ADC 1 Dec 1969.

19 November - 24th Air Div, activated at Malmstrom AFB, Montana and assigned to Tenth AF; reassigned to HQ ADC 1 Dec 1969.

19 November - 27th Air Div, reassigned from Fourth AF to Tenth AF on 15 Sep 1969 and then activated 19 Nov 1969.

19 November - 28th AD (SAGE) inactivated this date as did 29th Air Div.

31 December - HQ First Air Force inactivated.

31 December - HQ Tenth Air Force inactivated.

31 December - 551st AEW&C Wg and its operational and support squadrons inactivated at Otis AFB, Mass.

31 December - 31st Air Div inactivated.

1970

1 April 1970 - Aeronautical Defense Systems Office activated at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
1971

9 Mar - 18th FIS (F-101B) ceased operations at Grand Forks AFB, N.D.

1 Apr - 60th FIS (F-101B) ceased operations at Otis AFB, Mass., 62nd FIS (F-101B) ceased operations at K.I. Sawyer AFB, Mich.

30 Jun - 965th AEW&C Sq, McClellan AFB, Calif. inactivated.

Jul - ADC assumed responsibility for the MACE missile program at Eglin AFB, Fla., from TAC.

1 Jul - 4759th Air Def Sq replaced 965th AEW&C Sq at McClellan AFB, Calif., the latter inactivated on 30 June.

1 Oct - POW-3, Flaxman Island, Alaska, phased out. It had been relieved of its operational mission on 2 July.

1 Dec - Deputy Chief of Staff for Materiel became Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics.

1972

1 Jan - 4602nd Computer Services Sq designated and activated at Ent AFB, Colo.

1 Apr - 4614th Procurement Sq activated at Ent AFB, Colo.

30 Apr - 26th ADMS at Otis AFB, Mass., and 74th ADMS at Duluth IAP, Minn., inactivated.

30 Apr - 319th FIS, Malmstrom AFB, Montana, inactivated.

30 Jun - 83rd FIS at Loring AFB, Maine, inactivated.

31 Aug - 4677th DSES moved from Hill AFB, Utah, to Malmstrom AFB, Mont.

15 Sep - 4713th DSES moved from Otis AFB, Mass. to Westover AFB, Mass. and on 2 Oct was reassigned from HQ ADC to 21st Air Div.

18 Oct - HQ 4600 AB Wg moved from Ent to Peterson Fld, Colo.


31 Oct - 22nd ADMS, Langley AFB, Va., inactivated. The inactivations marked a close to BOMARC interceptor activity in ADC.
1973

1 Jan - 634th Radar Squadron activated at Lake Charles AFS, LA.
1 Jan - 635th Radar Squadron activated at Dauphin Island, AL.
31 Jan - 95th FIS inactivated at Dover AFB, DE.
31 Mar - 2nd FIS inactivated at Wurtsmith AFB, MI.
1 Jul - HQ CONAD and HQ ADC were consolidated.
1 Aug - Det 2, 552nd AEW&C Wing, moved from McCoy AFB, FL, to Homestead AFB, FL. The move was completed on 16 August 1973. McCoy AFB was closed.
15 Aug - 84th FIS began moving from Hamilton AFB, CA, to Castle AFB, CA. Move was completed by the end of the month.
1 Oct - 4603rd Management Engineering Sq activated at Ent AFB, CO.
31 Dec - 4784th Air Base Group inactivated at Otis ANGB, MA.

1974

1 Jan - 425th Munitions Maintenance Sq redesignated 425th Munitions Support Sq.
15 Apr - 4713th Defense Systems Evaluation Squadron inactivated at Westover AFB, MA.
30 Jun - 964th AEW&C Sq inactivated at McClellan AFB, CA.
1 Jul - 661st Radar Sq inactivated at Selfridge ANGB, MI.
1 Jul - 801st Radar Sq inactivated at Malmstrom AFB, MT.
1 Jul - 4677th Defense Systems Evaluation Sq inactivated at Malmstrom AFB, MT.
1 Jul - 17th DSES activated at Malmstrom AFB, MT.
1 Jul - 552nd Airborne Early Warning and Control Wing, McClellan AFB, CA, redesignated the 552nd AEW&C Group.
1 Jul - 4799th USAF Special Activities Sq activated at Ent AFB, CO.
30 Jul - 460th FIS inactivated at Grand Forks AFB, ND.
3 Sep - 4757th Air Defense Sq inactivated at Tyndall AFB, FL.

1975

15 Mar - 46th Aerospace Defense Wing and subordinate units activated at Peterson Field, CO.

15 Mar - 4600th Aerospace Defense Wing, Peterson Field, CO, and subordinate units inactivated.

15 Mar - 4604th Aerospace Support Sq inactivated at Cheyenne Mountain Complex City, CO.

31 Mar - 637th Radar Sq inactivated at Othello AFS, WA.

31 Mar - 674th Radar Sq inactivated at Osceola AFS, WI.

31 Mar - 4601st Operation Evaluation and Training Sq inactivated at McGuire AFB, NJ.

30 Jun - Five radar sites transferred to the FAA: 648th Radar Sq, Benton AFS, PA; 649th Radar Sq, Bedford AFS, VA; 750th Radar Sq, Boron AFS, CA; 858th Radar Sq, Fallon AFS, NV; and 861st Radar Sq, Aiken AFS, SC.

30 Jun - Continental Air Defense Command (CONAD), created 1 September 1954, was disestablished.

30 Jun - 319th FITS activated at Tyndall AFB, FL.

30 Jun - 4699th Aerospace Defense Sq activated at Cheyenne Mountain Complex City, CO.

30 Jun - 14th Communications Sq, Johnson FHG, Japan, and its transmitter detachments, inactivated.

30 Jun - 15th Communications Sq, Aviano AB, Italy, and its receiver detachments, inactivated.

30 Jun - 14th Missile Warning Sq moved from Laredo AFB, TX, to MacDill AFB, FL.

1 Jul - A new JCS Unified Command Plan designated ADCOM as a specified command.

1 Oct - 18th Surveillance Sq, Edwards AFB, CA, and three detachments, inactivated as contractor operations and maintenance began for Baker-Nunn Spacetrack sensors.

1 Oct - HQ Alaskan ADCOM Region designated and activated at Elmendorf AFS, AK.
AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR AIR DEFENSE

1 October 1977
1976

1 Mar - Peterson Field, located 7 miles east of Colorado Springs, redesignated Peterson Air Force Base, CO.

21 Apr - 4699th Aerospace Defense Squadron inactivated at Cheyenne Mountain Complex, CO.

21 Apr - 47th Communications Group, Ent AFB, CO, redesignated 47th Communications Squadron and reassigned from HQ ADCOM to 46th Aerospace Defense Wing.

21 Apr - 4699th Aerospace Defense Squadron inactivated at Cheyenne Mountain Complex City, CO.

30 Apr - 552nd Airborne Early Warning and Control Group inactivated at McClellan AFB, CA.

31 May - 17th Radar Squadron inactivated at Ko Kha, Thailand.

1 Oct - 14th Aerospace Force, Ent AFB, CO, was inactivated and its personnel and units (missile and space surveillance) reassigned to HQ ADCOM and ADCOM divisions and the Alaskan ADCOM Region.

1977

30 Jun - 656th Radar Squadron inactivated at Saratoga Springs AFS, NY.

30 Jun - 676th Radar Squadron inactivated at Antigo AFS, WI.

1 Nov - 319th Fighter Interceptor Training Squadron inactivated at Tyndall AFB, FL.

31 Dec - 630th Radar Squadron inactivated at Houston, Texas.

1978

1 Apr - 752nd Radar Squadron inactivated at Empire AFS, MI.

1 Apr - 716th Radar Squadron inactivated at Kalispell AFS, MT.

1 Apr - 644th Radar Squadron inactivated at Homestead AFB, FL.

30 Sep - 632nd Radar Squadron inactivated at Roanoke Rapids, SC.

1 Oct - 6th Missile Warning Squadron activated at Otis AFB, MA.
1979

30 Mar - 757th Radar Squadron inactivated at Blaine AFS, WA.

29 Jun - 702nd Radar Squadron inactivated at Savannah AFS, GA.

29 Jun - 763rd Radar Squadron inactivated at Lockport AFS, NY.

29 Jun - 764th Radar Squadron inactivated at St. Albans AFS, VT.

30 Jun - 689th Radar Squadron inactivated at Mt. Hebo AFS, OR.

30 Jun - 907th Radar Squadron inactivated at Bucks Harbor AFS, ME.

1 Jul - 7th Missile Warning Squadron activated at Beale AFB, CA.

13 Jul - 17th Defense Systems Evaluation Squadron inactivated at Malmstrom AFB, MT.

1 Sep - Official date of commencement of action pursuant to the ADCOM reorganization.

29 Sep - 765th Radar Squadron inactivated at Charleston AFS, ME.

29 Sep - 778th Radar Squadron inactivated at Harve AFS, MT.

29 Sep - 779th Radar Squadron inactivated at Opheim AFS, MT.

29 Sep - 780th Radar Squadron inactivated at Fortuna AFS, ND.

29 Sep - 786th Radar Squadron inactivated at Minot AFS, ND.

1 Oct - First of a two-part reorganization of aerospace defense and surveillance and warning resources took place with the transfer of ADCOM atmospheric defense resources (interceptors and warning radars) to Tactical Air Command (TAC) and communications and electronics assets to Air Force Communications Service (AFCS). Thereafter, those two commands had resource management responsibility.
1 Oct 79 - Units reassigned to Hq ADCOM from 1 Oct 79 to 1 Dec 79 due to reorganization:

19th Surveillance Squadron
2d Communications Sq, Buckley Field, CO
5th Defense Space Communications Sq,
Woomera Airport, Australia
6th Missile Warning Sq, Otis AFB, MA
7th Missile Warning Sq, Beale AFB, CA
12th Missile Warning Sq, Thule AB, Greenland
20th Missile Warning Sq, Eglin AFB, FL
4684th Air Base Gp, Sondrestrom AB, Greenland

1 Oct 79 - Units reassigned to TAC:

Air Defense Weapons Center, Tyndall AFB, FL
Air Forces Iceland, FPO New York 09571
20th Air Division, Fort Lee AFS, VA
21st Air Division, Hancock Field, NY
23rd Air Division, Duluth IAP, MN
24th Air Division, Malmstrom AFB, MT
25th Air Division, McChord AFB, WA
26th Air Division, Luke AFB, AZ
425th Munitions Support Sq, Colorado Springs, CO

1 Oct 79 - Units reassigned to AFCS:

47th Communications Sq, Peterson AFB, CO
4754th Radar Evaluation Sq, Hill AFB, UT

1 Oct 79 - Units reassigned to SAC:

46th Aerospace Defense Wing, Peterson AFB, CO
4602nd Computer Services Sq, Peterson AFB, CO
4614th Contracting Sq, Colorado Springs, CO


1 Nov 79 - 10th Aerospace Defense Squadron was inactivated and its assets and people integrated with those of the 349th Test Maintenance Squadron, First Strategic Aerospace Division, SAC, at Vandenberg AFB, CA.

* AFCS was redesignated the Air Force Communications Command (AFCC), effective 15 November 1979.
1 Dec - The second part of the ADCOM reorganization took place with the transfer of missile warning and space surveillance assets to SAC. Units reassigned to SAC:

- 2d Communications Sq, Buckley Field, CO
- 5th Defense Space Communications Sq, Woomera ASN, Australia
- 6th Missile Warning Sq, Otis AFB, MA
- 7th Missile Warning Sq, Beale AFB, CA
- 12th Missile Warning Sq, Thule AFB, Greenland
- 14th Missile Warning Sq, MacDill AFB, FL
- 19th Surveillance Sq
- 20th Missile Warning Sq, Eglin AFB, FL
- 4684th Air Base Group, Sondrestrom AB, Greenland

1 Dec - Aerospace Defense Center activated at Colorado Springs, CO.

1 Dec - Aerospace Defense Combat Operations Staff (ADCOS) activated at Cheyenne Mountain Complex, CO.

7 Dec - 4690th Aerospace Intelligence Sq inactivated at Cheyenne Mountain Complex, CO.

1980

31 Mar - Aerospace Defense Command, a major Air command, was inactivated at Colorado Springs, CO. Concurrently, unit designation reverted to the control of the Department of the Air Force.
SECTION III
AIR DEFENSE FORCES


Western Air Defense Force: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Hamilton AFB, CA. Inactivated 1 July 1960.
AIR FORCES

First Air Force: activated at Mitchel Field, NY, as the Northeast Air District on 18 December 1940. Redesignated First Air Force early in 1941. Trained new organizations and later replacements for combat units. Also provided air defense for the eastern U.S. until 1943. Assigned to ADC on 27 March 1946, moved to Ft. Slocum, NY, on 3 June 1946, and assigned to Continental Air Defense Command (ConAC) in December 1948, being concerned primarily with air defense until 1949 and with reserve and National Guard activities thereafter. Reassigned to ADC on 1 April 1966; inactivated on 31 December 1969.

Second Air Force: activated at McChord Field, WA, on 18 December 1940, as the Northwest Air District. Redesignated Second Air Force early in 1941. Served as both an air defense and a training organization. Inactivated 30 March 1946. Reactivated 6 June 1946 at Ft. Crook, NE, and assigned to ADC. Inactivated 1 July 1948.

Fourth Air Force: Activated at March Field, CA, 18 December 1940 as the Southwest Air District. Redesignated Fourth Air Force early in 1941. Provided air defense for the western U.S. until 1943, and at the same time trained new organizations. Later, was engaged primarily in training replacements for combat units. Assigned to ADC in March 1946, and moved to Hamilton Field, CA, on 19 June 1946. Reassigned to ConAC in December 1948, being concerned chiefly with air defense until 1949 and with reserve and national guard activities thereafter. Discontinued 1 September 1960, reactivated 1 April 1966 and assigned to ADC. Inactivated 30 September 1969.

Tenth Air Force: activated 12 February 1942 at Patterson Field, OH, and served in India, Burma, and China during WWII. Inactivated 6 January 1946 but reactivated on 24 May 1946 at Brooks Field, TX, and assigned to ADC and later (Dec 1948) to ConAC. Inactivated on 1 September 1960, reactivated 1 April 1966 at Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO, and assigned to ADC. Inactivated on 31 December 1969.

Eleventh Air Force: activated 13 June 1946 at Olmstead Field, Middletown, PA, and assigned to ADC. Inactivated 1 July 1948.

Fourteenth Air Force: activated in China on 10 March 1943. Served in combat, operating primarily in China, until the end of the war. Inactivated 6 January 1946. Activated 24 May 1946 at Orlando AB, FL, and assigned first to ADC and later (1948) to ConAC. Reactivated at Gunter AFB, AL, and assigned to ADC on 1 April 1966; redesignated Fourteenth Aerospace Force on 1 July 1968 and moved to Ent AFB, CO; inactivated 1 October 1976.
Air Forces Iceland: at Keflavik Airport, Iceland, was transferred from the Military Airlift Command (MATS) to ADC on 1 July 1962 and assigned to the 64th Air Division; transferred to 26th Air Division (SAGE) on 1 July 1963 to Goose Air Defense Sector on 4 September 1963, to the 37th Air Division on 1 April 1966, and the 21st Air Division on 31 December 1969; reassigned to TAC on 1 October 1979.
ADCOM REGIONS

Alaskan ADCOM Region: designated and activated at Elmendorf AFB, Alaska, on 1 October 1975, and assigned to the Aerospace Defense Command (ADCOM), a specified command.

20th ADCOM Region: designated and activated on 8 December 1978 at Fort Lee AFS, VA, and assigned to Aerospace Defense Command (ADCOM), a specified command.

21st ADCOM Region: designated and activated on 8 December 1978 at Hancock Field, NY, and assigned to Aerospace Defense Command (ADCOM), a specified command.

23d ADCOM Region: designated and activated on 8 December 1978 at Duluth International Airport, MN, and assigned to Aerospace Defense Command (ADCOM), a specified command.

24th ADCOM Region: designated and activated on 8 December 1978 at Malmstrom AFB, MT, and assigned to Aerospace Defense Command (ADCOM), a specified command.

25th ADCOM Region: designated and activated on 8 December 1978 at McChord AFB, WA, and assigned to Aerospace Defense Command (ADCOM), a specified command.

SECTION IV
AIR DIVISIONS

8th Air Division (AEW&Con): activated 1 May 1954 at McClellan AFB, CA, and assigned to Western Air Defense Force; transferred to ADC on 1 May 1955; inactivated on 1 July 1957.

9th Aerospace Defense Division: activated 15 July 1961 at Ent AFB, CO, and assigned to ADC; discontinued on 1 July 1968.


23d Air Division: activated on 19 November 1969 at Duluth International Airport, MN, and assigned to First Air Force; reassigned to ADC on 1 December 1969; reassigned to TAC on 1 October 1979.

24th Air Division: activated on 19 November 1969 at Malmstrom AFB, MT, and assigned to Tenth Air Force; reassigned to ADC on 1 December 1969; reassigned to TAC on 1 October 1979.
25th Air Division: activated as the 25th Air Division (Defense) on 25 October 1948 at Silver Lake, WA, and assigned to Fourth Air Force. Reassigned to Western Air Defense Force in February 1950; moved to McChord AFB, WA, 15 September 1951; redesignated 25th Air Division (SAGE) on 1 March 1959; transferred to ADC on 1 July 1960; reassigned to Fourth Air Force on 1 April 1966; reassigned to Tenth Air Force on 15 September 1969; reassigned to ADC on 1 December 1969; reassigned to TAC on 1 October 1979.

26th Air Division: activated on 16 November 1948 at Mitchel AFB, NY, and assigned to the First Air Force; moved to Roslyn AFS, NY, on 18 April 1949; redesignated 26th Air Division (Defense) on 20 June 1949; reassigned to Eastern Air Defense Force on 1 September 1950; redesignated 26th Air Division (SAGE) on 8 August 1958 and moved to Syracuse AFS, NY; Syracuse AFS redesignated Hancock Field, NY, ca. July 1959; transferred to ADC on 1 August 1959; moved to Stewart AFB, NY, on 15 June 1964; redesignated 26th Air Division on 20 January 1966; transferred to Fourth Air Force on 1 April 1966, and moved to Adair AFS, OR; inactivated 30 September 1969. Activated at Luke AFB, AZ, on 19 November 1969; reassigned to TAC on 1 October 1979.

27th Air Division: activated on 20 September 1950 as the 27th Air Division (Defense), Norton AFB, CA, and assigned to the Western Air Defense Force; inactivated on 1 October 1959. Organized as the 27th Air Division on 1 April 1966 at Luke AFB, AZ, and assigned to Fourth Air Force; reassigned to Tenth Air Force on 15 September 1969; inactivated on 19 November 1969.

28th Air Division: assigned to Western Air Defense Force on 1 January 1951 as the 28th Air Division (Defense) at Hamilton AFB, CA; redesignated 28th Air Division (SAGE) and transferred to ADC on 1 July 1960; redesignated 28th Air Division on 1 April 1966, moved to Malmstrom AFB, MT, and assigned to the Tenth Air Force; inactivated on 19 November 1969.

29th Air Division: activated on 1 March 1951 at Great Falls AFB, MT, and assigned to Western Air Defense Force; transferred to Central Air Defense Force on 16 February 1953; Great Falls AFB redesignated Malmstrom AFB in the fall of 1955. Redesignated 29th Air Division (SAGE) on 1 January 1960, and transferred to ADC; moved to Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO, on 1 July 1961; redesignated 29th Air Division on 1 April 1966; moved to Duluth International Airport, MN, and assigned to Tenth Air Force; reassigned to First Air Force on 15 September 1969; inactivated on 19 November 1969.
30th Air Division: activated at Selfridge AFB, MI, on 16 December 1949 as the 30th Air Division (Defense) and assigned to ADC; moved to Willow Run Airport, MI, in April 1952, and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force; reorganized and redesignated 30th Air Division (SAGE) on 1 April 1959 and moved to Truax Field, WI; transferred to ADC on 1 July 1959. Redesignated 30th Air Division, moved to Sioux City Municipal Airport, IA (without personnel or equipment); assigned to Tenth Air Force on 1 April 1966; discontinued 18 September 1968.

31st Air Division: activated 8 October 1950 at Selfridge AFB, MI, as the 31st Air Division (Defense), and assigned to the Eastern Air Defense Force; assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951; moved to Fort Snelling, MN, on 18 December 1950; transferred to Central Air Defense Force on 20 May 1951; inactivated 1 January 1960. Organized at Oklahoma City Air Station, OK, on 1 April 1966, and assigned to Fourteenth Air Force; reassigned to Tenth Air Force on 1 July 1968; inactivated on 31 December 1969.

32d Air Division: assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force on 1 January 1951, at Stewart AFB, NY; moved to Hancock Field, NY, on 15 February 1952; base of assignment designated Syracuse AFS, NY, on 1 December 1953; inactivated as 32d Air Division (Defense) on 15 August 1958. Reactivated and reorganized as 32d Air Division (SAGE) and assigned to the Eastern Air Defense Force at Dobbins AFB, GA, on 15 November 1958, where it replaced the 35th Air Division. Transferred to ADC on 1 August 1959; moved to Oklahoma City AFS, OK, on 1 August 1961; discontinued 4 September 1963. Organized at Gunter AFB, AL, on 1 April 1966 and assigned to Fourteenth Air Force; reassigned to Tenth Air Force on 1 July 1968; inactivated on 31 December 1969.

33d Air Division: activated on 19 March 1951 at Tinker AFB, OK, designated the 33d Air Division (Defense), and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force; reassigned to Central Air Defense Force on 20 May 1951; moved to Oklahoma City Air Force Station, OK, in the summer of 1956; redesignated 33d Air Division (SAGE), transferred to ADC, and moved to Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO, on 1 January 1960; discontinued on 1 July 1961. Organized as the 33d Air Division at Fort Lee AFS, VA, and assigned to first Air Force on 1 April 1966; inactivated on 19 November 1969.


36th Air Division: activated 1 April 1966 at Topsham AFS, ME, and assigned to the First Air Force; inactivated on 30 September 1969.

37th Air Division: activated 10 October 1951 at Lockbourne AFB, OH, as a SAC unit; moved to Truax Field, WI, and was activated as an ADC unit on 8 September 1955, and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force; inactivated 1 April 1959. Organized on 1 April 1966 at Goose AB, Labrador, and assigned to First Air Force; reassigned to ADC on 1 December 1969; inactivated on 30 June 1970.

58th Air Division (Defense): activated on 8 September 1955 at Wright-Patterson AFB, OH, and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force; inactivated on 1 February 1959.

64th Air Division: assigned to ADC from the Northeast Air Command on 1 April 1957 at Pepperrell AFB, Newfoundland; moved to Stewart AFB, NY, on 26 May 1960; discontinued on 1 July 1963.

73d Air Division: activated on 1 July 1957 at Tyndall AFB, FL, as the 73d Air Division (Weapons), and assigned to ADC; redesignated 73d Air Division on 1 March 1963; discontinued on 1 April 1966.

85th Air Division: activated on 8 September 1955 at Andrews AFB, MD, and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force; inactivated on 1 September 1958.
AIR DEFENSE SECTORS

Albuquerque Air Defense Sector: activated at Kirtland AFB, NM, on 1 January 1960, and assigned to 33d Air Division; discontinued on 1 November 1960.

Bangor Air Defense Sector: activated at Topsham AFS, ME, on 8 January 1957, and assigned to the 32d Air Division; transferred to 26th Air Division on 15 August 1958; discontinued on 1 April 1966.

Boston Air Defense Sector: Formed through redesignation of the 4622d Air Defense Wing (SAGE); activated 8 January 1957 at Strwart AFB, NY, and assigned to the 26th Air Division; moved to Hancock Field, NY, and was discontinued on 1 April 1966.

Chicago Air Defense Sector: Formed through redesignation of the 4628th Air Defense Wing; activated 8 March 1957 at Truax Field, WI, and assigned to 37th Air Division; transferred to 30th Air Division on 1 April 1959; discontinued on 1 April 1966.

Detroit Air Defense Sector: Formed through redesignation of the 4627th Air Defense Wing; activated 8 January 1957 at Fort Custer, MI, and assigned to the 30th Air Division; base redesignated Custer Air Force Station in 1959; transferred to the 26th Air Division on 4 September 1963; discontinued on 1 April 1966.

Duluth Air Defense Sector: activated on 8 October 1957 at Duluth Municipal Airport, MN, and assigned to 37th Air Division (Eastern Air Defense Force); transferred to 31st Air Division (Central Air Defense Force) on 20 December 1957; transferred back to the 37th Air Division on 1 January 1959, and to the 30th Air Division on 1 April 1959; discontinued on 1 April 1966.

Goose Air Defense Sector: activated at Goose Air Base, Labrador, on 1 April 1960, and assigned to the 64th Air Division; transferred to 26th Air Division (SAGE) on 1 July 1963; discontinued on 1 April 1966.

Grand Forks Air Defense Sector: activated on 8 December 1957 at Grand Forks AFB, ND, and assigned to the 31st Air Division; transferred to the 29th Air Division on 1 January 1959; discontinued on 1 December 1963.
Great Falls Air Defense Sector: activated on 1 March 1959 at Malmstrom AFB, MT, and assigned to 29th Air Division; discontinued on 1 April 1966.

Kansas City Air Defense Sector: activated at Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO, on 1 January 1960 and assigned to the 33d Air Division; transferred to 29th Air Division on 1 July 1961; discontinued on 1 January 1962.

Los Angeles Air Defense Sector: activated on 15 February 1959 at Norton AFB, CA, and assigned to 27th Air Division; transferred to Western Air Defense Force on 1 October 1959; transferred to 28th Air Division on 1 July 1960; transferred to Fourth Air Force on 1 April 1966; discontinued 25 June 1966.

Minot Air Defense Sector: activated on 1 April 1959 at Minot AFB, ND, and assigned to the 29th Air Division; discontinued on 15 August 1963.

Montgomery Air Defense Sector: activated on 8 September 1957 at Gunter AFB, AL, and assigned to 35th Air Division; transferred to 32d Air Division on 15 November 1958; transferred to 26th Air Division (SAGE) on 1 July 1963; transferred to ADC on 1 October 1964; discontinued on 1 April 1966.

New York Air Defense Sector: Formed through redesignation of the 4621st Air Defense Wing (SAGE); activated at McGuire AFB, NJ, on 8 January 1957, and assigned to 26th Air Division; discontinued on 1 April 1966.

Oklahoma City Air Defense Sector: activated at Oklahoma City AF Station, OK, on 1 January 1960, and assigned to 33d Air Division; transferred to 32d Air Division on 1 July 1961; discontinued 1 September 1961; reactivated 25 June 1963 at Oklahoma City AFS and assigned to the 29th Air Division (SAGE); discontinued on 1 April 1966.

Phoenix Air Defense Sector: activated at Luke AFB, AZ, on 15 June 1959, and assigned to Western Air Defense Force; transferred to the 28th Air Division on 1 July 1960; discontinued on 1 April 1966.

Portland Air Defense Sector: activated on 1 September 1958 at Adair AFS, OR, and assigned to the 25th Air Division; discontinued on 1 April 1966.
Reno Air Defense Sector: activated at Stead AFB, NV, on 15 February 1959, and assigned to the 25th Air Division; transferred to 28th Air Division on 1 July 1960; transferred to Fourth Air Force on 1 April 1966; discontinued on 25 June 1966.

San Francisco Air Defense Sector: activated on 15 February 1959 at Beale AFB, CA, and assigned to the 28th Air Division; discontinued on 1 August 1963.

Sault Ste. Marie Air Defense Sector: activated on 8 November 1958 at K. I. Sawyer Airport, MI, and assigned to 37th Air Division; transferred to 30th Air Division on 1 April 1959; discontinued on 15 December 1963.

Seattle Air Defense Sector: activated on 8 January 1958 at McChord AFB, WA, and assigned to 25th Air Division; discontinued on 1 April 1966.

Sioux City Air Defense Sector: activated on 1 October 1959 at Sioux City Municipal Airport, IA, and assigned to the 20th Air Division; transferred to the 33d Air Division on 1 January 1960; transferred to 29th Air Division on 1 July 1961; discontinued on 1 April 1966.

Spokane Air Defense Sector: activated on 8 September 1958 at Larson AFB, WA, and assigned to the 25th Air Division; discontinued on 1 September 1963.

Syracuse Air Defense Sector: Formed through redesignation of the 4624th Air Defense Wing (SAGE); activated on 8 January 1957 at Syracuse AFS, NY, and assigned to 32d Air Division; transferred to 26th Air Division on 15 August 1958; base redesignated from Syracuse AFS to Hancock Field, NY, ca. July 1959; discontinued 4 September 1963.

Washington Air Defense Sector: Formed through redesignation of the 4625th Air Defense Wing (SAGE); activated at Fort Lee AFS, VA, on 8 January 1957 and assigned to 85th Air Division; transferred to 26th Air Division on 1 September 1958; discontinued on 1 April 1966.
Aerospace Defense Center: activated 1 December 1979 at Colorado Springs, CO, assigned to USAF.

Air Defense Weapons Center: organized at Tyndall AFB, FL, on 31 October 1967, and assigned to ADC; transferred to TAC on 1 October 1979.

ADCOM Combat Operations Center (COC): designated and activated as the NORAD Combat Operations Center at Cheyenne Mountain Complex City, CO, and assigned to ADCOM on 21 April 1976; redesignated the ADCOM COC on 30 June 1976.
1st Fighter Wing (Air Defense): originally assigned to ADC as 1st Fighter-Interceptor Wing at George AFB, CA, assigned to the Western Air Defense Force on 1 January 1951 until inactivation on 6 February 1952. Reactivated at Selfridge AFB, MI, on 18 October 1956 as the 1st Fighter Wing (Air Defense) and assigned to 30th Air Division; transferred to Detroit Air Defense Sector on 1 April 1959; transferred to 34th Air Division on 1 April 1966; reassigned to 23d Air Division on 1 December 1969; moved to Hamilton AFB, CA, on 31 December 1969 and reassigned to 26th Air Division; moved to MacDill AFB, FL, on 10 October 1970 and was reassigned to TAC.

4th Fighter-Interceptor Wing: assigned to ADC (Eastern Air Defense Force) on 1 January 1951; TDY overseas to Far East Air Force since date of assignment; transferred PCS to Far East Air Force on 1 October 1951.


33d Fighter Wing (Air Defense): originally assigned to ADC as 33d Fighter-Interceptor Wing, Otis AFB, MA. Assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force on 1 January 1951 until inactivation on 6 February 1952. Reactivated on 18 October 1956 at Otis AFB as 33d Fighter Wing (Air Defense) and assigned to 4622d Air Defense Wing (SAGE); transferred to Boston Air Defense Sector on 8 January 1957; reduced in manning on 1 July 1957 when Otis AFB was transferred to 551st AEW&Con Wing; inactivated ca. 18 August 1957.


50th Fighter-Interceptor Wing: A Corollary Reserve unit called to Active Duty on 1 June 1951 for 21 months, attached to the 33d Fighter Interceptor Wing at Otis AFB, MA, for administrative and logistical support; discontinued by 15 August 1951 and personnel absorbed into the 33d Fighter Wg.

52d Fighter Wing (Air Defense): assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 as the 52d Fighter-All Weather Wing at McGuire AFB, NJ, and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force; redesignated 52d Fighter-Interceptor Wing on
1 May 1951; inactivated 6 February 1952. Reactivated 1 July 1963 at Suffolk County AFB, NY, and assigned to New York Air Defense Sector; transferred to 21st Air Division on 1 April 1966; reassigned to 35th Air Division on 1 December 1967; discontinued 30 September 1968.


71st Missile Warning Wing: Reassigned from the 9th Aerospace Defense Division to the Fourteenth Aerospace Force on 1 July 1968 at Ent AFB, CO; moved to McGuire AFB, NJ, on 21 July 1969; inactivated on 30 April 1971.

71st Surveillance Wing (BMEWS): activated 1 January 1962 at Ent AFB, CO, and assigned to 9th Aerospace Defense Division; discontinued on 1 July 1968.

73d Aerospace Surveillance Wing: organized on 1 January 1967 at Ent AFB, CO, and assigned to the 9th Aerospace Defense Division; reassigned to Fourteenth Aerospace Force on 1 July 1968; moved to Tyndall AFB, FL, and inactivated on 30 April 1971.

78th Fighter Wing (Air Defense): originally assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Hamilton AFB, CA, and assigned to Western Air Defense Force as the 78th Fighter-Interceptor Wing until inactivated on 6 February 1952. Reactivated on 18 October 1956 at Hamilton AFB as 78th Fighter Wing (Air Defense) and assigned to 28th Air Division; transferred to San Francisco Air Defense Sector on 1 July 1960; transferred to 28th Air Division (SAGE) on 1 August 1963; transferred to 26th Air Division on 1 April 1966; reassigned to 27th Air Division on 15 September 1969; reassigned to 26th Air Division on 19 November 1969; inactivated 31 December 1969.

81st Fighter-Interceptor Wing: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Larson AFB, WA, and assigned to Western Air Defense Force; transferred to the 3d Air Force, Suffolk, England, PCS, on 22 August 1951.
84th Fighter-All Weather Wing: A Corollary Reserve unit called to Active Duty on 1 June 1951 for 21 months at McGuire AFB, NJ, and attached to the 52d Fighter Interceptor Wing. Personnel were absorbed into the 52d FIW and the 84th was inactivated on the day after activation, 2 June 1951.

101st Fighter-Interceptor Wing: Federalized by the ANG on 10 February 1951 at Dow AFB, ME, and assigned to the Eastern Air Defense Force; moved to Grenier AFB, NH, in May 1951; moved to Larson AFB, WA, and transferred to Western Air Defense Force on 2 August 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

103d Fighter-Interceptor Wing: Federalized by the ANG on 2 March 1951 and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force at Brainard Field, Hartford, CT; moved to Suffolk County AFB, NY, by 1 June 1951; inactivated 6 February 1952.

113th Fighter-Interceptor Wing: Federalized by ANG on 10 February 1951 at Andrews AFB, Wash., D. C.; moved to Newcastle AFB, DE, on 16 February 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

122d Fighter-Interceptor Wing: Federalized by the ANG on 10 February 1951 at Stout Field, IN, and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force; moved to Baer Field, IN, by May 1951; transferred to Central Air Defense Force on 1 December 1951; inactivated 7 February 1952.

128th Fighter-Interceptor Wing: Federalized by ANG on 10 February 1951 at General Mitchell Field, WI, and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force; moved to Truax Field, WI, on 16 February 1951; transferred to Central Air Defense Force on 20 May 1951; inactivated 6 February 1952.


142d Fighter-Interceptor Wing: Federalized by the ANG on 2 March 1951 at Geiger Field, WA, and assigned to Western Air Defense Force; transferred to Eastern Air Defense Force on 11 April 1951; moved to O'Hare International Airport, Chicago, IL, by 1 May 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.
325th Fighter Wing: originally assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at McChord AFB, WA, and assigned to Western Air Defense Force as the 325th Fighter-All Weather Wing; redesignated 325th Fighter-Interceptor Wing on 1 May 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952. Reactivated on 18 October 1956 at McChord AFB as the 325th Fighter Wing (Air Defense) and assigned to 25th Air Division; transferred to Seattle Air Defense Sector on 10 February 1960; transferred to 25th Air Division on 1 April 1966; discontinued on 1 July 1968.

328th Fighter Wing (Air Defense): activated on 1 February 1961 at Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO, and assigned to Kansas City Air Defense Sector; transferred to Sioux City Air Defense Sector on 1 July 1961; transferred to 30th Air Division on 1 April 1966; discontinued on 18 July 1968.

478th Fighter Wing (Air Defense): activated on 1 February 1961 at Grand Forks AFB, ND, and assigned to Grand Forks Air Defense Sector; transferred to SAC on 1 July 1963.

507th Fighter Wing (Air Defense): activated on 1 February 1961 at Kincheloe AFB, MI, and assigned to Sault Saint Marie Air Defense Sector; transferred to Duluth Air Defense Sector on 1 October 1963; transferred to 29th Air Division on 1 April 1966; discontinued 30 September 1968.

551st Airborne Early Warning and Control Wing: activated on 18 December 1954 at Otis AFB, MA, and assigned to 8th Air Division (AEW&Con); transferred to Eastern Air Defense Force on 1 July 1957; transferred to 26th Air Division on 1 July 1959; transferred to First Air Force on 1 April 1966; reassigned to 21st Air Division on 4 December 1969; inactivated on 31 December 1969.

552d Airborne Early Warning and Control Wing: activated 8 July 1955 at McClellan AFB, CA, and assigned to 8th Air Division (AEW&Con); transferred to Western Air Defense Force on 1 July 1957; transferred to 28th Air Division on 1 July 1960; transferred to Fourth Air Force on 1 April 1966; reassigned to Tenth Air Force on 15 September 1969; reassigned to ADC HQ on 15 November 1969; redesignated 552d AEW&C Group and inactivated on 30 April 1976.

3555th Flying Training Wing (Advanced Interceptor): Transferred from the Air Training Command to ADC on 1 July 1962 at Perrin AFB, TX, and discontinued the same date.
4083d Air Base Wing: Transferred from the Strategic Air Command to ADC on 1 July 1960 at Thule AB, Greenland, assigned to 64th Air Division, and discontinued on the same date.

4600th Air Base Wing: Formed through redesignation of the 4600th Air Base Group, Ent AFB, CO, on 8 April 1958; moved to Peterson Field, CO, on 18 October 1971; inactivated on 15 March 1975.

4601st Support Wing: Formed through redesignation of the 4601st Support Group (DEW), Paramus ADM, NJ, on 1 October 1959. Transferred from ADC to 64th Air Division on 1 October 1960; transferred to 26th Air Division (SAGE) on 1 July 1963; discontinued at Stewart AFB, NY, on 1 October 1963.

4602d Support Wing: Formed through redesignation of the 4602d Support Group, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, on 1 July 1959, assigned to ADC. Transferred to 64th Air Division on 1 January 1961; discontinued 1 July 1963.

4620th Air Defense Wing (SAGE Experimental): activated on 1 June 1955 at Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, MA; moved to Santa Monica, CA, by September 1958; discontinued on 1 February 1961.


4622d Air Defense Wing (SAGE): activated 1 June 1956 at Stewart AFB, NY, and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force; transferred to 26th Air Division on 18 October 1956; discontinued on 8 January 1957 through redesignation as Boston Air Defense Sector.

4624th Air Defense Wing (SAGE): activated 1 October 1956 at Syracuse AFS, NY; assigned to 32d Air Division; discontinued through redesignation as Syracuse Air Defense Sector on 8 Jan 1957.

4625th Air Defense Wing (SAGE): activated on 1 December 1956 at Fort Lee, VA; assigned to 85th Air Division; discontinued through redesignation as Washington Air Defense Sector on 8 January 1957.

4683d Air Defense Wing: activated 1 July 1960 at Thule AB, Greenland, and assigned to 64th Air Division; transferred to Goose Air Defense Sector on 1 July 1963; discontinued on 1 July 1965.

4702d Defense Wing: activated 1 February 1952 at Hamilton AFB, CA, and assigned to Western Air Defense Force; transferred to 25th Air Division in November 1952; moved to Geiger Field, WA, 7 November 1952; discontinued 8 October 1954.

4703d Defense Wing: activated 1 February 1952 at Larson AFB, WA, and assigned to Western Air Defense Force; discontinued 7 April 1952 when Larson AFB was transferred to TAC.

4704th Defense Wing: activated 1 February 1952 at McChord AFB, WA, and assigned to Western Air Defense Force; transferred to 25th Air Division in December 1952; discontinued 8 October 1954.

4705th Defense Wing: activated 1 February 1952 at Norton AFB, CA, and assigned to Western Air Defense Force; discontinued on 1 March 1952.

4706th Air Defense Wing: activated on 1 February 1952 at O'Hare International Airport, Chicago, IL, as the 4706th Defense Wing, and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force; transferred to 30th Air Division on 16 February 1953; redesignated 4706th Air Defense Wing on 1 September 1954; transferred to 37th Air Division on 1 March 1956; discontinued 8 July 1956.

4707th Air Defense Wing: activated on 1 February 1952 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 4707th Defense Wing, and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force; transferred to 32d Air Division on 16 February 1953; redesignated 4707th Air Defense Wing on 1 September 1954; transferred to 26th Air Division on 1 March 1956.

4708th Air Defense Wing: activated 1 February 1953 at Selfridge AFB, MI, as the 4708th Defense Wing, and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force; transferred to 30th Air Division on 16 February 1953; redesignated 4708th Air Defense Wing on 1 September 1954; discontinued 8 July 1956.

4709th Air Defense Wing: activated 1 February 1952 at McGuire AFB, NJ, as the 4709th Defense Wing, and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force; transferred to 26th Air Division on 16 February 1953; redesignated 4709th Air Defense Wing on 1 September 1954; discontinued on 18 October 1956.
4710th Air Defense Wing: activated on 1 February 1952 at New Castle AFB, DE, as the 4710th Defense Wing, and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force; transferred to 26th Air Division on 16 February 1953; redesignated 4710th Air Defense Wing on 1 September 1954; transferred to 37th Air Division with reduced manning and moved to O'Hare International Airport, IL, on 1 March 1956; discontinued on 8 July 1956.

4711th Air Defense Wing: activated 1 February 1952 at Presque Isle AFB, ME, as the 4711th Defense Wing, and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force; transferred to 32d Air Division on 16 February 1953; redesignated 4711th Air Defense Wing on 1 September 1954; transferred to 30th Air Division with reduced manning and moved to Selfridge AFB, MI, on 1 March 1956; discontinued 8 July 1956.

4737th Air Base Wing: Formed through redesignation of 6604th Air Base Wing, Northeast Air Command. Assigned to ADC on 1 April 1957 at Peperrell AFB, Newfoundland, and assigned to 64th Air Division; discontinued on 1 May 1958.

4750th Air Defense Wing (Weapons): activated 1 September 1953 at Yuma County Airport, AZ, as the 4750th Training Wing (Air Defense), and assigned to Western Air Defense Force; transferred to ADC on 1 October 1953; redesignated 4750th Air Defense Wing (Weapons) on 1 September 1954; Yuma County Airport redesignated Vincent AFB, AZ, in the fall of 1956; transferred to 73d Air Division on 1 July 1957; moved to MacDill AFB, FL, ca. June 1959; discontinued on 25 June 1960.

4751st Air Defense Wing (Missile): activated on 15 January 1958 at Eglin AFAF #9, FL, and assigned to 73d Air Division (Weapons); transferred to 32d Air Division on 1 October 1959 and reassigned to the Montgomery Air Defense Sector; transferred to TAC on 1 July 1962.

4752d Air Defense Wing: activated on 1 September 1961 at Oklahoma City AFS, OK, and assigned to 32d Air Division; discontinued on 25 June 1963.

4756th Air Defense Wing (Training): activated ca. July 1957 at Tyndall AFB, FL, as the 4756th Air Defense Wing (Weapons), and assigned to 73d Air Division (Weapons); discontinued 1 July 1960. Reactivated 1 September 1962 as the 4756th Air Defense Wing (Training) at Tyndall AFB, and assigned to 73d Air Division; transferred to Fourteenth Air Force on 1 April 1966; discontinued on 1 January 1968.
4780th Air Defense Wing (Training): activated on 1 July 1962 at Perrin AFB, TX, and assigned to 73d Air Division (Weapons); reassigned to Fourteenth Air Force on 1 April 1966; reassigned to Tenth Air Force on 1 July 1968; reassigned to Air Defense Weapons Center on 15 November 1969; inactivated on 30 June 1971.
GROUPS

1st Combat Support Group: originally assigned to ADC on 1 January 51 as the 1st Air Base Group at George AFB, CA, and assigned to 1st Fighter Interceptor Wg; inactivated 6 Feb 52; reactivated 18 Oct 56 at Selfridge AFB, MI, and assigned to 1st Fighter Wg (AD); redesignated 1st Combat Support Gp on 1 Apr 63; moved to Hamilton AFB, CA, on 31 Dec 69; and assigned to 1st Fighter Wg (AD); moved to MacDill AFB, FL, o/a 10 Oct 70, and reassigned to TAC.

1st Fighter Group (Air Defense): assigned to ADC on 1 Jan 51 as the 1st Fighter-Interceptor Group at Griffiss AFB, NY, and assigned to 1st Fighter-Interceptor Wg; moved to George AFB, CA, on 4 Jun 51; inactivated 6 Feb 52; reactivated on 18 Aug 55 as the 1st Fighter Gp (Air Defense) at Selfridge AFB, MI, under Project Arrow, and assigned to 4708th Air Def Wg; transferred to 30th Air Division on 8 Jul 56; transferred to 1st Fighter Wg (AD) on 18 Oct 56; discontinued on 18 Oct 56.

1st Maintenance & Supply Group: assigned 1 Jan 51 at George AFB, CA, assigned to WADP; inactivated 6 Feb 52; reactivated 18 Oct 56 and assigned to 1st Fighter Wg (AD) at Selfridge AFB, MI; discontinued 1 Feb 61.

1st Medical Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at George AFB, CA, and assigned to 1st Fighter Interceptor Wing; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

4th Air Base Group: assigned to 4th Fighter Interceptor Wg on 1 Jan 51, TDY to Far East Air Force; transferred PCS to FEAF on 1 Oct 51.

4th Fighter-Interceptor Group: assigned to 4th Fighter-Interceptor Wing on 1 Jan 51, TDY to Far East Air Force; transferred PCS to FEAF on 1 Oct 51.

4th Maintenance & Supply Group: assigned to 4th Fighter-Interceptor Wing on 1 Jan 51; TDY to Far East Air Force; transferred PCS to FEAF on 1 Oct 51.

4th Medical Group: assigned to 4th Fighter-Interceptor Wing on 1 Jan 51, TDY to Far East Air Force; transferred to FEAF PCS on 1 Oct 51.

10th Aerospace Defense Group: organized on 1 Jan 67 at Vandenberg AFB, CA and assigned to 9th Aerospace Defense Division; reassigned to Fourteenth Aerospace Force on 1 Jul 68; inactivated on 1 Nov 79.
12th Missile Warning Group: organized on 1 January 1967 at Thule AB, Greenland, as the 12th Missile Warning Squadron, and assigned to 71st Missile Warning Wing; reassigned to Fourteenth Aerospace Force on 30 April 1971; reassigned to 21st Air Division on 1 October 1976; redesignated 12th Missile Warning Group on 31 March 1977; reassigned to ADCOM on 1 October 1979; reassigned to SAC on 1 December 1979.


23d Air Base Group: activated in January 1951 at Presque Isle AFB, ME, and assigned to 23d Fighter Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

23d Fighter Group (Air Defense): activated in January 1951 at Presque Isle AFB, ME, as the 23d Fighter-Interceptor Group, and assigned to the 23d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated 6 February 1952. Reactivated 18 August 1955 at Presque Isle AFB and assigned to 4711th Air Defense Wing under Project Arrow; transferred to 32d Air Division on 1 March 1956; transferred to Bangor Air Defense Sector on 15 August 1958; inactivated 1 July 1959.

23d Maintenance and Supply Group: activated in January 1951 at Presque Isle AFB, ME, and assigned to 23d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

23d Medical Group: activated in January 1951 at Presque Isle AFB, ME, and assigned to 23d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated 6 February 1952.

32d Air Base Group: activated 1 February 1961 at Minot AFB, ND, and assigned to 32d Fighter Wing (Air Defense); transferred to SAC on 1 July 1962.
32d Fighter Group (Air Defense): activated on 8 February 1957 at Minot AFB, ND, and assigned to 29th Air Division; transferred to Minot Air Defense Sector on 1 August 1960; discontinued on 1 February 1961.

33d Fighter Group (Air Defense): assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 33d Fighter-Interceptor Group and assigned to 33d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 6 February 1952. Reactivated on 18 August 1955 at Otis AFB and assigned to 4707th Air Defense Wing under Project Arrow; transferred to 33d Fighter Wing (Air Defense) on 18 October 1956; inactivated on 18 August 1957.

33d Medical Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Otis AFB, MA, and assigned to 33d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

47th Communications Group: activated at Ent AFB, CO, on 1 July 1966 and assigned to ADC; reassigned to 46th Aerospace Defense Wing and redesignated 47th Communications Squadron on 21 April 1976; transferred to AFCS on 1 October 1979.

52d Combat Support Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at McGuire AFB, NJ, as the 52d Air Base Group and assigned to 52d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 6 February 1952. Activated 1 July 1963 at Suffolk County AFB, NY, and assigned to 52d Fighter Wing (Air Defense); discontinued on 30 September 1968.

52d Fighter Group (Air Defense): assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 as the 52d Fighter-All Weather Group at McGuire AFB, NJ, and assigned to 52d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; redesignated 52d Fighter-Interceptor Group on 1 May 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952. Reactivated 18 August 1955 under Project Arrow at Suffolk County AFB, NY, as the 52d Fighter Group (Air Defense) and assigned to 4709th Air Defense Wing; transferred to 4707th Air Defense Wing on 1 March 1956; transferred to 4709th Air Defense Wing on 8 July 1956; transferred to 4621st Air Defense Wing on 18 October 1956; transferred to New York Air Defense Sector on 8 January 1957; discontinued on 1 July 1963. Organized at Suffolk County AFB, NY, on 30 September 1968 and assigned to 35th Air Division; inactivated on 31 December 1969.

52d Maintenance and Supply Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at McGuire AFB, NJ, and assigned to 52d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 6 February 1952.
52d Medical Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at McGuire AFB, NJ, and assigned to 52d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

53d Fighter Group (Air Defense): activated on 18 August 1955 at Sioux City Municipal Airport, IA, and assigned to 31st Air Division (Defense); transferred to 20th Air Division on 1 March 1956; transferred to Kansas City Air Defense Sector on 1 January 1960; inactivated on 1 April 1960.


56th Combat Support Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 as the 56th Air Base Group and assigned to 56th Fighter-Interceptor Wing at Selfridge AFB, MI; inactivated 6 February 1952. Reactivated on 1 February 1961 at K. I. Sawyer AFB, MI, and assigned to the 56th Fighter Wing (Air Defense). Redesignated 56th Combat Support Group on 1 April 1963, and assigned to Duluth Air Defense Sector; transferred to SAC on 1 January 1964.

56th Fighter Group (Air Defense): assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Selfridge AFB, MI, as 56th Fighter-Interceptor Group, and assigned to 56th Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 6 February 1952. Reactivated on 18 August 1955 at O'Hare International Airport, IL, and assigned to 4706th Air Defense Wing, under Project Arrow; transferred to 37th Air Division on 8 July 1956; transferred to 30th Air Division on 1 April 1959; moved to K. I. Sawyer International Airport, MI, on 1 October 1959; transferred to Sault Ste. Marie Air Defense Sector on 1 April 1960; discontinued on 1 February 1961.

56th Maintenance and Supply Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Selfridge AFB, MI, and assigned to 56th Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

56th Medical Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Selfridge AFB, MI, and assigned to 56th Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

57th Fighter Group (Air Defense): activated 1 April 1961 at Paine Field, WA, and assigned to Seattle Air Defense Sector; transferred to 25th Air Division on 1 April 1966; discontinued on 30 September 1968.
78th Combat Support Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Hamilton AFB, CA, as the 78th Air Base Group and assigned to the 78th Fighter-Interceptor Wing until inactivated on 6 February 1952. Reactivated on 18 October 1956 at Hamilton AFB and assigned to 78th Fighter Wing (Air Defense); redesignated the 78th Combat Support Group on 1 April 1963 at Hamilton AFB and assigned to 78th Fighter Wing (Air Defense); inactivated 31 December 1969.

78th Fighter Group (Air Defense): originally assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Hamilton AFB, CA, as the 78th Fighter-Interceptor Group, and assigned to the 78th Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated 6 February 1952. Reactivated 18 August 1955 at Hamilton AFB as the 78th Fighter Group (Air Defense) and assigned to 28th Air Division under Project Arrow; transferred to 78th Fighter Wing (Air Defense) on 18 October 1956; discontinued on 1 February 1961.

78th Maintenance and Supply Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Hamilton AFB, CA, and assigned to the 78th Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated 6 February 1952; reactivated ca. July 1957 at Hamilton AFB, and assigned to 78th Fighter Wing (Air Defense); discontinued 1 February 1961.

78th Medical Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Hamilton AFB, CA, and assigned to the 78th Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated 6 February 1952.

79th Fighter Group (Air Defense): activated on 18 August 1955 at Youngstown Municipal Airport, OH, and assigned to 4708th Air Defense Wing; transferred to 30th Air Division on 8 July 1956; transferred to Detroit Air Defense Sector on 1 April 1959; inactivated 1 March 1960.

81st Air Base Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Larson AFB, WA, assigned to 81st Fighter-Interceptor Wing; transferred to 3d Air Force, Suffolk, England, on 22 August 1951.

81st Fighter-Interceptor Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Larson AFB, WA, and assigned to 81st Fighter-Interceptor Wing; transferred to 3d AF, Suffolk, England, on 22 August 1951.

81st Maintenance and Supply Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Larson AFB, WA, and assigned to 81st Fighter-Interceptor Wing; transferred to 3d AF, Suffolk, England, on 22 August 1951.
81st Medical Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Larson AFB, WA, and assigned to 81st Fighter-Interceptor Wing; transferred to 3d AF, Suffolk, England, on 22 August 1951.

84th Fighter Group (Air Defense): activated as a Corollary Reserve Unit on 1 June 1951 at McGuire AFB, NJ, as the 84th Fighter Group (All Weather), and assigned to the 84th Fighter Wing; inactivated 2 June 1951. Reactivated on 18 August 1955 under Project Arrow as the 84th Fighter Group (Air Defense) and assigned to 9th Air Division at Geiger Field, WA; transferred to 25th Air Division on 15 August 1958; transferred to 4700th Air Defense Wing on 1 September 1958; transferred to Spokane Air Defense Sector on 1 July 1960. Geiger Field redesignated Spokane International Airport, WA, ca. August 1960. Discontinued on 15 July 1963.

101st Air Base Group: Federalized ANG on 10 February 1951 at Grenier AFB, NH, and assigned to 101st Fighter-Interceptor Wing; moved to Larson AFB, WA, on 2 August 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

101st Fighter-Interceptor Group: Federalized ANG on 10 February 1951 at Dow AFB, ME, and assigned to 101st Fighter-Interceptor Wing; moved to Grenier AFB, NH, by May 1951; moved to Larson AFB, WA, on 2 August 1951; inactivated 6 February 1952.

101st Maintenance and Supply Group: Federalized ANG on 10 February 1951 at Grenier AFB, NH, and assigned to 101st Fighter-Interceptor Wing; moved to Larson AFB, WA, on 2 August 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

101st Medical Group: Federalized ANG on 10 February 1951 at Grenier AFB, NH, and assigned to 101st Fighter-Interceptor Wing; moved to Larson AFB, WA, on 2 August 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

103d Air Base Group: Federalized ANG on 2 March 1951 at Brainard Field, Hartford, CT, and assigned to 103d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; moved to Suffolk County AFB, NY, by 1 June 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

103d Fighter-Interceptor Group: Federalized ANG as the 103d Fighter Group on 2 March 1951 at Brainard Field, Hartford, CT; redesignated 103d Fighter-Interceptor Group, assigned to 103d Fighter-Interceptor Wing, on 23 March 1951; moved to Suffolk County AFB, NY, by 1 June 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.
103d Maintenance and Support Group: Federalized ANG on 2 March 1951 at Bradley Field, Windsor Locks, CT, and assigned to the 103d Fighter Interceptor Wing; moved to Suffolk County AFB, NY, by 1 June 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

103d Medical Group: Federalized ANG on 2 March 1951 at Brainard Field, CT, and assigned to the 103d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; moved to Suffolk County AFB, NY, by 1 June 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

113th Air Base Group: Federalized ANG on 10 February 1951 at Newcastle AFB, DE, and assigned to 113th Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

113th Fighter-Interceptor Group: Federalized ANG on 10 February 1951 as the 113th Fighter Group, and assigned to the 113th Fighter-Interceptor Wing, Andrews AFB, Washington, D. C.; moved to Newcastle AFB, DE, as the 113th Fighter-Interceptor Group on 16 February 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

113th Maintenance and Supply Group: Federalized ANG on 10 February 1951 at Newcastle AFB, DE, and assigned to 113th Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

113th Medical Group: Federalized ANG on 10 February 1951 at Newcastle AFB, DE, and assigned to 113th Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

122d Air Base Group: Federalized ANG on 10 February 1951 at Baer Field, IN, and assigned to 122d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated 7 February 1952.

122d Fighter-Interceptor Group: Federalized ANG on 10 February 1951 as the 122d Fighter Group and assigned to the 122d Fighter-Interceptor Wing at Stout Field, IN; moved to Baer Field, IN, as the 122d Fighter-Interceptor Group by May 1951; inactivated on 7 February 1952.

122d Maintenance and Supply Group: Federalized ANG on 10 February 1951 at Baer Field, IN, and assigned to 122d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 7 February 1952.

122d Medical Group: Federalized ANG on 10 February 1951 at Baer Field, IN, and assigned to 122d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated 7 February 1952.
128th Air Base Group: Federalized ANG on 10 February 1951 at Truax Field, WI, and assigned to 128th Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated 6 February 1952.

128th Fighter-Interceptor Group: Federalized ANG on 10 February 1951 as the 128th Fighter Group at Gen. Mitchell Field, WI, and assigned to 128th Fighter-Interceptor Wing; moved to Truax Field, WI, on 16 February 1951 as the 128th Fighter-Interceptor Group; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

128th Maintenance and Supply Group: Federalized ANG on 10 February 1951 at Truax Field and assigned to 128th Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

128th Medical Group: Federalized on 10 February 1951 at Truax Field, WI, and assigned to 128th Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

133d Air Base Group: Federalized ANG on 2 March 1951 at Holman Field, MN, and assigned to 133d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; moved to Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport, MN, on 28 June 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

133d Fighter-Interceptor Group: Federalized ANG on 2 March 1951 as the 133d Fighter Group at Holman Field, St. Paul, MN, and assigned to 133d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; redesignated 133d Fighter-Interceptor Group on 23 March 1951; moved to Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport, MN (Wold-Chamberlain Field), on 28 June 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

133d Maintenance and Supply Group: Federalized ANG on 2 March 1951 at Holman Field, MN, and assigned to 133d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; moved to Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport, MN, on 28 June 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

133d Medical Group: Federalized ANG on 2 March 1951 at Holman Field, MN, and assigned to 133d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; moved to Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport, MN, on 28 June 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

142d Air Base Group: Federalized ANG on 2 March 1951 at Geiger Field, WA, and assigned to 142d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; moved to O'Hare International Airport, IL, by 1 May 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.
142d Fighter-Interceptor Group: Federalized ANG on 2 March 1951 as the 142d Fighter Group at Geiger Field, WA, and assigned to 142d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; moved to O'Hare International Airport, Chicago, IL, by 1 May 1951 as the 142d Fighter-Interceptor Group; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

142d Maintenance and Supply Group: Federalized ANG on 2 March 1951 at Geiger Field, WA, and assigned to 142d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; moved to O'Hare International Airport, IL, by 1 May 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

142d Medical Group: Federalized ANG on 2 March 1951 at O'Hare International Airport, IL, and assigned to 142d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

152d Aircraft Control and Warning Group: Federalized ANG on 1 September 1951 at Grenier AFB, NH, and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force; transferred to 32d Air Division on 6 February; transferred to the Northeast Air Command on 7 April 1952.

153d Aircraft Control and Warning Group: Federalized ANG on 16 January 1952 at New Cumberland, PA, and assigned to Central Air Defense Force; personnel used to fill vacancies in the 35th Air Division; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

156th Aircraft Control and Warning Group: Federalized ANG on 16 September 1951 at Selfridge AFB, MI, and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force. Called to active duty in the Chicago area, Group Headquarters was deployed to Selfridge AFB and squadrons to other Lashup sites; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

158th Aircraft Control and Warning Group: Federalized ANG on 20 October 1951 at Ellington AFB, TX, and assigned to 34th Air Division, moved to Kirtland AFB, NM; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

159th Aircraft Control and Warning Group: assigned to Central Air Defense Force on 1 June 1951 at Tinker AFB, OK; attached to the 33d Air Division on 19 June 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

161st Aircraft Control and Warning Group: Federalized ANG on 28 January 1952 at Berkeley, CA, and assigned to Central Air Defense Force; personnel transferred to other units training at Geiger Field, WA; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

325th Combat Support Group: assigned to 325th Fighter-Interceptor Wing on 1 January 1951 at McChord AFB, WA; inactivated on 6 February 1952. Reactivated as the 325th Air Base Group at McChord AFB on 18 October 1956 and assigned to 325th Fighter Wing (Air Defense). Redesignated 325th Combat Support Group on 1 April 1963; discontinued on 1 July 1968.

325th Fighter Group (Air Defense): assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 as the 325th Fighter-All Weather Group at McChord AFB, WA, and assigned to 325th Fighter-All Weather Wing; redesignated 325th Fighter-Interceptor Group on 1 May 1951, with assignment to 325th Fighter-Interceptor Wing at McChord AFB; inactivated 6 February 1952. Reactivated on 18 August 1955 as 325th Fighter Group (Air Defense) under Project Arrow at McChord AFB and assigned to 25th Air Division; transferred to 325th Fighter Wing (Air Defense) on 18 October 1956; inactivated 25 March 1960.

325th Fighter Group (Air Defense), Provisional: activated on 1 November 1960 at McChord AFB, WA, and assigned to 325th Fighter Wing (Air Defense); discontinued 1 February 1961.

325th Maintenance Group, Provisional: activated 1 November 1960 at McChord AFB, WA, and assigned to 325th Fighter Wing; discontinued 1 February 1961.

325th Maintenance and Supply Group: assigned to the 325th Fighter Wing on 1 January 1951 at McChord AFB, WA; inactivated 6 February 1952. Reactivated at McChord AFB in July 1957 and assigned to 325th Fighter Wing (Air Defense); discontinued 1 February 1961.

325th Medical Group: assigned to the 325th Fighter-Interceptor Wing at McChord AFB, WA, on 1 January 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

327th Fighter Group (Air Defense): activated on 18 August 1955 at Truax Field, Madison, WI, and assigned to 4706th Air Defense Wing; transferred to 37th Air Division on 8 July 1956; transferred to 30th Air Division on 1 April 1959; transferred to Chicago Air Defense Sector on 1 June 1959; transferred to 20th Air Division on 1 April 1966; discontinued on 25 June 1966.

328th Combat Support Group: activated on 1 February 1961 at Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO, as the 328th Air Base Group and assigned to 328th Fighter Wing (Air Defense). Redesignated as the 328th Combat Support Group on 1 April 1963; discontinued on 18 July 1968.

328th Fighter Group (Air Defense): activated on 18 August 1955 at Grandview AFB, MO, and assigned to 33d Air Division; transferred to 20th Air Division by 1 March 1956; Grandview AFB redesignated Richards-Gebaur AFB on 27 April 1957. Transferred to Kansas City Air Defense Sector on 1 January 1960; discontinued on 1 February 1961.

329th Fighter Group (Air Defense): activated on 18 August 1955 at Stewart AFB, NY, and assigned to 4709th Air Defense Wing; transferred to 4707th Air Defense Wing on 8 July 1956; transferred to 4622d Air Defense Wing on 18 October 1956; transferred to Boston Air Defense Sector on 8 January 1957; inactivated on 1 August 1959.


343d Fighter Group (Air Defense): activated on 18 August 1955 at Duluth International Airport, MN, and assigned to 31st Air Division; transferred to 37th Air Division on 1 January 1959; transferred to 30th Air Division on 1 April 1959; transferred to Duluth Air Defense Sector on 15 November 1959; transferred to 29th Air Division on 1 April 1966; reassigned to 34th Air Division on 15 September 1969; reassigned to 29th Air Division on 14 November 1969; reassigned to 23d Air Division on 19 November 1969; inactivated on 28 August 1970.

408th Fighter Group (Air Defense): activated on 8 April 1956 at Klamath Falls Municipal Airport, OR, and assigned to 28th Air Division. Klamath Falls Municipal Airport redesignated Kingsley Field in the summer of 1957. Transferred to 25th Air Division on 1 March 1959; transferred to Portland Air Defense Sector on 15 April 1960; transferred to 26th Air Division on 1 April 1966; reassigned to 25th Air Division on 15 September 1969; inactivated on 1 October 1970.

412th Fighter Group (Air Defense): activated on 18 August 1955 at Wurtsmith AFB, MI, and assigned to 4708th Air Defense Wing; transferred to 30th Air Division on 8 July 1956; transferred to SAC on 1 April 1960.

414th Fighter Group: activated on 15 October 1944 at Seymour Johnson Field, NC; transferred to Selfridge Field, MI, 15 Nov 44; transferred to Blüthenthal Field, NC, 19 March 1945. Served in Asiatic-Pacific Theater June-August 1945 with the 20th Air Force. Inactivated in the Philippines on 30 September 1946. Reactivated on 18 August 1955 at Oxnard AFB, CA, and assigned to the 27th Air Division; transferred to Los Angeles Air Defense Sector on 1 October 1959; transferred to 27th Air Division on 1 April 1966; reassigned to 26th Air Division on 19 November 1969; inactivated 31 December 1969.

473d Fighter Group (Air Defense): activated on 1 November 1943 at Grand Central Air Terminal, CA, as the 473d Fighter Group and assigned to Fourth Air Force; transferred to Ephrata AAB, WA, on 28 March 1944; disbanded on 31 March 1944. Redesignated 473d Fighter Group (Air Defense) on 8 April 1956 and activated at K. I. Sawyer Municipal Airport, MI, and assigned to 4710th Air Defense Wing; transferred to 37th Air Division on 8 July 1956; transferred to 30th Air Division on 1 April 1959; inactivated on 1 October 1959.


476th Fighter Group (Air Defense): activated on 8 February 1957 at Glasgow AFB, MT, and assigned to 29th Air Division. Transferred to SAC on 1 April 1960.

478th Fighter Group (Air Defense): activated on 8 February 1957 at Grand Forks AFB, ND, and assigned to 31st Air Division; transferred to Grand Forks Air Defense Sector ca. April 1959; discontinued on 1 February 1961.


503d Aircraft Control and Warning Group: assigned to 26th Air Division (Defense) at Roslyn, NY, on 1 January 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.


505th Aircraft Control and Warning Group: assigned to 25th Air Division on 1 January 1951 at Silver Lake, WA; moved to McChord AFB, WA, by 15 August 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.


532d Aircraft Control and Warning Group, Mobile: transferred to ADC from TAC as the 532d Tactical Control Group, redesignated and reorganized as 532d AC&W Group, Mobile, upon transfer in February 1954, and assigned to 4707th Defense Wing at Otis AFB, MA. Inactivated in August 1954.


540th Aircraft Control and Warning Group: assigned to 32d Air Division (Defense) on 1 January 1951 at Stewart AFB, NY; inactivated on 6 February 1952.

541st Aircraft Control and Warning Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Selfridge AFB, MI, and assigned to 30th Air Division (Defense); inactivated on 6 February 1952.
542d Aircraft Control and Warning Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Hamilton AFB, CA, and assigned to 28th Air Division (Defense). Inactivated on 6 February 1952.

543d Aircraft Control and Warning Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Ft. Snelling, MN, and assigned to Central Air Defense Force; transferred to 31st Air Division (Defense) on 10 July 1951; inactivated on 6 February 1952.


545th Aircraft Control and Warning Group: activated on 1 March 1951 at Great Falls AFB, MT, and assigned to 29th Air Division (Defense); inactivated on 6 February 1952.

546th Aircraft Control and Warning Group: activated on 19 March 1951 at Tinker AFB, OK, and assigned to 33d Air Division (Defense); discontinued on 4 June 1951.

551st Combat Support Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 33d Air Base Group, and assigned to 33d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated on 6 February 1952. Reactivated on 18 October 1956 at Otis AFB and assigned to 33d Fighter Wing (Air Defense); transferred to 551st AEW&C Wing on 1 July 1957; redesignated 551st Air Base Group on 18 August 1957; redesignated 551st Combat Support Group on 1 April 1963; inactivated on 31 December 1969.

551st Maintenance and Supply Group: originally assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 as the 33d Maintenance and Supply Group and assigned to the 33d Fighter-Interceptor Wing; inactivated 6 February 1952. Reactivated on 18 October 1956 and assigned to 33d Fighter Wing (Air Defense) at Otis AFB, MA; transferred to 551st AEW&C on 1 July 1957; redesignated 551st Maintenance and Supply Group on 18 August 1957; inactivated on 8 November 1958.


568th Air Defense Group: activated on 1 February 1952 at McGuire AFB, NJ, as the 568th Air Base Group, and assigned to 4709th Defense Wing. Redesignated and reorganized as the 568th Air Defense Group on 16 February 1953; inactivated on 1 July 1954 when McGuire AFB was transferred to MATS.


3555th Air Base Group: transferred from ATC to ADC on 1 July 1962 at Perrin AFB, TX, and discontinued.

3555th Civil Engineering Group: transferred from ATC to ADC on 1 July 1962 and discontinued at Perrin AFB, TX.

3555th Flying Training Group (Advanced Interceptor): (Perrin AFB, TX) transferred from ATC to ADC on 1 July 1962 and discontinued.

3555th Maintenance and Supply Group: transferred from ATC to ADC on 1 July 1962 at Perrin AFB, TX, and discontinued.
4084th Air Base Group: assigned to ADC from SAC on 1 July 1960 at Sondrestrom AB, Greenland, and concurrently discontinued.

4600th Air Base Group: assigned to ADC on 1 January 1951 at Ent AFB, CO. Redesignated 4600th Air Base Wing on 8 April 1958.

4601st Support Group (DEW): activated on 1 April 1958 at Paramus, NJ, and assigned to ADC. Redesignated 4601st Support Wing on 1 October 1959.


4603d Air Base Group: activated on 1 August 1959 at Stewart AFB, NY, and assigned to Boston Air Defense Sector; transferred to 26th Air Division (SAGE) on 4 September 1963; transferred to First Air Force on 1 April 1966; inactivated on 31 December 1969.

4606th Air Defense Group (SAGE-Programming and Training): activated on 8 May 1957 at Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO, as the 4620th Air Defense Group (SAGE-Programming and Training), and assigned to 4620th Air Defense Wing; transferred to Hq ADC on 1 July 1958; redesignated 4606th Air Defense Group (SAGE-Programming and Training) on 15 September 1958; discontinued on 25 June 1962.

4607th Support Group (Communications): activated on 8 January 1960 at Ent AFB, CO, and assigned to ADC. Transferred to MATS on 1 October 1960.

4609th Air Base Group: organized on 30 September 1968 at Kincheloe AFB, MI, and assigned to Tenth Air Force; reassigned to First Air Force on 15 September 1969; reassigned to 23d Air Division on 1 December 1969; inactivated on 30 June 1971.

4614th Support Group: activated on 8 June 1955 at Peterson Field, CO, as the 4614th Air Base Squadron, and assigned to 4600th Air Base Group; transferred to 4600th Air Base Wing on 8 April 1958; redesignated 4614th Support Group on 1 February 1960; discontinued on 1 April 1963.

4621st Air Base Group: activated on 1 July 1960 at Niagara Falls Municipal Airport, NY, as the 4621st Support Group, and assigned to Syracuse Air Defense Sector; transferred to Detroit Air Defense Sector on 4 September 1963; redesignated 4621st Air Base Group on 1 July 1964; transferred to 34th Air Division on 1 April 1966; reassigned to 35th Air Division on 15 September 1969; inactivated on 31 March 1970.
4624th Support Group: activated on 1 January 1960 at Hancock Field, NY, and assigned to Syracuse Air Defense Sector; transferred to Boston Air Defense Sector on 1 September 1963; discontinued on 1 July 1964.

4661st Air Base Group: activated on 1 October 1970 at Hamilton AFB, CA, and assigned to 26th Air Division; inactivated on 30 September 1973.

4662d Training Group: activated in February 1951 at Lockbourne AFB, OH, and assigned to Eastern Air Defense Force. Organized for the purpose of training basic trainees received from Lackland and Sheppard who had not completed basic training. Discontinued on 10 April 1951.

4676th Air Base Group: organized on 18 July 1968 at Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO, and assigned to 31st Air Division; reassigned to 29th Air Division on 15 November 1969; reassigned to Hq ADC on 25 March 1970; inactivated on 1 July 1970.


4683d Air Base Group: activated on 1 October 1960 at Thule Air Base, Greenland, as the 4683d Air Base Group, and assigned to Goose Air Defense Sector; redesignated 4683d Combat Support Group on 1 April 1963; redesignated 4683d Air Base Group on 1 July 1965; transferred to 37th Air Division on 1 April 1966; reassigned to 21st Air Division on 31 December 1969; inactivated on 31 March 1977.

4684th Air Base Group: activated on 1 July 1960 at Sondrestrom Air Base, Greenland, and assigned to 64th Air Division; transferred to 4601st Support Wing on 1 July 1963; transferred to Goose Air Defense Sector on 4 September 1963; transferred to 37th Air Division on 1 April 1966; reassigned to 21st Air Division on 31 December 1969; reassigned to SAC on 1 December 1979.

4708th Air Base Group: reassigned to ADC on 6 April 1970, at Selfridge AFB, MI; inactivated on 1 July 1971.

4721st Air Defense Group: activated on 1 December 1956 at Larson AFB, WA, and assigned to 9th Air Division; transferred to 25th Air Division on 15 August 1958; transferred to 4700th Air Defense Wing on 1 September 1958; discontinued on 1 May 1959.


4731st Air Defense Group: activated on 1 April 1957 at Ernest Harmon AFB, Newfoundland, and assigned to 64th Air Division; discontinued on 1 July 1960.

4732d Air Defense Group: activated on 1 April 1957 at Goose AFB, Labrador, and assigned to 64th Air Division; discontinued on 1 April 1960.

4733d Air Defense Group: activated on 1 April 1957 at Frobisher Airport, Canada, and assigned to 64th Air Division; discontinued on 1 May 1958.

4734th Air Defense Group: activated on 1 April 1957 at Thule Air Base, Greenland, and assigned to 64th Air Division; discontinued 1 May 1958.

4737th Air Base Group: activated on 1 April 1957 at Pepperrell AFB, Newfoundland, and assigned to 4737th Air Base Wing; transferred to 64th Air Division on 1 May 1958; discontinued on 1 September 1960.

4737th Maintenance and Supply Group: activated on 1 April 1957 at Pepperrell AFB, Newfoundland, and assigned to 4737th Air Base Wing; discontinued on 1 May 1958.

4750th Air Defense Group (Weapons): activated on 7 June 1951 at Yuma County Airport, AZ, as the 4750th Air Base Squadron, and assigned to the 1st Fighter Wing; redesignated the 4750th Air Base Group (Weapons Training) in June 1952, and assigned to Western Air Defense Force; redesignated 4750th Training Group (Air Defense) on 16 February 1953 and assigned to 4750th Training Wing (Air Defense); redesignated 4750th Air Base Group on 1 September 1953; redesignated 4750th Air Defense Group (Weapons) on 1 September 1954 and assigned to 4750th Air Defense Wing (Weapons). (Yuma County Airport redesignated Vincent AFB, AZ, in the fall of 1956.) Discontinued on 1 April 1959.

4756th Air Base Group: activated ca. July 1957 at Tyndall AFB, FL, and assigned to 4756th Air Defense Wing (Weapons); transferred to 73d Air Division on 1 July 1960; transferred to 4756th Air Defense Wing (Training) on 1 September 1962; reassigned to Air Defense Weapons Center (ADC) on 1 January 1968; transferred to TAC on 1 October 1979.

4756th Air Defense Group (Weapons): activated on 18 February 1955 at Moody AFB, GA, and assigned to 4750th Air Defense Wing (Weapons); transferred to 4756th Air Defense Wing (Weapons) and moved to Tyndall AFB, FL, on 1 July 1957; transferred to 73d Air Division on 1 July 1960; transferred to 4756th Air Defense Wing (Training) on 1 September 1962; discontinued on 1 January 1963.

4756th Maintenance and Supply Group: activated 1 July 1957 at Tyndall AFB, FL, and assigned to 4756th Air Defense Wing (Weapons); transferred to 73d Air Division on 1 July 1960; discontinued on 1 July 1961.

4780th Air Base Group: activated on 1 July 1962 at Perrin AFB, TX, and assigned to 4780th Air Defense Wing (Training); inactivated on 30 June 1971.
4784th Air Base Group: activated on 31 December 1969 at Otis AFB, MA, and assigned to 21st Air Division; reassigned to ADC on 31 December 1972; inactivated on 31 December 1973.

4787th Air Base Group: activated on 28 August 1970 at Duluth International Airport, MN, and assigned to 23d Air Division; transferred to TAC on 1 October 1979.

4788th Air Base Group: activated on 1 October 1970 at Kingsley Field, OR, and assigned to 25th Air Division; inactivated on 30 June 1971.

4789th Air Base Group: activated on 1 May 1971 at Hancock Field, NY, and assigned to 21st Air Division; transferred to TAC on 1 October 1979.
AIR FORCE BANDS

504th AF Band: activated 21 February 1951 at Ent AFB, CO, and assigned to ADC; moved to Truax Field, WI, on 22 October 1951, and was assigned first to the 128th Fighter-Interceptor Wing until 21 November 1951, then to the Air Base Group; transferred to the 31st Air Division on 6 February 1952; moved to Ft. Snelling, MN, in February 1953; moved to Grandview (later Richards-Gebaur AFB) AFB, MO, and was assigned to Central Air Defense Force in mid-March 1954; transferred to 4600th Air Base Wing and moved to Ent AFB, CO, on 15 April 1959; moved to Peterson Field, CO, in April 1959; transferred to 4614th Support Group on 15 February 1960; transferred to 4600th Air Base Wing on 1 April 1963; reassigned to Military Airlift Command on 8 October 1979.

534th AF Band: activated 1 January 1953 at McChord AFB, WA, and assigned to the 25th Air Division; inactivated in the summer of 1958.

560th AF Band: assigned to the Western Air Defense Force on 2 April 1951 at Larson AFB, WA; moved to McChord AFB, WA, in the fall of 1951; transferred to 4704th Defense Wing on 6 February 1952. An ANG unit federalized for 21 months, the 560th AF Band was released from Active Duty and returned to control of the State of Washington on 1 January 1953.

573d AF Band: assigned to the 28th Air Division at Hamilton AFB, CA, on 1 January 1951; transferred to the Fourth Air Force at Hamilton AFB on 1 April 1966; reassigned to Tenth Air Force on 15 September 1969; reassigned to 27th Air Division on 15 November 1969; inactivated at Hamilton AFB, CA, on 30 June 1971.

579th AF Band: assigned to the Eastern Air Defense Force on 1 January 1951 at Stewart AFB, NY; transferred to the 26th Air Division on 1 July 1959; transferred to First Air Force on 1 April 1966; reassigned to 21st Air Division on 1 December 1969 when it moved from Stewart AFB to Griffiss AFB, NY; inactivated 30 June 1971.

596th AF Band: assigned to the 4737th Air Base Wing at Pepperrell AFB, Newfoundland, on 1 April 1957; inactivated on 1 May 1958.

691st AF Band: transferred from ConAC to ADC in March 1954, and assigned to the 4708th Defense Wing at Selfridge AFB, MI; transferred to the 30th Air Division on 8 July 1956; transferred to the 1st Fighter Wing (Air Defense) on 18 October 1956; inactivated 8 February 1958.

724th AF Band: transferred from the Air Training Command to ADC on 1 January 1963 at Mather AFB, CA, and assigned to 25th Air Division; transferred to Fourth Air Force on 1 April 1966; reassigned to Military Airlift Command on 1 July 1968.
SQUADRONS

AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING & CONTROL SQUADRONS

960th AEW&C Squadron: activated 8 Mar 55 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 551st AEW&C Wing; inactivated 31 Jul 69.

961st AEW&C Squadron: activated 18 Dec 54 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 551st AEW&C Wing; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

962nd AEW&C Squadron: activated 8 Jul 55 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 551st AEW&C Wing; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

963rd AEW&C Squadron: activated 8 Mar 55 at McClellan AFB, CA, as the 552nd AEW&C Wing; inactivated 30 Apr 76.

964th AEW&C Squadron: activated 8 Mar 55 at McClellan AFB, CA, as the 552nd AEW&C Wing; inactivated 30 Jun 74.

965th AEW&C Squadron: activated 8 Aug 55 at McClellan AFB, CA, as the 552nd AEW&C Wing; inactivated 30 Jun 71.

966th AEW&C Squadron: activated 1 Feb 62 at McCoy AFB, FL, as the 551st AEW&C Wing; transferred to 552nd AEW&C Wing on 1 May 63; reassigned to 551st AEW&C Wing on 1 Jul 69; reassigned to 552nd AEW&C Wing on 15 Nov 69; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

4701st AEW&C Squadron: activated 1 Oct 53 at McClellan AFB, CA, as the 28th Air Division; transferred to 8th Air Division (AEW&C) 1 May 54; inactivated 8 Mar 55 thru redesignation as 960th AEW&C Squadron following transfer to Otis.

4712th AEW&C Squadron: activated 1 Mar 54 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 8th Air Division; moved to McClellan AFB, CA on 25 May 54; inactivated 8 Mar 55 by redesignation as 963rd AEW&C Squadron.

AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND WARNING SQUADRONS

105th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 1 Sep 51 at Grenier AFB, NH as the 152nd AC&W Group; transferred to NEAC on 19 Jan 52.

106th Aircraft Control Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 1 Sep 51 at Grenier AFB, NH as the 152nd AC&W Group; reorganized and redesignated 106th AC&W Squadron in Nov 51; transferred to 32nd Air Division 6 Feb 52; transferred to NEAC on 7 Apr 52.
107th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 1 Sep 51 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 152nd AC&W Group; transferred to NEAC on 19 Jan 52.

108th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 1 Sep 51 at Grenier AFB, NH, as the 152nd AC&W Group; transferred to 32nd Air Division on 6 Feb 52; transferred to NEAC on 7 Apr 52.

111th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 16 Jan 52 at Grenier AFB, NH; assigned to 32nd Air Division on 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4707th Defense Wing on 16 Feb 53; released from 24 months active duty and returned to control of the State of Pennsylvania on 1 Dec 53.

112th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 16 Jan 52 at Grenier AFB, NH; assigned to 32nd Air Division on 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4707th Defense Wing on 16 Feb 53; released from 24 months active duty and returned to control of the State of Pennsylvania on 1 Dec 53.

113th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 16 Jan 52 at Grenier AFB, NH and redesignated from the 113th Aircraft Squadron to the 113th AC&W Squadron; assigned to the 32nd Air Division on 6 Feb 52; transferred to the 4707th Defense Wing on 16 Feb 53; released from 24 months active duty and returned to control of the District of Columbia on 1 Dec 53.

115th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 20 Jan 52 at Birmingham, AL and moved directly to Geiger Field, WA, as the 4703rd Defense Wing; transferred to WADF on 17 Mar 52; transferred to 4702nd Defense Wing on 16 Feb 53; released from 24 months active duty and returned to control of State of Alabama on 1 Dec 53.

119th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 28 Jan 52 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 32nd Air Division; transferred to 4707th Defense Wing on 16 Feb 53; released from active duty and returned to control of State of Tennessee on 1 Dec 53.

120th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 20 Oct 51 at Adams Field, AR, and moved to Geiger Field, WA for training as the 101st Fighter Interceptor Wing; assigned to 25th Air Division on 6 Feb 52; moved to Pt. Stevens, OR on 1 Feb 52; moved to Walker AFB, NM on 1 Sep 52 as the 34th Air Division; released from 24 months active duty and returned to control of State of Arkansas on 1 Oct 53.

125th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 16 Nov 51 at Ft. Ethan Allen, VT; assigned to the 32nd Air Division; transferred to 4711th Defense Wing on 16 Feb 53; released from 24 months active duty and returned to control of State of Missouri on 1 Nov 53.
126th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 16 Sep 51 at O'Hare Field, IL and moved to Grenier AFB, NH as the 152nd AC&W Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

127th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 16 Sep 51 at Maine, Ft. Williams, ME, as the 32nd Air Division; transferred to 4711th Defense Wing on 16 Feb 53; released from 24 months active duty and returned to control of the State of Michigan on 1 Sep 53.

128th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 16 Sep 51 at Dow AFB, ME, as the 32nd Air Division; transferred to 4711th Defense Wing on 16 Feb 53; released from 24 months active duty and returned to control of State of Wisconsin on 1 Sep 53.

130th AC&W Squadron: assigned on 1 Jun 51 at Olath NAS, KS, as the 159th AC&W Group; transferred to 33rd Air Division on 6 Feb 52; an ANG unit called to active duty for 21 months and it was relieved from active duty and returned to control of the State of Utah on 1 Feb 53; relieved from assignment with Hq ADC on 23 Oct 68.

132nd AC&W Squadron: assigned on 1 Jun 51 at Leaf River, MN, as the 159th AC&W Group; transferred to 543rd AC&W Group on 4 Jun 51; transferred to 31st Air Division on 6 Feb 52; an ANG unit called to active duty for 21 months, it was relieved from active duty and returned to control of the State of Minnesota on 1 Feb 53.

134th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 20 Oct 51 at La Porte, TX but moved directly to Geiger Field for training as the 101st Fighter Interceptor Wing; assigned to 25th Air Division on 6 Feb 52; moved to Larson AFB, WA on 1 Feb 52; moved to Geiger Field, WA on 1 Sep 52; transferred to 4702nd Defense Wing on 16 Feb 53; released from 24 months active duty and returned to control of the State of Texas on 1 Oct 53.

135th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 20 Oct 51 at New Orleans, LA, but moved directly to Kirtland AFB, NM as the 158th AC&W Group; transferred to 34th Air Division on 6 Feb 52; released from 24 months active duty and returned to control of the State of Louisiana on 1 Oct 53.

136th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 20 Oct 51 at Beaumont, TX but moved directly to Geiger Field for training as the 101st Fighter Interceptor Wing; assigned to 25th Air Division on 6 Feb 52; moved to Portland AB, OR on 1 Feb 52; transferred to 4704th Defense Wing in Jan 53; released from 24 months active duty and returned to control of the State of Texas on 1 Oct 53.

137th AC&W Squadron: assigned on 1 Jun 51 at Tinker AFB, OK, as the 159th AC&W Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.
138th AC&W Squadron: assigned on 1 Jun 51 at Rapid City AFB, SD, as the 159th AC&W Group; transferred to 31st Air Division on 6 Feb 52; an ANG unit called to active duty for 21 months, it was relieved from active duty and returned to control of the State of Colorado on 1 Feb 53; relieved from assignment with Hq ADC on 23 Oct 68.

139th AC&W Squadron: assigned on 1 Jun 51 at Lackland AFB, TX as the 159th AC&W Group; transferred to 33rd Air Division on 6 Feb 52; an ANG unit called to active duty for 21 months, it was relieved from active duty and returned to control of the State of Colorado on 1 Feb 53.

144th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 28 Jan 52 at Geiger Field, WA as the 4703rd Defense Wing; transferred to 4702nd Defense Wing on 16 Feb 53; released from active duty and returned to control of State of California on 1 Dec 53.

145th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 28 Jan 52 at Geiger Field, WA, as the 4703rd Defense Wing; transferred to 4702nd Defense Wing on 16 Feb 53; released from active duty and returned to control of State of California on 1 Dec 53.

146th AC&W Squadron: federalized in the ANG on 28 Jan 52 at Geiger Field, WA, as the 4703rd Defense Wing; transferred to 4702nd Defense Wing on 16 Feb 53; released from active duty and returned to control of State of California on 1 Dec 53.

147th AC&W Squadron: assigned on 12 May 51 at Duncanville, TX, as the 159th AC&W Group; transferred to 33rd Air Division on 6 Feb 52; an ANG unit called to active duty for 21 months, it was relieved from active duty and returned to control of the State of California on 1 Feb 53.

148th AC&W Squadron: assigned on 12 May 51 at Tuttle, OK, as the 159th AC&W Group; moved to Tinker AFB, OK on 15 Aug 51; transferred to 33rd Air Division on 6 Feb 52; an ANG unit called to active duty for 21 months, it was relieved from active duty and returned to control of the State of California on 1 Feb 53.

149th AC&W Squadron: assigned on 12 May 51 at Ellington AFB, TX, as the 159th AC&W Group; transferred to 33rd Air Division on 6 Feb 52; an ANG unit called to active duty for 21 months, it was relieved from active duty and returned to control of the State of California on 1 Feb 53.

617th AC&W Squadron: activated by Jul 54 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 532nd AC&W Group (Mobile); discontinued by Dec 54.
622nd AC&W Squadron: activated by Jul 54 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 532nd AC&W Group (Mobile); discontinued by Dec 54.

630th AC&W Squadron: activated on Jul 54 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 532nd AC&W Group (M); discontinued by Dec 54.

638th AC&W Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Mt. Bonaparte, WA, as the 505th Group; transferred to 162nd AC&W Group on 25 May 51; assigned to 25th Air Division on 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4702nd Defense Wing on Jan 53; site redesignated from Mt. Bonaparte to Curlew AFS, WA on 1 Dec 53; transferred to 9th Air Division on 8 Oct 54; transferred to 25th Air Division on 15 Aug 58; transferred to 4700th Air Defense Wing on 1 Sep 58; inactivated on 1 Dec 59.

639th AC&W Squadron: activated in Dec 56 at Truax Field, WI, as the 37th Air Division; moved to Lowther A.S., Ontario, Canada in Summer 57; transferred to 64th Air Division ca. 15 Nov 58; transferred to 30th Air Division ca. 1 Apr 59; transferred to Sault Ste Marie ADS on 1 Apr 60; discontinued 1 Jul 63.

640th AC&W Squadron: assigned 1 Apr 57 at Ernest Harmon AFB, Newfoundland (N-23), as the 4731st Air Division Group; moved to Stephenville A.S., Newfoundland ca. Nov 57; transferred to Goose ADS on 6 Jun 60; transferred to 37th Air Division on 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 21st Air Division 31 Mar 70; inactivated on 30 Jun 71.

641st AC&W Squadron: assigned 1 Apr 57 at Goose AB, Labrador (N-24), as the 4732nd Air Defense Group; moved to Melville AS, Labrador about Nov 57; transferred to Goose ADS 1 Apr 60; transferred to 37th Air Division 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 21st Air Division 31 Mar 70; inactivated 30 Jun 71.

642nd AC&W Squadron: assigned 1 Apr 57 at Redcliff Air Station, Newfoundland (N-22), as the 4731st Air Defense Group; transferred to Goose ADS on 6 Jun 60; discontinued 1 Oct 61.

650th AC&W Squadron: activated 20 May 53 at Ft. Snelling, MN, as the 31st Air Division; moved to Dallas Center, IA in Jul 55; transferred to 20th Air Division on 1 Mar 56; inactivated 8 Oct 57.

651st AC&W Squadron: activated 20 Jun 53 at Hamilton AFB, CA, as the 28th Air Division; moved to Roslyn AFS, NY on 22 Apr 54; transferred to 26th Air Division (EADF) on 20 May 54; inactivated by Aug 55.
652nd AC&W Squadron: activated 18 Jun 53 at Dobbins AFB, GA, as the 35th Air Division; inactivated ca. Sep 55.

653rd AC&W Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Stewart AFB, NY, as the 540th AC&W Group; inactivated on 6 Feb 52; reactivated 18 Jun 53 at Tinker AFB, OK and assigned to the 33rd Air Division; moved to Alexandria AFB, LA in fall of 54; base of assignment redesignated England AFB, LA in 55; transferred to Oklahoma City, ADS on 1 Jan 60; transferred to 4752nd Air Defense Wing 1 Sep 61; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; discontinued 1 Aug 63.

659th AC&W Squadron: activated 20 Jun 53 at Norton AFB, CA, as the 27th Air Division; moved to Kingman, AZ, 22 Jun 55; operation discontinued in Feb 58; inactivated on 15 Aug 58.

663rd AC&W Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at McGhee-Tyson Airport, TN as the 541st Group; moved to National Guard Armory, Marysville, TN in Nov 51; transferred to 30th Air Division 6 Feb 52; moved to permanent site on Cross Mtn, TN in Mar 52; transferred to 35th Air Division 5 Aug 52; site redesignated to Lake City AFS, TN 1 Dec 53; transferred to 58th Air Division 1 Mar 56; transferred to 35th Air Division 1 Sep 58; transferred to 32nd Air Division 15 Nov 58; discontinued 1 Jun 61.

667th AC&W Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB, CA, as the 542nd AC&W Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52; reassigned to ADC at Air Forces Iceland, Hofn NI, Iceland, on 1 Jul 62.

668th AC&W Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Mather AFB, CA, as the 542nd AC&W Group; transferred to 28th Air Division on 6 Feb 52; transferred to San Francisco ADS on 1 Jul 60; discontinued 1 Sep 61.

672nd AC&W Squadron: activated ca. Dec 56 at Syracuse AFS, NY, as the 32nd Air Division; moved to Barrington AS, Nova Scotia, Canada in Summer 57; transferred to Bangor ADS 15 Aug 58, transferred to Boston ADS on 1 Jul 60; discontinued 1 Jun 62.

673rd AC&W Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Ft. Snelling, MN, as the 543rd AC&W Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

673rd Aircraft Control Squadron: assigned Feb 54 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 532nd AC&W Group (M); transferred to ADC in Feb 54; inactivated Aug 54.
677th AC&W Squadron: activated 1 Sep 53 at Ft. Williams AFS, ME as the 4711th Defense Wing; moved to Willow Run AFS, MI in Apr 54; transferred to 4708th Defense Wing on 5 May 54; moved to Alpena, MI by Dec 54; transferred to 30th Air Division on 8 Jul 56; inactivated ca. Nov 57.

683rd AC&W Squadron: activated 1 Dec 53 at Geiger Field, WA, as the 4702nd Defense Wing; moved to Tinker AFB, OK and transferred to 33rd Air Division by Jan 54; moved to Sweetwater AFS, TX in early 56; transferred to Albuquerque ADS 1 Jan 60; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS 15 Sep 60; transferred to 4752nd Air Defense Wing on 1 Sep 61; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 25 Jun 63; reassigned to 31st Air Division on 1 Apr 66; inactivated on 30 Sep 69.

685th AC&W Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Norton AFB, CA, as the 544th AC&W Group; inactivated on 6 Feb 52; assigned to 4702nd Defense Wing at Geiger Field, WA when reactivated on 1 Dec 53; moved to Kirtland AFB, NM and transferred to 34th Air Division in Jan 54; moved to Las Cruces, NM by Dec 54; transferred to Albuquerque ADS 1 Jan 60; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 15 Sep 60; transferred to 4752nd Air Defense Wing 1 Sep 61; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 25 Jun 63; discontinued on 1 Aug 63.

686th AC&W Squadron: activated 1 Oct 53 at Walker AFB, NM, as the 34th Air Division; transferred to Albuquerque ADS on 1 Jan 60; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 15 Sep 60; transferred to 4752nd Air Defense Wing on 1 Sep 61; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 25 Jun 63; discontinued on 1 Aug 63.

687th AC&W Squadron: activated 1 Oct 53 at Kirtland AFB, NM, as the 34th Air Division; moved to West Mesa AFS, NM in spring of 56; transferred to Albuquerque ADS 1 Jan 60; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 15 Sep 60; transferred to 4752nd Air Defense Wing on Sep 61; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; reassigned to 31st Air Division on 1 Apr 66; discontinued on 8 Sep 68.

688th AC&W Squadron: activated 1 Oct 53 at Geiger Field, WA, as the 25th Air Division; moved to Tinker AFB, OK and transferred to the 33rd Air Division on 26 Dec 53; moved to Amarillo AFB, TX in fall of 54; transferred to Albuquerque ADS 1 Jan 60; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS 15 Sep 60; transferred to 4752nd Air Defense Wing on 1 Sep 61; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; reassigned to 31st Air Division on 1 Apr 66; discontinued on 8 Sep 68.

690th AC&W Squadron: assigned on 1 Jan 51 at Kirtland AFB, NM, as the 540th AC&W Group; reassigned to 34th Air Division by 1 May 51; inactivated on 6 Feb 52.
697th AC&W Squadron: activated on 8 Dec 56 at Kirtland AFB, NM, as the 34th Air Division; moved to Dyess AFS, TX on 21 Feb 57; transferred to Albuquerque ADS 1 Jan 60; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS 15 Sep 60; transferred to 4752nd Air Defense Wing 1 Sep 61; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; discontinued on 1 Aug 63.

700th AC&W Squadron: activated 1 Dec 53 at Grenier AFB, NH, as the 4707th Defense Wing; moved to Willow Run AFS, MI in Apr 54; transferred to 4706th Defense Wing 5 May 54; moved to Two Creeks, WI by Dec 54; transferred to 37th Air Division on 8 Jul 56; inactivated ca. Nov 57.

703rd AC&W Squadron: activated 1 Dec 53 at Tinker AFB, OK, as the 33rd Air Division; moved to Site at Texarkana AFS, AR in summer of 55; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 1 Jan 60; transferred to 4752nd Air Defense Wing 1 Sep 61; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; reassigned to 31st Air Division on 1 Apr 66; discontinued on 8 Sep 68.

704th AC&W Squadron: activated Mar 55 at Willow Run AFS, MI, as the 4706th Air Defense Wing; moved to Carmi, IL in summer of 55; transferred to 58th Air Division on 1 Mar 56; inactivated ca. Nov 57.

732nd AC&W Squadron: activated 8 Nov 56 at Oklahoma City AFS, OK, as the 33rd Air Division; moved to Ozona AFS, TX on 25 Jul 57; transferred to Albuquerque ADS on 1 Jan 60; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 15 Sep 60; transferred to 4752nd Air Defense Wing on 1 Sep 61; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; discontinued on 1 Aug 63.

733rd AC&W Squadron: activated on 8 Sep 56 at Oklahoma City AFS, OK, as the 33rd Air Division; moved to Eagle Pass AFS, TX on 3 Jul 57; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 1 Jan 60; transferred to 4752nd Air Defense Wing on 1 Sep 61; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; discontinued on 1 Aug 63.

740th AC&W Squadron: activated 1 Feb 53 at Rapid City AFB, SD, as the 31st Air Division; transferred to 29th Air Division on 16 Feb 53; location redesignation to Ellsworth AFB, SD on 1 Jun 53; transferred to Minot ADS on 1 Jan 61; discontinued on 15 Aug 62.

741st AC&W Squadron: activated 1 Feb 53 at Lackland AFB, TX, as the 33rd Air Division; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 1 Jan 60; transferred to 4752nd Air Defense Wing on 1 Sep 61; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; reassigned to 31st Air Division on 1 Apr 66; inactivated on 31 Dec 69.
742nd AC&W Squadron: activated 8 Sep 56 at Oklahoma City AFS, OK, as the 33rd Air Division; moved to Zapata AFS, TX on 1 Jul 57; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 1 Jan 60; discontinued on 1 Jun 61.

745th AC&W Squadron: activated 1 Feb 53 at Duncanville AFS, TX, as the 33rd Air Division; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 1 Jan 60; transferred to 4752nd Air Defense Wing on 1 Sep 61; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 25 Jun 63; reassigned to 31st Air Division on 1 Apr 66; inactivated on 30 Sep 69.

746th AC&W Squadron: activated 1 Feb 53 at Tinker AFB, OK, as the 33rd Air Division; moved to Oklahoma City AFS, OK in summer of 56; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 1 Jan 60; transferred to 4752nd Air Defense Wing on 1 Sep 61; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 25 Jun 63; reassigned to 31st Air Division on 1 Apr 66; discontinued on 8 Sep 68.

747th AC&W Squadron: activated 1 Feb 53 at Ellington AFB, TX, as the 33rd Air Division; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 1 Jan 60; transferred to 4752nd Air Defense Wing on 1 Sep 61; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 25 Jun 63; reassigned to 31st Air Division on 1 Apr 66; inactivated on 31 Dec 69.

767th AC&W Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at El Vada, NM, as the 540th AC&W Group; transferred to 34th Air Division by 1 May 51; site redesignated to Tierra Amarilla AFS, NM on 1 Dec 53; inactivated on 8 Feb 59.

768th AC&W Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Moriarity AFS, NM, as the 540th AC&W Group; transferred to 34th Air Division by 1 May 51; transferred to Albuquerque ADS on 1 Jan 60; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 15 Sep 60; discontinued 1 Jun 61.

769th AC&W Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Gonzales, NM, as the 540th AC&W Group; transferred to 34th Air Division by 1 May 51; site redesignated to Continental Divide AFS, NM on 1 Dec 53; transferred to Albuquerque ADS on 1 Jan 60; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 15 Sep 60; discontinued on 1 Jul 61.

796th AC&W Squadron: activated 1 May 51 at Bartlesville AFS, OK, as the 546th AC&W Group; transferred to 159th AC&W Group on 4 Jun 51; transferred to 33rd Air Division on 6 Feb 52; transferred to 20th Air Division on 1 Mar 56; transferred to Kansas City ADS on 1 Jan 60; discontinued on 1 Jun 61.
797th AC&W Squadron: activated 1 May 51 at Fordland AFS, MO, as the 546th AC&W Group; transferred to 159th AC&W Group on 4 Jun 51; transferred to 33rd Air Division on 6 Feb 52; transferred to 20th Air Division on 1 Mar 56; transferred to Kansas City ADS on 1 Jan 60; discontinued on 1 Jun 61.

799th AC&W Squadron: activated ca. Jul 56 at Wright-Patterson AFB, OH, as the 58th Air Division; moved to Joelton AFS, TN by Oct 56; transferred to 35th Air Division on 1 Sep 58; transferred to 32nd Air Division on 15 Nov 58; discontinued on 1 Jun 61.

808th AC&W Squadron: activated 20 Jun 53 at Snelling AFS, MN, as the 31st Air Division; moved to Rochester, MN on ca. Sep 55; inactivated on 8 Sep 57.

809th AC&W Squadron: activated 25 Jun 53 at Willow Run Airport, MI, as the 30th Air Division; transferred to 4708th Defense Wing in May 54; moved to Owingsville AFS, KY by Dec 54; transferred to 58th Air Division on 1 Mar 56; inactivated ca. Nov 57.

811th AC&W Squadron: activated 8 Apr 56 at Tinker AFB, OK and assigned to Oklahoma City AFS, OK, as the 33rd Air Division; moved to Port Isabel, TX in Jan 58; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 1 Jan 60; discontinued on 1 Jun 61.

812th AC&W Squadron: activated 8 Apr 56 at Tinker AFB and assigned to Oklahoma City AFS, OK, as the 33rd Air Division; moved to Lake Charles AFB, LA on 30 Apr 57; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 1 Jan 60; discontinued on 1 Sep 61.

813th AC&W Squadron: activated 18 Dec 56 at Oklahoma City AFS, OK, as the 33rd Air Division; transferred to Rockport AFS, TX in summer of 58; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 1 Jan 60; transferred to 4752nd Air Defense Wing on 1 Sep 61; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 25 Jun 63; discontinued on 1 Aug 63.

814th AC&W Squadron: activated 8 May 56 at Tinker AFB and assigned to Oklahoma City AFS, OK, as the 33rd Air Division; moved to Killeen AFS, TX on 14 Feb 57; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 1 Jan 60; site redesignation to Gray AFB, TX in 60; discontinued on 1 Feb 61.

815th AC&W Squadron: activated 8 Nov 56 at Oklahoma City AFS, OK, as the 33rd Air Division; moved to Lufkin AFS, TX about Nov 57; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS on 1 Jan 60; discontinued on 1 Jun 61.

820th AC&W Squadron: activated 18 Oct 59 at Ft. Heath, MA, as the Boston ADS; redesignated from 820th Radar Squadron (SAGE) to 820th AC&W Squadron on 1 Dec 61; discontinued on 1 Dec 62.
825th AC&W Squadron: activated ca. Apr 57 at McChord AFB, WA, as the 25th Air Division; moved to Kamloops AS, BC, Canada in Sep 57; transferred to Spokane ADS on 15 Mar 60; discontinued on 1 Apr 62.

860th AC&W Squadron: activated 8 Nov 54 at Hamilton AFB, CA, as the 28th Air Division; inactivated in Dec 54.

864th AC&W Squadron: activated 8 Aug 55 at Yuma City Airport, AZ, as the 27th Air Division; redesignated Vincent AFB, AZ in Sep 56; transferred to Los Angeles ADS on 1 Oct 59; transferred to Phoenix ADS on 1 May 61; site redesignated to Yuma AFS, AZ in mid-1960, redesignated to 864th Radar Squadron (SAGE) on 1 Jun 62; redesignation as Radar Squadron (SAGE) revoked by SO G-4, 15 Oct 62; discontinued 1 Aug 63.

867th AC&W Squadron: activated 8 Jun 55 at Dobbins AFB, GA, as the 35th Air Division; moved to Flintstone AFS, GA in fall of 55; transferred to 58th Air Division on 1 Mar 56; transferred to 35th Air Division 1 Sep 58; transferred to 32nd Air Division on 15 Nov 58.

906th AC&W Squadron: activated 26 May 53 at Willow Run Airport, MI, as the 30th Air Division; transferred to 4706th Defense Wing in May 54; moved to Grand Marais, MI by Dec 54; transferred to 37th Air Division on 8 Jul 56; inactivated ca. Nov 57.

912th AC&W Squadron: activated 10 Mar 52 at Grenier AFB, ME, as the 32nd Air Division; moved to Ramore, Ontario, Canada and transferred to 30th Air Division on 21 Dec 52; transferred to 4708th Defense Wing on 16 Feb 53; transferred to 30th Air Division on 8 Jul 56; transferred to Sault Ste Marie ADS on 1 Apr 60; discontinued 1 Jan 62.

913th AC&W Squadron: activated 10 Mar 52 at Grenier AFB, ME, as the 32nd Air Division; moved to Pagwa, Ontario, Canada and transferred to the 30th Air Division on 20 Dec 52; transferred to 4708th Defense Wing on 16 Feb 53; transferred to 37th Air Division on 8 Jul 56; transferred to 30th Air Division on 1 Apr 59; transferred to Sault Ste Marie ADS on 1 Apr 60; discontinued 1 Jun 63.

914th AC&W Squadron: activated 10 Mar 52 at Grenier AFB, ME, as the 32nd Air Division; moved to Armstrong, Ontario, Canada and transferred to 30th Air Division on 21 Dec 52; transferred to 4708th Defense Wing on 16 Feb 53; transferred to 37th Air Division on 8 Jul 56; transferred to 30th Air Division on 1 Apr 59; transferred to Duluth ADS on 15 Nov 59; discontinued 1 Nov 62.
915th AC&W Squadron: activated 10 Mar 52 at Grenier AFB, ME, as the 32nd Air Division; moved to Sioux Lookout, Ontario, Canada on 5 Dec 52; transferred to 31st Air Division on 16 Dec 52; transferred to 37th Air Division on 1 Jan 59; transferred to 30th Air Division on 1 Apr 59; transferred to Duluth ADS on 15 Nov 59; discontinued on 1 Oct 62.

916th AC&W Squadron: activated 12 Feb 52 at Grenier AFB, ME, as the 32nd Air Division; moved to Beausejour, Manitoba, Canada by 1 Dec 52; transferred to 31st Air Division on 1 Dec 52; transferred to 29th Air Division on 1 Jan 59; transferred to Grand Forks ADS ca. Apr 59; discontinued on 1 Oct 61.

917th AC&W Squadron: activated 16 Apr 52 at Geiger Field, WA, as the WADF; moved to Puntzi Mtn, B.C., Canada on 8 Nov 52; transferred to 25th Air Division in Jan 53; transferred to Seattle ADS on 1 Mar 60; discontinued 1 Feb 63.

918th AC&W Squadron: activated 16 Apr 52 at Geiger Field, WA, as the WADF; transferred to 25th Air Division on 16 Feb 53; moved to Baldy Hughes, B.C., Canada by 1 Jun 53; transferred to Seattle ADS on 1 Mar 60; discontinued on 1 Mar 63.

919th AC&W Squadron: activated 16 Apr 52 at Geiger Field, WA, as the WADF; transferred to 25th Air Division on 16 Feb 53; moved to Saskatoon Mt, A.S., Canada by 1 Jun 53; transferred to Spokane ADS 15 Mar 60; discontinued on 1 Apr 63.

920th AC&W Squadron: activated in Nov 51 at Grenier AFB, NH, as the 152nd AC&W Group; moved to Resolution Isl Air Station, Canada (NEAC) on 19 Jan 52; reassigned to ADC and 473rd Air Division Group on 1 Apr 57; transferred to 4732nd Air Division Group on 1 May 58; transferred to Goose ADS on 1 Apr 60; discontinued on 1 Nov 61.

921st AC&W Squadron: activated 26 May 53 at Grenier AFB, NH, as the 4707th Defense Wing; transfer to NEAC in fall of 53; reassigned to ADC and 4731st Air Defense Group on 1 Apr 57; transferred to Goose ADS on 6 Jun 60; transferred to 37th Air Division on 1 Apr 66; discontinued on 18 Jun 68.

922nd AC&W Squadron: activated 26 May 53 at Grenier AFB, NH, as the 4707th Defense Wing; transfer to NEAC in fall of 53; reassigned to ADC and 4732nd Air Defense Group on 1 Apr 57; transferred to Goose ADS on 1 Apr 60; transferred to 37th Air Division on 1 Apr 66; discontinued on 18 Jun 68.

923rd AC&W Squadron: activated 13 Jun 53 at Grenier AFB, NH, as the 4707th Defense Wing; reassigned to NEAC in fall of 53; reassigned to ADC and 4732nd Air Defense Group on 1 Apr 57; transferred to Goose ADS 1 Apr 60; transferred to 37th Air Division on 1 Apr 66; discontinued on 18 Jun 68.
924th AC&W Squadron: activated 13 Jun 53 at Grenier AFB, NH, as the 4707th Defense Wing; transferred to NEAC in fall of 53; reassigned to ADC and 4732nd Air Defense Group on 1 Apr 57; transferred to Goose ADS on 1 Apr 60; transferred to 37th Air Division on 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 21st Air Division on 31 Mar 70; inactivated on 31 Jul 70.

926th AC&W Squadron: activated 13 Jun 53 at Grenier AFB, NH, as the 4707th Defense Wing; transferred to NEAC in fall of 53; reassigned to ADC and 4733rd Air Defense Group on 1 Apr 57; transferred to 4732nd Air Defense Group on 1 May 58; transferred to Goose ADS on 1 Apr 60; discontinued on 1 Nov 61.

931st AC&W Squadron: assigned 1 Apr 57 at Thule AB, Greenland, as the 4734th Air Defense Group; transferred from NEAC to ADC; transferred to 64th Air Division on 1 May 58; transferred to 4683rd Air Defense Wing on 1 Jul 60; relieved from assignment 4683rd Air Defense Wing and assigned to 4683rd Air Base Group on 1 Jul 65; discontinued on 24 Dec 65.

932nd AC&W Squadron: assigned 1 Jul 62 at Rockville NT, Iceland, as Air Forces Iceland; transferred from MATS to ADC on 1 Jul 62.

AIR DEFENSE SQUADRONS

20th Air Defense Squadron (SAGE): activated 1 Jan 75 at Ft. Lee AFS, VA, as the 20th Air Division; transferred to TAC 1 Oct 79.

21st Air Defense Squadron (SAGE): activated 1 Jan 75 at Hancock Field, NY, as the 21st Air Division; transferred to TAC 1 Oct 79.

23rd Air Defense Squadron (SAGE): activated 1 Jan 75 at Duluth IAP, MN, as the 23rd Air Division; transferred to TAC 1 Oct 79.

24th Air Defense Squadron (SAGE): activated 1 Jan 75 at Malmstrom AFB, MT, as the 24th Air Division; transferred to TAC on 1 Oct 79.

25th Air Defense Squadron (SAGE): activated 1 Jan 75 at McChord AFB, WA, as the 25th Air Division; transferred to TAC 1 Oct 79.

26th Air Defense Squadron (SAGE): activated 1 Jan 75 at Luke AFB, AZ; as the 26th Air Division; transferred to TAC 1 Oct 79.

4624th Air Defense Squadron (SAGE): activated 1 Jul 72 at Hancock Field, NY, as the 21st Air Division; inactivated 1 Jan 75.

4628th Air Defense Squadron (SAGE): activated 1 Jul 72 at McChord AFB, WA, as the 25th Air Division; inactivated 1 Jan 75.
4629th Air Defense Squadron (SAGE): activated 1 Jul 72 at Luke AFB, AZ, as the 26th Air Division; inactivated 1 Jan 75.

4638th Air Defense Squadron (SAGE): activated 1 Jul 72 at Ft. Lee AFS, VA, as the 20th Air Division; inactivated 1 Jan 75.

4642nd Air Defense Squadron (SAGE): activated 1 Jul 72 at Malmstrom AFB, MT, as the 24th Air Division; inactivated 1 Jan 75.

4645th Air Defense Squadron (SAGE): activated 1 Jul 72 at Duluth IAP, MN, as the 23rd Air Division; inactivated 1 Jan 75.

4750th Air Defense Squadron (Weapons): activated in Jun 52 at Yuma Cty Airport, AZ, as the 4750th Training Squadron; redesignated 4750th Air Defense Squadron (Wpns) on 1 Sep 54; redesignated to Vincent AFB, AZ in fall of 56; transferred to 4750th Air Defense Wing (Wpns) 1 Oct 58; moved to MacDill AFB, FL ca-Jun 59; discontinued 25 Jun 60.

4751st Air Defense Squadron (Missile): activated 15 Jan 58 at Eglin AFAF #9, FL as the 4751st Air Defense Missile Squadron and redesignated as the 4751st Air Defense Squadron (M51); transferred to Montgomery ADS 1 Jul 62; transferred to 73rd Air Division 1 Jul 63; reassigned to 4756th ADW 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 14AF 15 Jun 66; reassigned to Air Defense Weapons Center 1 Jan 68; reassigned to 4756th Air Defense Wing 1 Apr 66; reassigned to Fourteenth Air Force 15 Jun 66; reassigned to Air Defense Weapons Center (ADC) 1 Jan 68; transferred to TAC 1 Oct 79.

4753rd Air Defense Squadron (Training): organized 22 Apr 68 at Otis AFB, MA, inactivated 31 Dec 69.

4756th Air Defense Squadron: activated 7 Jan 55 at Moody AFB, GA, as the 4750th Air Defense Wing (Weapons); transferred to 4756th Air Defense Group (Wpns) on 18 Feb 55; redesignated to 4756 Air Defense Squadron and moved to Tyndall AFB, FL 1 Jul 57; discontinued 15 Nov 62 thru redesignation as 4756th Combat Crew Training Squadron; redesignated from 4756 Drone Squadron and assigned to Air Defense Weapons Center 1 Oct 75; transferred to TAC 1 Oct 79.

4757th Air Defense Squadron: activated 1 Jul 57 at Tyndall AFB, FL, as USAF Interceptor Weapons School; discontinued 1 Nov 57 thru redesignation as 4756th USAF Interceptor Weapons School; reactivated 15 Dec 57 upon discontinuance of the 4756th USAF IWS to 4756th Air Defense Group (Wpns); transferred to 4756th Air Defense Wing (Tng) 1 Jan 63; reassigned to Air Defense Wea. Cntr. 1 Jan 68; inactivated 1 Sep 74.
4759th Air Defense Squadron (Training): activated 1 Jul 71 at McClellan AFB, CA, as the 552nd AEW&G Wing; redesignated 4759th Combat Crew Training Squadron 1 Jan 73.

4780th Air Defense Squadron: activated 1 Jul 62 at Perrin AFB, TX, as the 4780th Air Defense Wing (Training); redesignated the 4780th Air Defense Squadron 15 Apr 67; inactivated 30 Jun 71.

AIR INTELLIGENCE SQUADRONS

4602nd Air Intelligence Service Squadron: activated 1 Mar 52 at Peterson Field, CO, at the 4600th AB Group; discontinued 2 Jul 57.

4690th Air Intelligence Squadron: activated 21 Apr 76 at Cheyenne Mountain Complex City, CO, attached to 4799th USAF Special Activities Squadron for admin and log support; redesignated the 4690th Aerospace Intelligence Squadron on 1 Jul 76; inactivated 7 Dec 79.

CIVIL ENGINEERING SQUADRONS

1st Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Jul 60 at Selfridge AFB, MI, as 1st Air Base Group; transferred to 1st Combat Support Group 1 Apr 63; moved to Hamilton AFB, CA 31 Dec 69; moved to MacDill AFB, FL on or about 10 Oct 70 and reassigned to TAC.

32nd Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Feb 61 at Minot AFB, ND, as the 32nd AB Group; transferred to SAC 1 Jul 62.

46th Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 15 Mar 75 at Peterson Field, CO, and attached to HQ 46 Aerospace Defense Wing; transferred to SAC 1 Oct 79.

52nd Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Jul 63 at Suffolk City AFB, NY, as the 52nd Combat Support Group; discontinued 30 Sep 68.

56th Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Feb 61 at K.I. Sawyer AFB, MI, as the 56th AB Group; transferred to 46th Combat Support Group 1 Apr 63; relieved from assignment Duluth ADS and assigned to SAC 1 Jan 64.

78th Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Jul 60 at Hamilton AFB, CA, as the 78th AB Group; transferred to 78th Combat Support Group 1 Apr 63; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

325th Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Jul 60 at McChord AFB, WA, as the 325th AB Group; transferred to 325th Combat Support Group 1 Apr 63; discontinued 1 Jul 68.
328th Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Feb 61 at Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO, as the 328th AB Group; transferred to 328th Combat Support Group on 1 Apr 63; discontinued 18 Jul 68.

478th Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Feb 61 at Grand Forks AFB, ND, as the 478th AB Group; transferred to SAC 1 Jul 63.

507th Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Feb 61 at Kincheloe AFB, MI, as the 507th AB Group; transferred to 507th Combat Support Group 1 Apr 63; discontinued 30 Sep 68.

551st Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Jul 60 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 551st AB Group; transferred to 551st Combat Support Group 1 Apr 63; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

4600th Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Jul 60 at Ent AFB, CO, as the 4600th AB Wing; moved to Peterson Field, CO o/a 16 Oct 74; inactivated 15 Mar 75.

4603rd Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Jul 65 at Stewart AFB, NY, as the 4603rd AB Group; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

4609th Civil Engineering Squadron: organized 30 Sep 68 at Kitchelce AFB, MI, as the 4609th AB Group; inactivated 30 Jun 71.

4661st Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Oct 70 at Hamilton AFB, CA, as the 4661st AB Group; inactivated 30 Sep 73.

4676th Civil Engineering Squadron: organized 18 Jul 68 at Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO, as the 4676th AB Group; inactivated 1 Jul 70.

4683rd Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Jul 60 at Thule AB, Greenland, as the 4683rd Air Defense Wing; transferred to 4683rd AB Group 1 Oct 60; transferred to 4683rd Combat Support Group 1 Apr 63; discontinued 1 Jul 65.

4684th Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Jul 60 at Sonderstrom AB, Greenland, as the 4684th AB Group; discontinued 1 Jan 65.

4737th Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Jul 60 at Pepperrell AFB, Newfoundland, as the 4737th AB Group; discontinued 1 Sep 60.
4756th Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Jul 60 at Tyndall AFB, FL, as the 4756th AB Group; transferred to TAC 1 Oct 79.

4780th Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Jul 62 at Perrin AFB, TX, as the 4780th AB Group; inactivated 30 Jun 71.

4784th Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 31 Dec 69 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 4784th AB Group; inactivated 31 Dec 72.

4787th Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 28 Aug 70 at Duluth TAP, MN, as the 4787th AB Group; transferred to TAC 1 Oct 79.

4788th Civil Engineering Squadron: activated 1 Oct 70 at Kingsley Field, OR, as the 4788th AB Group; inactivated 30 Jun 71.

COMMUNICATIONS SQUADRONS

1st Communications Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at George AFB, CA, as the 1st AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

2nd Communications Squadron: activated 1 Jul 71 at Buckley Field, CO, as the 14th Aerospace Force; reassigned 1 Oct 76 to 26th Air Division; reassigned 1 Oct 79 to Hq ADCOM; reassigned to SAC 1 Dec 79.

4th Communications Squadron: TDY to FEAF on 1 Jan 51; assigned to 4th AB Group; transferred PCS to FEAF 1 Oct 51.

5th Defense Space Communications Squadron: activated 1 Jul 70 at Woomera Airport, Australia, as the 71st Missile Warning Wing; reassigned to Fourteenth Aerospace Force, 30 Apr 71; reassigned 1 Oct 76 to Hq 26th Air Division; reassigned to Hq ADCOM 1 Cot 79; reassigned to SAC 1 Dec 79.

14th Communications Squadron: activated 1 Oct 68 at Tokorozawa CST, Japan, as the 71st Missile Warning Wing; assigned to Hq Fourteenth Aerospace Force 30 Apr 71; moved to Johnson FHC, Japan (no date); inactivated 30 Jun 75.

15th Communications Squadron: organized 1 Apr 68 at Aviano AB, Italy, as the 71st Missile Warning Wing; assigned to Hq Fourteenth Aerospace Force 30 Apr 71; inactivated 30 Jun 75.

23rd Communications Squadron: activated Jan 51 at Presque Isle AFB, ME, as the 23rd AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.
33rd Communications Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 33rd AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

42nd Communications Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Stewart AFB, NY, assigned to EADF; redesignated 42nd Communications Squadron Air Force by Aug 51; inactivated 1 Jan 60.

43rd Communications Squadron: activated 1 May 51 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to WADF; redesignated from 43rd Communications Squadron, Command to 43rd Communications Squadron, AF ca.Dec 54; inactivated 1 Jul 60.

47th Communications Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Ent AFB, CO, assigned to Hq ADC; reassigned to AFCS 1 Oct 79.

50th Communications Squadron: activated 16 Mar 51 at Kansas City, MO, assigned to Hq CADF; moved to Grandview AFB, MO in Mar 54; Grandview AFB redesignated Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO 27 Apr 57; inactivated 1 Jan 60.

52nd Communications Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at McGuire AFB, NJ, as the 52nd AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

56th Communications Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Selfridge AFB, MI, as the 56th AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

78th Communications Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB, CA, as the 78th AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

81st Communications Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 to Larson AFB, WA, as the 81st AB Group; transferred to 3AF, Suffolk, England, PCS, 22 Aug 51.

101st Communications Squadron: federalized in the ANG 10 Feb 51 at Grenier AFB, NM, as the 101st AB Group; Moved PCS to Larson AFB, WA 2 Aug 51; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

103rd Communications Squadron: federalized in the ANG 2 Mar 51 at Brainard Field, CT, as the 103rd AB Group; moved to Suffolk Co AFB by Jun 51; inactivated 6 Feb 51.

113th Communications Squadron: federalized in the ANG 10 Feb 51 at Newcastle AFB, DE, as the 113th AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

122nd Communications Squadron: federalized in the ANG 10 Feb 51 at Baer Field, TN, as the 122nd AB Group; inactivated 7 Feb 52.

128th Communications Squadron: federalized in the ANG 10 Feb 51 at Truax Field, WI, as the 128th AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.
133rd Communications Squadron: federalized in the ANG 2 Mar 51 at Holman Field, MN, as the 133rd AB Group; moved to Minn-St. Paul IAP, MN 28 Jun 51; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

142nd Communications Squadron: federalized in the ANG 2 Mar 51 at O'Hare IAP, IL, as the 142nd AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

325th Communications Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at McChord AFB, WA, as the 325th AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

COMMUNICATIONS & ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE SQUADRONS

1st C&EM Squadron: activated 1 Nov 58 at Selfridge AFB, MI, as the 1st Fighter Group (AD); transferred to 1st M&G Group 1 Jul 60; transferred to 1st Fighter Wing (AD) 1 Feb 61; redesignated 1st C&EM Squadron from 1st Armament and Electronic Maintenance Squadron 15 Sep 66; discontinued 16 Jan 67.

52nd C&EM Squadron: activated 1 Jul 63 at Suffolk County AFB, NY, as the 52nd Fighter Wing (AD); redesignated 52nd C&EM Squadron from 52nd Armament & Electronics Maintenance Squadron 15 Sep 66; discontinued 30 Sep 68.

78th C&EM Squadron: activated 1 Nov 58 at Hamilton AFB, CA, as the 78th Fighter Group (AD); transferred to 78th M&G Group 1 Jul 60; transferred to 78th Fighter Wing (AD) 1 Feb 61; redesignated 78th C&EM Squadron from 78th Armament and Electronics Squadron 15 Sep 66; inactivated 18 May 69.

328th C&EM Squadron: activated 1 Feb 61 at Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO, as the 328th Fighter Wing; redesignated 328th C&EM Squadron from 328th Armament and Electronic Maintenance Squadron 15 Sep 66; discontinued 18 Jul 68.

4756th C&EM Squadron: activated ca. Jul 57 at Tyndall AFB, FL, as the 4756th M&G Group; transferred to 4756th AD Group 1 Jul 61; transferred to 4756th AD Wing (Tng) 1 Jan 63; redesignated 4756th C&EM Squadron 15 Sep 66 from 4756th Armament & Electronics Maintenance Squadron 15 Sep 66; reassigned to Air Defense Weapons Center (ADC) 1 Jan 68; inactivated 18 May 69.

4780th C&EM Squadron: activated 1 Jan 63 at Perrin AFB, TX, as the 4780th AD Wing (Tng); redesignated 4780th C&EM Squadron from the 4780th Armament and Electronics Maintenance Squadron 15 Sep 66; inactivated 18 May 69.
DRONE SQUADRONS

4750th Drone Squadron: activated 1 Jan 56 at Yuma Cty Airport, AZ, as the 4750th AD Group (Wpns); redesignated Vincent AFB, AZ in fall of 56; transferred to 4750th AD Wing (Wpns) 1 Oct 58; moved to Tyndall AFB, FL ca. Jun 59; inactivated 1 Oct 59.

4756th Drone Squadron: activated ca. Jul 57 at Tyndall AFB, FL, as the 4756th AD Group (Wpns); transferred to 4756th AD Wing (Tng) 1 Jan 63; reassigned to Air Defense Weapons Center (ADC) 1 Jan 68; redesignated 4756th Air Defense Squadron 1 Oct 75; discontinued 15 Nov 62 thru redesignation.

EVALUATION SQUADRONS

17th Defense Systems Evaluation Squadron: activated 1 Jul 74 at Malmstrom AFB, MT, as the 24th Air Division; inactivated 13 Jul 79 (redesignated from 4677th DSES).

4677th Defense Systems Evaluation Squadron: activated 1 Jan 60 at Hill AFB, UT, as the 29th Air Division; formed thru the redesignation of the 4677th Radar Evaluation Squadron, ECM, originally activated 18 Mar 54; transferred to 28th AD 1 Jul 61; transferred to Fourth AF 1 Apr 66; reassigned to Tenth AF 15 Sep 69; reassigned to Hq ADC 15 Nov 69; moved to Malmstrom AFB, MT o/a 31 Aug 72; reassigned to 24th Air Division 2 Oct 72; inactivated 1 Jul 74. (B-57 acft).

4677th Radar Evaluation Squadron: activated 18 Mar 54 at Hill AFB, UT, as the CADF, flying B-29 acft; used a few B-25 acft; redesignated from Flight to Squadron 8 Jul 58; converted to B-57 acft 1 Jul 59; transferred to 29th Air Division on 1 Jan 60; inactivated 1 Jan 60 thru redesignation as the 4677th Defense Systems Evaluation Squadron.

4713 Defense Systems Evaluation Squadron: activated 1 Jan 60 at Stewart AFB, NY, as the First AF; formed thru redesignation of the 4713th Radar Evaluation Squadron, ECM, originally activated 18 Mar 54, flying B-57 acft; reassigned to Hq ADC 1 Dec 69, when it moved from Stewart AFB, NY to Otis AFB, MA; moved to Westover AFB, MA o/a 15 Sep 72; reassigned to 21st Air Division 2 Oct 72; inactivated 15 Apr 74.

4713th Radar Evaluation Squadron: activated 18 Mar 54 at Griffiss AFB, NY, assigned to the EADF; flying B-29 acft; later obtained some TB-25J aircraft in addition to TB-29 aircraft; redesignated from Flight to Squadron 8 Jul 58; transferred to 26th AD 1 Jul 59; converted to B-57B and E acft in Mar 59; moved to Stewart AFB, NY in Aug 59; transferred to 4603rd AB Group 20 Oct 59; inactivated 1 Jan 60 thru redesignation as the 4713th Defense Systems Evaluation Squadron.
4754th Radar Evaluation Squadron: activated 18 Mar 54 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to WADF, flying B-29 and B-25 acft; redesignated from 4754 Radar Evaluation ECM Flight to 4754th Radar Evaluation Flight, ECM 1 Oct 57; redesignation to Squadron 8 Jul 58; transferred to CADF and moved to Hill AFB, UT 1 Sep 59; redesignated 4754th Radar Evaluation Squadron, ECM (Technical) 15 Nov 59; transferred to 29th AD 1 Jan 60; redesignated as 4754th Radar Evaluation Squadron (Technical) 1 Jul 60; transferred to 28th Air Division 1 Jul 61; transferred to Fourth AF 1 Apr 66; reassigned to Hq ADC 1 Mar 69; reassigned to AFCS 1 Oct 79.

4758th Defense Systems Evaluation Squadron: activated 1 Jul 62 at Biggs AFB, TX, as the 4752nd AB Wing; transferred to 32nd AD 1 Sep 62; transferred to 29th AD (SAGE) 25 Jun 63; reassigned to Fourteenth Air Force 1 Apr 66; reassigned to Tenth AF 1 Jul 68; reassigned to 27th Air Division 15 Nov 69; reassigned to 26th Air Division 19 Nov 69; moved to Holloman AFB, NM on 8 Apr 66; inactivated 31 Oct 70.

**FIGHTER-INTERCEPTOR SQUADRONS**

2nd F-1 Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at McGuire AFB, NJ, as the 52nd F-1 Wing; redesignated 2nd F-I Squadron from 2nd Ftr-All Weather Squadron 1 May 51; flying F-94A acft 30 Jun 51; transferred to 4709th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; transferred to 568th AD Group 16 Feb 53; converted to F-84G acft in Feb 53; converted to F-86D acft 18 Jul 53; transferred to 4709th Defense Wing 1 Jul 54; transferred to 52nd Fighter Group (AD) and moved to Suffolk City AFB, NJ 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; converted to F-102A acft in Jan 57; converted to F-101B acft by Dec 59; transferred to 52nd Fighter Wing (AD) 1 Jul 63; reassigned to 52nd Fighter Group (AD) 30 Sep 68; activated 1 Jul 71 at Wurtsmith AFB, MI; inactivated 31 Mar 73.

5th F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at McGuire AFB, NJ, as the 52nd F-1 Wing; redesignated from 5th Ftr-All Weather Sq to 5th F-I Sq 1 May 51; flying F-94A acft 30 Jun 51; transferred to 4709th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; transferred to 568th AD Group 16 Feb 53; conv to F-86D acft 16 Jul 53; transferred to 4709th AD Wing 1 Jul 54; transferred to 52nd Fighter Group (AD) and moved from McGuire AFB, NJ to Suffolk Cty AFB, NJ 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-102A acft in Apr 57; transferred to 32nd Fighter Group (AD) and moved to Minot AFB, ND 1 Feb 60; conv to F-106A acft by Jun 60; transferred to 32nd Fighter Wing (AD) 1 Feb 61; transferred to Minot ADS 1 Jul 62; transferred to Great Falls ADS 25 Jun 63; transferred to 28th Air Division 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 24th Air Division 19 Nov 69; transferred to TAC 1 Oct 79.
11th F-I Squadron: activated 1 Dec 52 at Municipal Arpt, Duluth, MN, as the 31st Air Division; replaced the 179th FIS; flying F-51D acft; transferred to 515th AD Group 16 Feb 53; converted to F-86D in fall of 53; converted to F-89D acft by Jun 55; transferred to 343rd Fighter Group (AD), 18 Aug 55; converted to F-102A acft in Sep 56; converted to F-106A acft in Jul 60; discontinued 30 Sep 68.

13th F-I Squadron: activated 27 Apr 53 at Selfridge AFB, MI, as the 575th AD Group; flying F-86D acft; transferred to 53rd Fighter Group (AD) and moved to Sioux City Municipal Aprt, IA 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow; converted to F-86L in fall of 57; moved to Glasgow AFB, MT and transferred to 476th Fighter Group (AD) 1 Jul 59; converted to F-101B acft by 1 Jul 59; transferred to 29th AD 1 Apr 60; transferred to Minot ADS 1 Jan 61; transferred to Great Falls ADS 25 Jun 63; transferred to 28th Air Division 1 Apr 66; discontinued 30 Jun 68.

14th F-I Squadron: activated 18 Nov 53 at Sioux City Mun. Aprt, IA, as the 521st AD Group; flying F-86D acft; transferred to 53rd Fighter Group (AD) 18 Aug 55; converted to F-86L in fall of 57; inactivated 1 Apr 60.

15th F-I Squadron: activated 20 Apr 53 at Davis-Monthan AFB, AZ, as the 34th AD; flying F-86A acft; converted to F-86D by Jun 54; converted to F-86L acft in fall of 57; converted to F-89J acft in Mar 59; transferred to Los Angeles ADS 1 Jan 60; conv to F-101B acft in Apr 60; transferred to Phoenix ADS 1 May 61; discontinued 24 Dec 64.

18th F-I Squadron: activated 1 Dec 52 at Mpls-St. Paul IAP, MN, as the 31st Air Division; replaced the 109th FIS; flying F-51D acft; transferred to 514th AD Group 16 Feb 53; converted to F-86A acft in Jul 53; converted to F-86F acft by Dec 53; conv to F-89D acft in Jan 54; transferred to Alaskan Air Command 1 Sep 54; returned from AAC in Aug 57 and assigned to 412th Ftr Group at Wurtsmith AFB, MI, with F-102A acft; transferred to 478th Fighter Group (AD) and moved to Grand Forks AFB, ND 1 May 60; conv to F-101B acft by Jun 60; transferred to 478th Ftr Wing (AD) 1 Feb 61; transferred to Grand Forks ADS 1 Jul 63; transferred to Duluth ADS 4 Sep 63; transferred to 29th Air Division 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 28th Air Division 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 24th Air Division 19 Nov 69; inactivated 15 Apr 71.

27th F-I Squadron: assigned to ADC on 1 Jan 51 at Griffiss AFB, NY, flying F-86A; conv to F-94C acft in the spring of 1954; converted to F-102A in late 1957; moved to Loring AFB, ME, on 1 Oct 59, converted to F106A, and assigned to Bangor Air Defense Sector; transferred to 36th Air Division 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 35th Air Division 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 21st Air Division 19 Nov 69; moved to MacDill AFB, FL, 1 Jul 71 and reassigned to TAC as part of the transfer of the 1st Fighter Wing.
29th F-I Squadron: activated 8 Nov 53 at Great Falls AFB, MT, as the 29th AD; flying F-94C acft; redesignated Malmstrom AFB, MT in fall of 55; conv to F-89H acft in May 57; comp conv to F-89J acft on 5 May 58; transferred to Great Falls ADS 1 Jul 60; conv to F-101B acft by 1 Jul 60; transferred to 28th Air Division 1 Apr 66; discontinued 18 Jul 68.

31st F-I Squadron: activated 20 Apr 53 at Larson AFB, WA, as the 4702nd Defense Wing, flying F-86D acft; transferred to 9th AD 8 Oct 54; inactivated 18 Aug 55 IAW Project Arrow; reactivated 8 Jun 56 at Wurtsmith AFB, MI, and assigned to 412th Ftr Group (AD) with F-102A acft; transferred to AAC in Aug 57.

37th F-I Squadron: activated 1 Nov 52 at Burlington Mun. Aprt., VT, as the 4711th Defense Wing; replacement for the 134th FIS; flying F-51D acft; transferred to 517th AD Group 16 Feb 53; assignment changed to Ethan Allen AFB, VT in Feb 53; conv to F-86D acft on 16 Jun 53; transferred to 14th Ftr Group 18 Aug 55; conv to F-102A acft in Dec 57; inactivated 1 May 60.

42nd F-I Squadron: activated 24 Feb 53 at O'Hare Intl Aprt, IL, as the 501st AD Group, flying F-86D acft; transferred to 54th Ftr Group and moved to Greater Pittsburgh Aprt, PA on 14 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; moved to Stewart AFB, NY with reduced manning and transferred to 329th Ftr Group (AD) in Dec 57; inactivated 8 Jan 58.

45th F-I Squadron: activated 1 Nov 52 at Suffolk City AFB, NY, as the 4700th Defense Wing; replaced the 118th FIS; conv from F-47N to F-86F acft in Nov 52; transferred to 519th AD Group 16 Feb 63; transferred overseas to USAFE in May 53 and assigned to Nouasseur AB, Morocco 1 Jun 53.

46th F-I Squadron: activated 1 Nov 52 at Dover AFB, DE, as the 4710th AD Wing; replaced the 148th FIS; flying F-94B acft; conv to F-94C acft in Apr 53; transferred to 4709th AD Wing 1 Mar 56; transferred to 4621st AD Wing 18 Oct 56; transferred to NY ADS 8 Jan 57; transferred to 4728th AD Group ca. Feb 57; inactivated 1 Jul 58.

47th F-I Squadron: activated 1 Dec 52 at Niagara Falls Municipal Aprt, NY, as the 4708th Defense Wing; replaced from 136th FIS; flying F-47D acft; transferred to 518th AD Group 16 Feb 53; conv to F-86th by Feb 53; conv to F-86D in Sep 53, but acft not recd until early 54; transferred to 14th Ftr Group (AD), 18 Aug 55; conv to F-86L in fall of 57; conv to F-102A by Jun 58; inactivated 1 Jul 60.
48th F-I Squadron: activated 1 Nov 52 at Grenier AFB, NH, as the 4707th Defense Wing; replacement Squadron for 133rd FIS; flying F-47D acft; moved to Langley AFB, VA and transferred to 4710th Defense Wing on 14 Jan 53; conv to F-84G acft in Jan 53; conv to F-94C acft 25 Jul 53; transferred to 85th AD 1 Mar 56; conv to F-102A acft in Apr 57; transferred to Washington ADS 1 Sep 58; conv to F-106A acft by Dec 60; transferred to 33rd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 20th AD 19 Nov 69.

49th F-I Squadron: activated 1 Nov 52 at Dow AFB, ME, as the 4711th Defense Wing; replacement for 132nd FIS; flying F-80C acft; conv to F-86F acft in Feb 53; conv to F-86D acft by Oct 54; transferred to 4707th AD Wing to L.G. Hanscom Field, MA in Nov 55; conv to F-86L acft in Oct 56; transferred to 32nd AD 8 Jul 56; transferred to Boston ADS 15 Aug 58; moved to Griffiss AFB, NY; transferred to Syracuse ADS and acquired F-89J acft in a swap with 465th FIS, Aug 59; conv to F-101B acft by Dec 59; transferred to Boston ADS 4 Sep 63; transferred to 35th AD 1 Apr 66; conv to F-106A acft in Sep 68; reassigned to 21st AD 19 Nov 69.

54th F-I Squadron: activated 1 Dec 52 at Rapid City AFB, SD, as the 51st AD; replaced the 175th FIS; flying F-51D acft; conv to F-84G acft in Jan 53; transferred to 29th AD 16 Feb 53; redesignated to Ellsworth AFB, SD on 1 Jun 53; conv to F-86D by Jun 54; conv to F-89J acft in fall 57; inactivated 25 Dec 60.

56th F-I Squadron: activated 27 Nov 52 at Selfridge AFB, MI, as the 4708th Defense Wing; flying F-51D acft; conv to F-86F acft in Jan 53; transferred to 575th AD Group 16 Feb 53; conv to F-86D acft 16 Jul 53; transferred to 4706th AD Wing and moved to Wright-Patterson AFB, OH, 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; transferred to 58th AD 8 Jul 56; conv to F-104A acft in fall of 58; transferred to 30th AD 1 Sep 58; transferred to Detroit ADS, 1 Apr 59; inactivated 1 Mar 60.

57th F-I Squadron: activated 27 Mar 53 at Presque Isle AFB, ME, as the 528th AD Group; flying F89C acft; transferred to MATS and moved overseas to Iceland in Oct 54; reassigned to ADC 1 Jul 62 with assignment to Air Forces Iceland at Keflavik NI, Iceland with F-102A acft; conv to F-4C acft in Jul 73; recd 4 more F-4Cs by 7 Feb 75.

58th F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 53rd F-I Wing; flying F-86A acft; transferred to 4707th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; conv to F-94B acft early in 52; transferred to 564th AD Group 16 Feb 53; conv to F-94C acft by Jun 53; conv to F-89D by Jun 55; transferred to 33rd Ftr Group (AD) 18 Aug 55; conv to F-89D/H acft by Jun 56; conv to F-89H/J in fall of 56; transferred to 4735th AD Group 18 Aug 57; transferred to 34th AD 1 Aug 59 and moved to Walker AFB, NM; transferred to Albuquerque ADS 1 Jan 60; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS 15 Sep 60; inactivated 25 Dec 60.
59th F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 33rd F-I Wing; flying 94-B acft; transferred to 4707th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; transferred and moved PCS to Goose-bay Aprt, Labrador, (NEAC) in Oct 52; reassigned to ADC and 4732nd AD Group 1 Apr 57 with the F-89D acft; conv to F-89J acft in fall of 57; transferred to Goose ADS 1 Apr 60; conv to F-102A acft by Jun 60; transferred to 37th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to Bergstrom w/o equip 1 Jan 67; discontinued at Bergstrom AFB, TX 2 Jan 67; organized at Kingsley Field, OR 30 Sep 68; inactivated 17 Dec 69.

60th F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Westover AFB, MA, as the 33rd F-I Wing; flying F-86A acft; flying F-86E acft 31 Dec 51; transferred to 4707th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; conv to F-86D acft in Jul 53; transferred to 33rd Ftr Group (AD) and moved to Otis AFB, MA, 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow, and changed to F-94C acft; transferred to 4735th AD Group 18 Aug 57; conv to F-101B acft in Feb 59(1st F-101B Sq in ADC); transferred to Boston ADS 1 Aug 59; transferred to 35th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 21st AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated at Otis AFB 30 Apr 71.

61st F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Selfridge AFB, MI, as the 56th F-I Wing; flying F-94B acft; transferred to 4708th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; transferred to 575th AD Group 16 Feb 53; transferred to NEAC and moved to Ernest Harmon AFB, Newfoundland 10 Jul 53; reassigned to ADC and 4731st AD Group 1 Apr 57 with F-89D acft; moved to Truax and transferred to 327th Ftr Group (AD) and conv to F-102A acft about Nov 57; inactivated 25 Jul 60.

62nd F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at O'Hare IAP, IL, as the 56th F-I Wing, flying F-86A acft; transferred to 142nd F-I Wing 1 May 51; transferred to 4706th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; transferred to 501st AD Group 16 Feb 53; conv to F-86D acft in Mar 53; transferred to 56th Ftr Group (AD) 18 Aug 55; conv to F-86D/L acft in Dec 56; moved to K.I. Sawyer AFB, MI 1 Aug 59; conv to F-101B acft in Nov 59; transferred to 56th Ftr Wing (AD) 1 Feb 61; transferred to Duluth ADS 16 Dec 63; transferred to 29th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 34th Air Division 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 29th AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to 23rd AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 30 Apr 71.

63rd F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Selfridge AFB, MI, as the 56th F-I Wing, flying F-86A acft; moved to Oscoda AFB, MI by 1 May 51; transferred to 4708th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4706th Defense Wing 1 Jul 52; conv F-86F acft in Dec 52; transferred to 527th AD Group 16 Feb 53; redesignated to Wurth Smith AFB, MI in Feb 53; conv to F-86D acft in May 54; conv to F-89D in early 55; transferred to 56th Ftr Group (AD); changed to F-86D acft and moved to O'Hare IAP, IL, 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-86L acft in fall 57; inactivated 8 Jan 58.
64th F-I Squadron: assigned 15 Aug 57 at McChord AFB, WA, as the 325th Fighter Group (AD); transferred to ADC from AAC; flying F-102 acft; transferred to 326th Ftr Group (AD) and moved to Paine Field, WA 15 Mar 60; transferred to 57th Ftr Group (AD) 1 Apr 61; reassigned to PACAF o/a 6 Jun 66.

65th F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Nov 57 at Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO, as the 328th Ftr Group (AD); transferred from AAC to ADC 1 Nov 57 without acft or personnel; inactivated 8 Jan 58.

66th F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Dec 57 at Oxnard AFB, CA, as the 414th Ftr Group (AD); assigned from AAC to ADC 1 Dec 57 without acft or personnel; inactivated 8 Jan 58.

71st F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Greater Pittsburgh Arpt, PA, as the 1st F-I Wing, flying F-86A acft; transferred to 103rd F-I Wing by 30 Jun 51; transferred to 4708th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; transferred to 500th AD Group 16 Feb 53; conv to F-86D acft in Mar 53; transferred to 1st Ftr Group (AD) and moved to Selfridge AFB, MI, 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-86L acft in fall 57; conv to F-102A acft in fall 58; conv to F-106A acft in Oct 60; transferred to 1st Ftr Wing (AD) 1 Feb 61; reassigned to 328th Ftr Wing (AD) 16 Jan 67; reassigned to 28th AD 18 Jul 68; reassigned to 24th AD 19 Nov 69; moved to MacDill AFB, FL o/a 1 Jul 71.

74th F-I Squadron: activated 12 Jan 51 at Presque Isle AFB, ME, as the 23rd F-I Wing; flying F-86E acft 30 Jun 51 and F-86A acft 12 Dec 51; transferred to 4711th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; conv to F-89C acft by 30 Jun 52; F-89s grounded in Sep and Sq conv to F-94B acft on 31 Dec 52; transferred to 528th AD Group 16 Feb 53; conv back to F-89C acft by Jun 53; transferred to Thule, Greenland (NEAC) 6 Aug 54; stationed at Presque Isle AFB, ME when transferred; reassigned to ADC and 4734th AD Group 1 Apr 57; transferred to 64th AD 1 May 58; inactivated 25 Jun 58.

75th F-I Squadron: activated 12 Jan 51 at Presque Isle AFB, ME, as the 23rd F-I Wing, flying F-86E acft by 30 Jun 51; conv to F-86A acft by 31 Dec 51; transferred to 4711th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; moved to Suffolk Co. AFB, NY by mid-Oct 52; transferred to 4709th Defense Wing 14 Oct 52; transferred to 519th AD Group 16 Feb 53; conv to F-86D by Dec 53; transferred to 23rd Ftr Group (AD); changed to F-89D acft and moved to Presque Isle AFB, ME 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-89H acft in spring 57; conv to F-101B acft by Jun 59; moved to Dow AFB, ME and transferred to Bangor ADS 18 Jun 59; transferred to 36 AD 1 Apr 66; organized at Wurtsmith AFB, MI 30 Sep 68; inactivated 30 Nov 69.
76th F-I Squadron: activated 18 Aug 55 at Presque Isle AFB, ME, as the 23rd Fighter Group (AD); replace 82nd FIS, Project Arrow; flying F-89D acft; moved to Pincastle AFB, FL and transferred to 35th AD 9 Nov 57; conv to F-89H acft in fall of 57; base designated McCoy AFB, LF in spring 58; transferred to 32nd AD (SAGE) 15 Nov 58; conv to F-89J acft by Sep 59; transferred to Boston ADS and moved to Westover AFB, MA 1 Feb 61; conv to F-102A acft about Apr 61; discontinued 1 Jul 63.

82nd F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB, CA, as the 78th F-I Wing, flying F-84D acft 30 Jun 51; moved PCS to Larson AFB, WA and transferred to 101st F-1 Wing 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4703rd Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; F-94B acft Feb 52; transferred to 4704th Defense Wing 13 Mar 52; transferred to 4702nd Defense Wing 16 Feb 53; transferred to MATS 1 Apr 53; and deployed overseas to Iceland; returned and assigned to 528th AD Group at Presque Isle AFB, ME with conv to F-89D acft Oct 54; transferred to 28th AD and changed to F-86D acft and moved to Travis AFB, CA 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-102A acft in Aug 57; transferred to San Francisco ADS 1 Jul 60; transferred to Portland ADS 1 Aug 63; transferred to 26th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to PACAF 25 Jun 66.

83rd Fighter Day Squadron (Interceptor): at Hamilton AFB, CA, as the 78th Ftr Group (AD); according to WADF History 56B the 83rd Ftr-Intrcpl Squadron was redesignated and reorganized 18 Nov 56 as the 83rd Ftr Day Sq (Interceptor), in anticipation of receipt of the F-104A. Delivery of acft delayed and designation changed back to 83rd F-I Squadron in late 56.

83rd F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB, CA, as the 78th Ftr Wing (AD), flying F-84D acft; conv to F-89B acft by 31 Dec 51; transferred to 4702nd Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4704th Defense Wing and moved to Paine AFB, WA 27 Jul 52; transferred to 529th AD Group 16 Feb 53; conv to F-84G acft by Jun 53; conv to F-86D acft by Dec 53; transferred to 78th Ftr Group (AD) and moved to Hamilton AFB, CA; IAW Project Arrow, 18 Aug 55; discontinued thru redesignation as 83rd Ftr Day Sq (I) 18 Nov 56 for conv to F-104A acft; delivery of F-104A acft delayed and Sq designated changed back to 83d Ftr-Intrcpl sq in late 56; conv to F-86L acft in fall 57; conv to F-104A acft 26 Jan 58; entire 83rd FIS sent TDY to Formosa 6 Sep 58, except Det 1 remained at Hamilton AFB; Sq returned to Hamilton in Dec 58; conv to F-10B acft by Dec 60; transferred to 78th Ftr Wing (AD) 1 Feb 61; activated 1 Jul 71 at Loring AFB, ME and assigned to 21st AD; inactivated 30 Jun 72.
84th F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB, CA, as the 78th F-I Wing; flying F-84D and F-89B acft on 30 Jun 51; F-89B act 31 Dec 51; transferred to 4702nd Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; transferred to 28th AD 7 Nov 52; transferred to 566th AD Group 16 Feb 53; conv to F-94B acft in Apr 53; conv to F-94C acft by Dec 53; transferred to 78th Ftr Group (AD) 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-89D/H acft in spring of 56; conv to F-89J acft in spring 57; conv to F-101B acft in Mar 59; transferred to 78th Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; conv to F-106 Sep 68; reassigned to the 1st Ftr Wing 31 Dec 69; relieved from assignment to Hq 1st Ftr Wing (AD) and assigned to Hq 26th AD 1 Oct 70; moved to Castle AFB, CA 1 Sep 73.

85th F-I Squadron: activated 1 Nov 52 at Scott AFB, IL, as the 33rd AD; replaced 113th FIS; flying F-51H acft; conv to F-51D acft in Jan 53; conv to F-86D in fall of 53; transferred to 20th AD by 1 Mar 56; conv to F-86L acft in Aug 57; inactivated 1 Jul 59.

86th F-I Squadron: activated 1 Nov 52 at Youngstown Municipal Aprt, OH, as the 4708th Defense Wing; replacement fr 166th FIS; flying F-84C acft; transferred to 502nd AD Group 16 Feb 53; conv to F-86D acft 16 Jul 53; transferred to 79th Ftr Group (AD) 18 Aug 55; conv to F-102A acft in Sep 57; inactivated 1 Mar 60.

87th F-I Squadron: activated 1 Nov 52 at Sioux City Municipal Aprt, IA, as the 31st AD; replacement for 163rd FIS; flying F-51D acft; transferred to 521st AD Group 16 Feb 53; conv to F-86D acft in fall of 53; transferred USAFE 21 Dec 54 and assigned to RAFB Bentwaters, England, where it was later inactivated; reactivated 8 Apr 56 at Lockbourne AFB, OH, and assigned to 58th AD with F-86D acft; conv to F-86L acft in fall 57; transferred to 30th AD 1 Sep 58; conv to F-102A acft in Fall 58; transferred to Detroit ADS 1 Apr 59; conv to F-101 acft in Jul 60; transferred to 34th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 343rd Fighter Group (AD) 30 Sep 68; relieved from asgmt to 343rd Ftr Group (AD) and assigned to Hq 23rd AD 28 Aug 70; moved to K.I. Sawyer AFB, MI o/a 1 May 71.

91st F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Larson AFB, WA, as the 81st F-I Wing; flying F-86A acft; transferred PCS with 81st F-I Wing to 3AF, Suffolk, England, 22 Aug 51.

92nd F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Larson AFB, WA, as the 81st F-I Wing; flying F-86A acft; transferred PCS with 81st F-I Wing to 3AF, Suffolk, England, 22 Aug 51.
93rd F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Kirtland AFB, NM, as the 81st Wing; flying F-86A acft; transferred to 1st F-I Wing by 30 Jun 51; transferred to 34th AD on 6 Feb 52; conv to F-86F acft by Jun 53; conv to F-86D in fall of 53; conv to F-86L acft in fall 57; transferred to Albuquerque ADS 1 Jan 60; inactivated 8 Jul 60.

94th F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at George AFB, CA, as the 1st F-I Wing; flying F-86A acft; transferred to 4705th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; transferred to 27th AD 1 Mar 52; conv to F-86D acft in Feb 53; transferred to 1st Ftr Gp (AD) and moved to Selfridge AFB, MI 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-86D/L acft in Dec 56; conv to F-106A acft in Apr 60; transferred to 1st Ftr Wing (AD), 1 Feb 61; reassigned to 23rd AD 1 Dec 69; and moved to Wurtsmith AFB, MI.

95th F-I Squadron: activated 1 Nov 52 at Andrews AFB, MD, as the 4710th AD Wing; replacement for 121st FIS; flying F-94B acft; conv to F-86D acft in May 53; transferred to 85th AD 1 Mar 56; conv to F-102A acft in Feb 58; transferred to Washington ADS 1 Sep 58; conv to F-106A acft by Sep 59; moved to NYADS at Dover AFB, DE 1 Jul 63; transferred to 21st AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 33rd AD 1 Dec 67; reassigned to 20th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 31 Jan 73.

96th F-I Squadron: activated 1 Nov 52 at New Castle AFB, DE, as the 4710th Defense Wing; replacement for 142nd FIS; flying F-94B acft; transferred to 525th AD Group 16 Feb 53; conv to F-94C acft 16 Jul 53; transferred to 82nd Ftr Group (AD) 18 Aug 55; inactivated Nov 57.

97th F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Wright-Patterson AFB, OH, as the 23rd F-I Wing, flying F-86E acft; transferred to 142nd F-I Wing on 20 May 51; F-86A acft 31 Dec 51; transferred to 4706th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; conv to F-86E acft during Jan/Feb 52; conv to F-86D acft in Mar 53; transferred to 82nd Fighter Group (AD) and changed to F-94C acft and moved to New Castle Cty Apt, DE 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; inactivated Nov 57.

98th F-I Squadron: activated Mar 56 at Dover AFB, NJ, as the 4709th AD Wing; flying F-89D acft; transferred to 4621st AD Wing 18 Oct 56; conv to F-89H acft in Sep 56; transferred to NY ADS 8 Jan 57; transferred to 4728th AD Group in Feb 57; conv to F-89J acft by fall of 57; transferred to NY ADS ca. May 59; transferred to WADS in Dec 58; conv to F-101B acft by Mar 59; transferred to New York ADS 1 Jul 61; transferred 52nd Ftr Wing (AD) 1 Jul 63; and moved to Suffolk Cty AFB, NY; discontinued 30 Sep 68.

105th F-I Squadron: federalized in the ANG 2 Mar 51 at Berry Field, Nashville, TN, as the 52nd F-I Wing; called 105th Ftr Squadron, S.E., when federalized with F-47D acft; assigned to 52nd Ftr-Intcp Wing on 1 Apr 51; transferred to
4709th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; moved to McGhee-Tyson Mun.
Aprt., Knoxville, TN, in Jul 52; transferred to 35th AD
(CADF) 5 Aug 52; released from AD and returned to control
of State of TN 1 Dec 52.

109th F-I Squadron: federalized in the ANG 2 Mar 51 at
Holman Field, St. Paul, MN, as the 133rd F-I Wing; called
the 109th Ftr Sq, S.E. when federalized with F-51D acft;
moved to Mpls-St.Paul TAP 28 Jun 51; transferred to 31st
AD 6 Feb 52; released from AD and returned to control of
State of MN 1 Dec 52.

113th F-I Squadron: federalized in the ANG 10 Feb 51 at
Stout Field, IN, as the 122nd F-I Wing; called 113th Ftr
Sq, S.E. when federalized with F-51H acft; moved to Scott
AFB, IL in May 51; transferred to 4706th Defense Wing 6 Feb
52; transferred to 33rd AD of CADF 1 Apr 52; released from
AD and returned to control of the State of IN 1 Nov 52.

116th F-I Squadron: federalized in the ANG 10 Feb 51 at
Geiger Field, WA, as the 81st F-I Wing; federalized as the
116 Ftr Squadron, Jet; F-86A acft; transferred PCS to
Suffolk, England, with 81st Ftr-Intcp Wing 22 Aug 51.

118th F-I Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Bradley
Field, CT, as the 103 F-I Wing; flying F-47N acft; moved
to Suffolk Co. AFB, NY and assigned to 103rd F-I Wing by
1 May 51; transferred to 4709th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52;
released from AD and returned to control of State of CT
1 Nov 52.

121st F-I Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Andrews
AFB, MD, as the 113th F-I Wing; flying F-84C acft; called
121st Ftr Squadron, Jet, when federalized; conv to F-94B
by 1 Oct 51; transferred to 4710th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52;
released from AD and returned to control of Dist of Columbia
1 Nov 52.

123rd F-I Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Portland
Mun. Aprt., OR, as the 325th F-I Wing; called 123rd Ftr
Sq, S.E., when federalized with F-51D acft; received some
F-86E acft in Jul 51, but these were withdrawn and unit
was listed with F-51D on 31 Dec 51; transferred to 4704th
Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; conv to F-86F acft by 30 Jun 52; re-
leased from AD and returned to control of State of Oregon
1 Nov 52.

126th F-I Squadron: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 at Gen. Mitchell
Field, WI, as the 128th F-I Wing; called 126th Ftr Sq, Jet,
when federalized; moved to Truax Field, WI and assigned to
128th F-I Wing on 10 Apr 51; F-80A acft; transferred to 31st
AD 6 Feb 52; conv to F-86F acft Apr 52; released from AD
and returned to control of State of WI 1 Dec 52.
132nd F-I Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Dow AFB, ME, as the 101st F-I Wing; called 132nd Ftr Sq, Jet, when federalized with F-80C acft; transferred to 4711th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; released from AD and returned to control of State of Maine 1 Nov 52.

133rd F-I Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Grenier AFB, NH, as the 101st F-I Wing; called 133rd Ftr Sq, S.E. when federalized with F-47D acft; transferred to 4707th Defense Wing; released from AD and returned to control of State of NH 1 Nov 52.

134th F-I Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Burlington Municipal Aprt, VT, as the 101st F-I Wing; called 134th Ftr Sq, S.E. when federalized; attached to 23rd F-I Wing 1 Apr 51; flying F-51D acft; transferred to 23rd F-I Wing and assigned to 4711th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; released from AD and returned to control of State of VT 1 Nov 52.

136th F-I Squadron: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 at Niagara Falls Municipal Aprt, NY, as the 101st F-I Wing; called 136th Ftr Sq, S.E. when federalized with F-47D acft; transferred to 4708th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; released from AD and returned to control of State of NY 1 Dec 52.

142nd F-I Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at New Castle AFB, DE, as the 113th F-I Wing; flying F-84C acft; called 142nd Ftr Sq, Jet, when federalized; conv to F-94B 1 Oct 51; transferred to 4710th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; released from AD and returned to control of State of Delaware 1 Nov 52.

148th F-I Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Reading Municipal Aprt, PA, as the 113th F-I Wing; called 148th Ftr Sq, S.E. when federalized; conv to F-84C acft in May 51; moved to Dover AFB, DE by May 51; conv to F-94B acft by 1 Oct 51; transferred to 4710th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; released from AD and returned to control of State of PA 1 Nov 52.

163rd F-I Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Baer Field Ft. Wayne, IN, as the 122nd F-I Wing; called 163rd Ftr Sq, S.E., when federalized with F-51D acft; transferred to 31st AD 6 Feb 52; moved to Sioux City Mun. Aprt., IA, 10 Mar 52; released and returned to control of State of IN 1 Nov 52.

166th F-I Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Lockbourne AFB, OH, as the 122nd F-I Wing; called 166th Ftr Sq, Jet, when federalized with F-84C acft; transferred to 4706th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; moved to Youngstown Mun. Aprt, OH in Aug 52; transferred to 4708th Defense Wing in Aug 52; released from AD and returned to control of State of OH 1 Nov 52.
172nd F-I Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Kellogg Field, MI, as the 128th F-I Wing; called 172nd Ftr Sq, S.E., when federalized; moved to Selfridge AFB, MI on 7 May 51, with F-51D acft; transferred to 56th F-I Wing 1 May 51; transferred to 4708th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; released from AD and returned to control of State of MI 1 Nov 52.

175th F-I Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Mar 51 at Municipal Aprt, Sioux Falls, SD, as the 133rd F-I Wing; called 175th Ftr Sq, S.E., when federalized with F-51D acft; moved to Rapid City AFB, SD 15 Aug 51; transferred to 31st AD 6 Feb 52; released from AD and returned to control of State of SD 1 Dec 52.

176th F-I Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Truax Field, WI, as the 128th F-I Wing; called 176th Ftr Sq, S.E., when federalized with F-51D acft; transferred to 31st AD 6 Feb 52; conv to F-89C acft Mar 52; released from AD and returned to control of State of WI 1 Nov 52.

179th F-I Squadron: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 at Municipal Aprt, Duluth, MN, as the 133rd F-I Wing; called 179th Ftr Sq, S.E., when federalized with F-51D acft; transferred to 31st AD 6 Feb 52; released from AD and returned to control of State of MN 1 Dec 52.

188th F-I Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Kirtland AFB, NM, as the 1st F-I Wing; called 188th Ftr Sq, S.E., when federalized with F-51D acft; moved to Long Beach Mun. Arpt, CA 17 May 51; received F-86E acft in Oct 51, but reverted to F-51D acft by 31 Dec 51; transferred to 4705th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; transferred to 27th AD 1 Mar 52; released from AD and returned to control of State of NM 1 Nov 52.

317th F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at McChord AFB, WA, as the 325th F-I Wing; redesignated from 317 Ftr-All Weather Sq to 317th Ftr-Intcp Sq 1 May 51; conv from F-82 to F-94A 30 Jun 51; F-94A acft 31 Dec 51; transferred to 4704th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; transferred to 567th AD Group 16 Feb 53; conv to F-86D by Dec 53; transferred to 325th Ftr Grp (AD), 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-102A acft in Dec 56; transferred to AAC in Aug 57; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

318th F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at McChord AFB, WA, as the 325th F-I Wing; redesignated from 318th Ftr-All Weather Sq to 318th F-I Sq 1 May 51; conv from F-82 to F-94A acft on 30 Jun 51; F-94A acft 31 Dec 51; transferred to 4704th Defense Wing 6 Feb 52; transferred to 567th AD Group 16 Feb 53;
returned from overseas and assigned to 528th AD Group at Presque Isle AFB, ME; Aug 54 conv to F-89D acft; transferred to 325th Ftr Gp (AD); changed to F-86D acft and moved to McChord AFB, WA 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-102A acft Mar 57; transferred to 325th Ftr Wing (AD) 25 Mar 60; conv to F-106A acft in Apr 60; reassigned to 25th AD 1 Jul 68.

319th F-I Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Larson AFB, WA, as the 325th F-I Wing; redesignated from 319th Ftr-All Weather Sq to 319th Ftr-Intctp Sq 1 May 51; conv from F-82 to F-94A acft on 30 Jun 51; F-94A acft 31 Dec 51; attached to 101st F-I Wing from 14 Aug 51 and assigned 6 Feb 52; transferred PCS to FEA 1 Mar 52 with F-94B acft after assignment to the 4703rd Defense Wing from 6 Feb 52; returned to the U.S. from FEA 1 Nov 55 and assigned to 4706th AD Wing, Bunker Hill AFB, IN; F-94C acft; transferred to 58th AD 1 Mar 56; conv to F-89J acft in fall of 57; transferred to 30th AD 1 Sep 58; transferred to Detroit ADS 1 Apr 59; conv to F-106A acft in Feb 60; transferred to Chicago ADS 1 Jul 60; moved to Homestead AFB, FL Feb 63; and transferred to MO ADS 1 Mar 63; conv to F-104A acft Mar 63; reassigned to 32nd AD 1 Apr 66; activated 1 Jul 71 at Malmstrom AFB, MT, and assigned to the 24th AD with F-106A; inactivated 30 Apr 72.

321st F-I Squadron: activated 18 Aug 55 at Paine AFB, WA, as the 326th Ftr Group (AD); flying F-89D acft; conv to F-89D/H acft by Jun 56; conv to F-89J in spring 58; inactivated 1 Mar 60.

322nd F-I Squadron: activated 18 Aug 55 at Larson AFB, WA, as the 9th AD; flying F-86D acft; transferred to 4721st AD Group 1 Dec 56; conv to F-86L acft in spring 57; transferred to 408th Ftr Group (AD) and moved to Kingsley Field, OR 1 Apr 59; conv to F-101B acft in Apr 59; discontinued 30 Sep 68.

323rd F-I Squadron: activated 26 Nov 52 at Larson AFB, WA, as the 4704th Defense Wing; flying F-86D acft in early 53; transferred to 4702nd Defense Wing Jan 53; transferred to 9th AD 8 Oct 54; transferred to 327th Ftr Group and moved to Truax Field, WI 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-102A acft in Nov 56; moved to Ernest Harmon AFB, Newfoundland and transferred to 4731st AD Group about Oct 57; transferred to Goose ADS 6 Jun 60; inactivated 1 Jul 60.

324th F-I Squadron: activated ca.Oct 55 at Westover AFB, MA, as the 4707th AD Wing; flying F-86D acft; transferred to 4622nd AD Wing 18 Oct 56; transferred to Boston ADS 8 Jan 57; transferred to 4729th AD Group in Jul 57; conv to F-86L acft in fall 57; transferred to USAFE and moved to Sidi Slimane in North Africa in Apr 58.
325th F-I Squadron: activated 20 Apr 53 at Hamilton AFB, CA, as the 28th AD; flying F-86E acft; conv to F-86D acft in Mar 54; transferred to 566th AD Group in spring of 54; transferred to 327th Ftr Group (AD) and moved to Truax Field, WI 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-102A acft in Feb 57; discontinued 25 Jun 66.

326th F-I Squadron: activated 18 Dec 53 at Fairfax Field, KS, as the 33rd AD; flying F-86D acft; moved to Grandview AFB, MO 1 Mar 54; transferred to 4676th AD Group 2 Mar 54; transferred to 328th Ftr Group (AD), 18 Aug 55; Grandview AFB redesignated Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO 27 Apr 57; conv to F-102A acft by Jun 57; transferred to 328th Ftr Wing (AD) 1 Feb 61; discontinued at Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO 2 Jan 67.

327th F-I Squadron: activated 18 Aug 55 at George AFB, CA, as the 27th AD; flying F-86D acft; conv to F-102A acft in Apr 56 (the 1st F-102A Sq in ADC); transferred to 4722nd AD Group, 1 Dec 56; moved from George AFB, CA to Thule AB, Greenland and transferred to the 64th AD 3 Jul 58; inactivated 25 Mar 60.

329th F-I Squadron: activated 18 Aug 55 at George AFB, CA, as the 27th AD; flying F-86D acft; transferred to 4722nd AD Group, 1 Dec 56; conv to F-86L acft in spring 57; conv to F-102A acft in fall 58; transferred to 27th AD by Sep 58; transferred to L.A. ADS 1 Oct 59; conv to F-106A acft by Dec 60; transferred to 27th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued on 31 Jul 67.

330th F-I Squadron: activated 27 Nov 52 at Stewart AFB, NY, as the 4709th Defense Wing; flying F-80C acft; conv to F-86F acft by Dec 53; transferred to 4700th AD Group 20 Sep 54; Conv to F-86D acft in Jan 55; transferred to 329th Ftr Group (AD), 18 Aug 55; conv to F-86D/L acft in Dec '56; inactivated 1 Jul 59.

331st F-I Squadron: activated 24 Feb 53 at Suffolk Cty AFB, NY, as the 519th AD Group; flying F-86D acft; transferred to 329th Ftr Group (AD) and moved to Stewart AFB, NY, 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-86D/L acft in Dec 56; transferred to 33rd AD and moved to Webb AFB, TX 15 Aug 58; transferred to Albuquerque ADS 1 Jan 60; conv to F-102A acft Jan 60; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS 15 Sep 60; transferred to 4752nd AD Wing 1 Sep 61; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; conv to F-104A/B acft in Apr 63; reassigned to 31st AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 1 Mar 67.
332nd F-I Squadron: activated 27 Mar 53 at New Castle AFB, DE, as the 525th AD Group; flying F-94C acft; transferred to 4709th AD Wing, changed to F-86D acft and moved to McGuire AFB, NJ 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; transferred to 4621st AD Wing 18 Oct 56; conv to F-86D/L acft in Nov 56; transferred to NY ADS 8 Jan 57; transferred to 4730th AD Group Feb 57; conv to F-102A acft in Jul 57; transferred to 33rd AD 1 Jul 59 and moved to England AFB, LA; transferred to Oklahoma City ADS, 1 Jan 60; moved to Thule AB, Greenland in Aug 60 and transferred to 4683rd AD Wing 1 Sep 60; discontinued 1 Jul 65.

334th F-I Squadron: TDY to FEAF on 1 Jan 51; assigned to 4th F-I Wing; flying F-86 acft; transferred PCS to FEAF 1 Oct 51.

335th F-I Squadron: TDY to FEAF on 1 Jan 51; assigned to 4th F-I Wing; flying F-86 acft; transferred PCS to FEAF 1 Oct 51.

336th F-I Squadron: TDY to FEAF on 1 Jan 51; assigned to 4th F-I Wing; flying F-86 acft; transferred PCS to FEAF 1 Oct 51.

337th F-I Squadron: activated 8 Jul 54 at Mpls-St. Paul IAP, MN, as the 514th AD Group; flying F-89D acft; transferred to 4707th AD Wing, changed to F-86D acft and moved to Westover AFB, MA 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow; transferred to 4622nd AD Wing 18 Oct 56; transferred to Boston ADS on 8 Jan 57; transferred to 4729th AD Group in Jul 57; conv to F-86L acft in fall 57; conv to F-104A acft in spring 58; transferred to Boston ADS ca. Apr 58; inactivated 8 Jul 60.

354th F-I Squadron: activated as replacement for 188th FIS, at Long Beach Mun. Arpt., CA; moved to Oxnard AFB, CA 16 Dec 52 and assigned to the 27th AD; flying F-51D acft; transferred to 533rd AD Group 16 Feb 53; conv to F-94C acft Jul 53; transferred to 355th Ftr Group (AD); changed to F-86D acft and moved to McGhee Tyson Mun. Arpt., TN 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow; inactivated 8 Jan 58.

357th F-I Squadron: activated 1 Nov 52 at Portland Muni. Arpt., OR, as the 4704th Defense Wing; replaced 23rd FIS; flying F-86F acft; transferred to 503rd AD Group 16 Feb 53; transferred to USAFE and moved overseas 25 May 53.

398th F-I Squadron: activated 18 Nov 56 at Hamilton AFB, CA, as the 78th Ftr Group (AD); authorized F-104A acft; never manned or operational; inactivated 18 Feb 57.

413th F-I Squadron: activated 8 Jul 54 at Travis AFB, CA, as the 28th AD; flying F-86D acft; inactivated 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow.
431st F-I Squadron: activated 1 Nov 52 at Selfridge AFB, MI, as the 4708th Defense Wing; replacement for 172nd FIS; flying F-51D acft; transferred to 575th AD Group 16 Feb 53; conv to F-86F acft in May 53; moved overseas 22 Jun 53 and assigned to Wheelus AB, Tripoli (USAFE).

432nd F-I Squadron: activated 1 Dec 52 at Truax Field, WI, as the 31st AD; replaced 126th FIS; flying F-86F acft; transferred to 520th AD Group (EADF) 16 Feb 53; conv to F-86D acft in Mar 53; transferred to 475th Ftr Group (AD), changed to F-89D acft and moved to Mpls-St. Paul Mun. Arpt, MN 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-89D/H acft by Jun 56; conv to F-89H in Aug 56; inactivated 2 Jan 58.

433rd F-I Squadron: activated 1 Nov 52 at Truax Field, WI, as the 31st AD Group; replaced 176th FIS; flying F-89C acft; transferred to 520th AD Group (EADF) 16 Feb 53; transferred to AAC 20 Jul 54; returned to ADC 1 Nov 57 and assigned to 32nd Ftr Group (AD) at Minot AFB, ND without acft or personnel; inactivated 8 Jan 58.

437th F-I Squadron: activated 27 Nov 52 at Otis AFB, MA, as the 4707th Defense Wing; flying F-94C acft; transferred to 564th AD Group 16 Feb 53; conv to F-89D acft by Jun 55; transferred to 414th Ftr Group (AD), changed to F-94C acft and moved to Oxnard AFB, CA 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-89D acft by Apr 56; conv to F-89D/H acft in Jul 56; conv to F-89J acft in Spring 58; conv to F-101B acft in Jan 60; discontinued 30 Sep 68.

438th F-I Squadron: activated 27 Apr 53 at Kinross AFB, MI, as the 534th AD Group; flying F-94B acft; conv to F-89D acft in Dec 53; transferred to 507th Ftr Group (AD) 18 Aug 55; conv to F-102A acft in May 57; base redesignated Kincheloe AFB, MI during last half of 59; conv to F-106A acft in Jun 60; transferred to 507th Ftr Wing (AD) 1 Feb 61; reassigned to 35th AD 30 Sep 68; discontinued at Griffiss AFB, NY 30 Sep 68.

440th F-I Squadron: activated 18 Feb 53 at Geiger Field, WA, as the 530th AD Group; flying F-86D acft; transferred to USAFE and moved to Landstuhl AB, Germany 31 May 54.

444th F-I Squadron: activated 16 Feb 54 at Charleston AFB, SC, as the 35th AD; flying F-86D acft; conv to F-86L acft in Fall 57; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; conv to F-101B acft in Mar 60; transferred to Washington ADS 1 Jul 61; transferred to 33rd AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 30 Sep 68.

445th F-I Squadron: activated 20 Mar 53 at Geiger Field, WA, as the 530th AD Group; flying F-86D acft; transferred to 412th Ftr Group (AD), changed to F-89D acft and moved to Wurtsmith AFB, MI 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-89H acft in Mar 56; (1st F-89H Sq in ADC); conv to F-89J acft by Dec 57; conv to F-101B acft in Jan 60; transferred to Sault Ste Marie ADS 1 Apr 60; transferred to Detroit ADS 15 Jul 63; transferred to 34th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 30 Sep 68.
456th F-1 Squadron: activated 8 Aug 54 at Truax Field, WI, as the 520th AD Group; flying F-86D acft; inactivated 18 Aug 55, (replaced by 325th FIS); reactivated 18 Oct 55 at Castle AFB, CA and assigned to 28th AD, flying F-86D acft; conv to F-86L acft in fall 57; conv to F-102A in Apr 58; conv to F-106A acft in Sep 59; transferred to San Francisco ADS 1 Jul 60; transferred to Los Angeles ADS 1 Aug 63; transferred to 26th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 27th AD 18 Jul 68; discontinued 18 Jul 68.

460th F-1 Squadron: activated 18 Mar 54 at McGhee-Tyson Mun. Arpt., TN, as the 516th AD Group; flying F-86D acft; transferred to 337th Ftr Group, changed to F-89D acft and moved to Portland IAP, OR, 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-102A acft in May 58; organized at Oxnard AFB, CA 30 Sep 68 and flying F-106A; moved to Kingsley Field, OR and reassigned to 408th Ftr Group (AD), 1 Dec 69; relieved from assignment to the 408th Ftr Group (AD) and assigned to Hq 25th AD 1 Oct 70; moved to Grand Forks AFB, ND o/a 16 Apr 71; discontinued 15 Jul 74.

465th F-1 Squadron: activated 18 Feb 53 at McChord AFB, WA, as the 567th AD Group; flying F-86D acft; inactivated 18 Aug 55 IAW Project Arrow; reactivated 8 Oct 55 at Griffiss AFB, NY; assigned to 32nd AD with F-89D acft; converted to F-89H/J acft in fall of 56; transferred to 4727th AD Group in Feb 57; moved to L. G. Hanscom Field, MA and transferred to Boston ADS in Aug 59, acquiring F-86L acft in a swap with the 49th FIS; inactivated 15 Mar 60.

469th F-1 Squadron: activated 1 Dec 52 at McGhee-Tyson Mun. Arpt., Knoxville, TN, assigned to the 35th AD which replaced the 105 FIS, and flying F-47D acft; transferred to 516th AD Group on 16 Feb 53; received some F-47N acft in early 1953; converted to F-86A acft in Jul 53; converted to F-86D acft by Jun 54; transferred to 355th Ftr Group (AD), on 18 Aug 55; inactivated 1 Dec 57.

482nd F-1 Squadron: activated 8 Apr 56 at Seymour Johnson AFB, NC, assigned to the 85th AD, flying F-86D acft; converted to F-102A acft in May 57; transferred to 35th AD 1 Sep 58; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; transferred to Washington ADS 1 Jul 61; discontinued 1 Oct 65.

484th F-1 Squadron: activated 8 Jun 56 at K.I. Sawyer AFB, MI, assigned to 473rd Ftr Group (AD), authorized F-89D/H acft but the acft were never delivered during 1957 or 1958; inactivated on 16 Feb 59.
496th F-1 Squadron: activated 20 Mar 53 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to the 566th AD Group and flying F-51D acft; converted to F-86D acft by Dec 53; transferred to USAFE and moved to Hahn AB, Germany on 31 May 54.

497th F-1 Squadron: activated 18 Feb 53 at Portland IAP, OR, assigned to 503rd AD Group and flying F-94B acft; converted to F-94A by Dec 53; conv to F-89D acft by Jul 54; transferred to 84th Ftr Group (AD) and changed to F-86D acft and moved to Geiger Field, WA on 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow; transferred to USAFE and moved to Torrejon AB, Spain in Jun 58; transferred to SAC 5 Jul 58.

498th F-1 Squadron: activated 18 Aug 55 at Geiger Field WA, assigned to 84th Ftr Group (AD) and flying F-86D acft; converted to F-102A acft in Feb 57; converted to F-106A acft in Jul 59; Geiger Field redesignated Spokane IAP, WA, ca. Aug 60; moved to McChord AFB, WA and transferred to 325th Ftr Wg (AD) on 1 Jul 63; reassigned to 57th Fighter Group (AD) on 25 Jun 66; discontinued at Hamilton AFB, CA on 30 Sep 68.

518th F-1 Squadron: activated 8 Jan 55 at George AFB, CA, assigned to 27th AD and flying F-86D acft; inactivated 18 Aug 55 IAW Project Arrow; reactivated 8 Jun 56 at Klamath Falls Mun. Aprt, OR and assigned to 408th Ftr Gp (AD) with F-86D acft authorized but not received; Klamath Falls Mun. Aprt redesignated Kingsley Field, OR in Summer or 57; maintained at record strength until finally inactivated 1 Jul 59.

519th F-1 Squadron: activated 8 Dec 54 at Sioux City, Mun. Aprt, IA, assigned to the 521st AD Group and flying F-86D acft; inactivated 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow.

520th F-1 Squadron: activated 8 Dec 54 at Geiger Field, WA, assigned to the 530th AD Group and flying F-86D acft; inactivated 18 Aug 55 IAW Project Arrow.

538th F-1 Squadron: activated 18 Aug 55 at Larson AFB, WA, assigned to the 9th AD and flying F-86D acft; transferred to 4721st AD Group on 1 Dec 56; converted to F-86L acft in Fall 57; converted to F-104A about Jun 58; transferred to 4700th AD Wing 1 May 59; transferred to Spokane ADS 15 May 60; inactivated 1 Jul 60.

539th F-1 Squadron: activated 1 Apr 54 at Stewart AFB, NY, assigned to 4709th Def Wing and flying F-86F acft; transferred to 4700th AD Group on 20 Sep 54; converted to F-86D acft in Jan 55; transferred to 4709th AD Wing and moved to
McGuire AFB, NJ on 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow; converted to F-86D/L acft in Nov 56; transferred to 4621st AD Wing on 18 Oct 56; transferred to NY ADS on 8 Jan 57; transferred to 4730th AD Group Feb 57; converted to F-106A acft in Spring of 59; transferred to NY ADS 1 Aug 59; transferred to 21st Air Division 1 Apr 66; discontinued 31 Aug 77.

GROUND OBSERVER SQUADRONS

4670th Ground Obs. Squadron: activated by 1 May 51 at Roslyn AFS, NY, assigned to EADF; transferred to 26th AD by 6 Feb 52; inactivated ca. 1 Mar 59.

4671st Ground Obs. Squadron: activated by 1 May 51 at Selfridge AFB, MI, assigned to EADF; transferred to 30th AD on 6 Feb 52; moved to Willow Run AFS, Detroit, MI in Apr 52; inactivated ca. 1 Mar 59.

4672nd Ground Obs. Squadron: activated by 1 May 51 at Ft. Snelling, MN, assigned to CADF; transferred to 31st AD on 4 Jun 51; Ft. Snelling Base of Asgmt, redesignated Snelling AFS, MN in Spring of 55; transferred to 29th AD ca. 1 Jan 59; inactivated ca. 31 Mar 59.

4673rd Ground Obs. Squadron: activated by 1 May 51 at Stewart AFB, NY, assigned to EADF; transferred to 32nd AD on 6 Feb 52; moved to Hancock Field, Syracuse, NY on 15 Feb 52; address changed to Syracuse AFS, NY 1 Dec 53; transferred to 26th AD 15 Aug 58; inactivated 16 Oct 58.

4674th Ground Obs. Squadron: activated 23 Jun 51 at Dobbins APB, GA, assigned to CADF; transferred to Hq 35th AD on 1 Oct 51; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; inactivated ca. 1 Mar 59.

4679th Ground Obs. Squadron: activated 1 Jan 55 at Kirtland AFB, NM, assigned to the 34th AD; inactivated ca. 1 Mar 59.

4715th Ground Obs. Squadron: activated 8 Oct 55 at Grandview AFB, MO, assigned to 20th AD; Grandview AFB redesignated Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO on 27 Apr 57; inactivated ca. 1 Mar 59.

4716th Ground Obs. Squadron: activated 8 Sep 55 at Andrews AFB, MD, assigned to 85th AD; transferred to 26th AD 1 Sep 58; inactivated 16 Oct 58.

4717th Ground Obs. Squadron: activated 8 Sep 55 at Wright-Patterson AFB, OH, assigned to the 58th AD; transferred to 30th AD 1 Sep 58; discontinued 1 Sep 58.
4718th Ground Obs Squadron: activated 8 Sep 55 at Truax Field, WI, assigned to 37th AD; moved to Green Bay AD Filter Center, WI about Feb 57; inactivated ca. 1 Mar 59.

4755th Ground Obs Squadron: activated by 1 Jan 55 at Geiger Field, WA, assigned to the 9th AD; inactivated 25 Mar 59.

4768th Ground Obs Squadron: activated 1 Jan 55 at Tinker AFB, OK, assigned to 33rd AD; moved to Oklahoma City AFS, OK in Summer of 56; inactivated ca. 1 Mar 59.

4770th Ground Obs Squadron: activated 16 Apr 51 at McChord APB, WA, assigned to the 25th AD; moved to Portland AD Filter Center, OR about Feb 57; inactivated 25 Mar 59.

4771st Ground Obs Squadron: activated 16 Apr 51 at Norton AFB, CA, assigned to the 27th AD; inactivated 25 Mar 59.

4772nd Ground Obs Squadron: activated 16 Apr 51 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to 28th AD; inactivated 25 Mar 59.

4773rd Ground Obs Squadron: activated 16 Apr 51 at Great Falls AFB, MT, assigned to 29th AD; base of asgmt redesignated to Malmstrom AFB, MT in fall of 55.

INSTALLATIONS SQUADRONS

1st Installations Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at George AFB, CA, assigned to the 1st AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52; reactivated 18 Aug 55 at Selfridge AFB, MI, assigned to the 1st Ftr Group (AD), Project Arrow; transferred to 1st AB Gp 18 Oct 56; inactivated 1 Jul 60 thru redesignation as the 1st Civil Engineering Squadron.

4th Installations Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51, assigned to 4th AB Group; transferred PCS to FEAF 1 Oct 51.

23rd Installations Squadron: activated Jan 51, at Presque Isle AFB, ME; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

33rd Installations Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to the 33rd AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52; reactivated 18 Aug 55, assigned to 33rd Ftr Group (AD), Project Arrow; transferred to 33rd AB Group 18 Oct 56; inactivated thru redesignation as 551st Installations Sq 18 Aug 57.

52nd Installations Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at McGuire AFB, NJ; assigned to the 52nd AB Group; inactivated on 6 Feb 52.
56th Installations Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Selfridge AFB, MI, assigned to the 56th AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

78th Installations Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to the 78th AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52; reactivated 18 Aug 55, assigned to the 78th Ftr Group (AD), IAW Project Arrow; transferred to 78th AB Group 18 Oct 56; inactivated 1 Jul 60 thru redesignation as the 78th Civil Engineering Squadron.

81st Installations Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Larson AFB, WA, assigned to the 81st AB Group; transferred to 3AF, Suffolk, England, PCS on 22 Aug 51.

101st Installations Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at, Grenier AFB, NH, assigned to the 101st AB Group; moved to Larson AFB, WA 2 Aug 51; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

103rd Installations Squadron: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 at, Brainard Field, CT, assigned to 103rd AB Group; moved to, Suffolk Co AFB, NY by 1 Jun 51; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

113th Installations Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at, Newcastle AFB, DE, assigned to the 113th AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

122nd Installations Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at, Baer Field, IN, assigned to the 122nd AB Group; inactivated 7 Feb 52.

128th Installations Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at, Truax Field, WI, assigned to the 128th AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

133rd Installations Squadron: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 at, Holman Field, MN, assigned to the 133rd AB Group; moved to, Minn-St. Paul IAP, MN 28 Jun 51; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

142nd Installations Squadron: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 at, O'Hare IAP, IL, assigned to the 142nd AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

325th Installations Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at McChord AFB, WA, assigned to 325th AB Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52; reactivated 18 Aug 55, assigned to the 325th Ftr Grp (AD), IAW Project Arrow; transferred to 325th AB Group 18 Oct 56; inactivated 1 Jul 60 thru redesignation as the 325th Civil Engineering Squadron.

551st Installations Squadron: formed thru redesignation of the 33rd Installations Squadron at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to
the 551st AB Group; inactivated 1 Jul 60 thru redesignation as the 551st Civil Engineering Squadron.

564th Installations Squadron: activated 1 Feb 52 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to the 564th AB Group; unit of asgmt redesignated to 564th AD Group 16 Feb 53; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

566th Installations Squadron: activated 1 Feb 52 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to the 566th AB Group; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

567th Installations Squadron: activated 1 Feb 52 at McChord AFB, WA, assigned to the 567th AB Group; unit of asgmt redesignated 566th AD Group 16 Feb 53; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

568th Installations Squadron: activated 1 Feb 52 at McGuire AFB, NJ, assigned to the 568th AB Group; redesignated to 568th AD Group 16 Feb 53; inactivated 1 Jul 54.

569th Installations Squadron: activated 1 Feb 52 at Larson AFB, WA, assigned to the 569th AB Group; inactivated 7 Apr 52.

575th Installations Squadron: activated 1 Feb 52 at Selfridge AFB, MI, assigned to the 575th AB Group; redesignated to 575th AD Group 16 Feb 53; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

4083rd Installations Squadron: assigned 1 Jul 60 at Thule AB, Greenland, assigned to the 4083rd AB Wing; assigned from SAC to ADC 1 Jul 60 and discontinued on 1 Jul 60.

4084th Installations Squadron: assigned 1 Jul 60 at Sondrestrom AB, Greenland, assigned to the 4084th AB Group; assigned from SAC to ADC 1 Jul 60 and discontinued 1 Jul 60.

4600th Installations Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Ent AFB, CO, assigned to the Hq ADC; discontinued 25 Jan 51; reactivated and assigned to the 4600th AB Group 1 Jul 57; transferred to 4600th AB Wing 8 Apr 58; discontinued 1 Jul 60 thru redesignation as the 4600th Civil Engineering Squadron.

4700th Installations Squadron: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Stewart AFB, NY, assigned to the 4700th AB Group; inactivated 1 Feb 52.

4737th Installations Squadron: activated 1 Apr 57 at Pepperrell AFB, Newfoundland, assigned to the 4737th AB Group; (Formed thru redesignation of the 6604th Installations Sq, assigned from NEAC to ADC 1 Apr 57); discontinued 1 Jul 60 thru redesignation as the 4737th Civil Engineering Squadron.
4750th Installations Squadron: activated 8 Sep 55 at Yuma Cty Aprt, AZ, assigned to the 4750th AB Group; Yuma Cty Aprt redesignated Vincent AFB, AZ in fall of 56; discontinued 1 Apr 59.

4756th Installations Squadron: activated ca. Jul 57 at Tyndall AFB, FL, assigned to the 4756th AB Group; discontinued 1 Jul 60 thru redesignation as the 4756th Civil Engineering Squadron.

6604th Installations Squadron: assigned 1 Apr 57 at Pepperell AFB, Newfoundland, assigned to the 6604th AB Group; transferred to ADC 1 Apr 57 and discontinued thru redesignation as the 4737th Installations Squadron.

MAINTENANCE SQUADRONS

1st Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated ca. Sep 57 at Selfridge AFB, MI, assigned to the 1st Ftr Group (AD); inactivated 1 Nov 58 and reformed into 3 separate sqdns; organized 16 Jan 67 at Selfridge AFB, MI; moved to Hamilton AFB, CA 31 Dec 69.

1st Field Maint Sq: originally assigned to 1st M&S Gp at George AFB, CA 1 Jan 51; inactivated 6 Feb 52; reactivated 18 Aug 55 IAW Project Arrow and assigned to the 1st Ftr Gp (AD), transferred to 1st M&S Gp 18 Oct 56; transferred to 1st Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; discontinued 16 Jan 67.

1st Maint Sq: assigned 1 Jan 51 at George AFB, CA, assigned to the 1st Maint & Sup Gp; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

1st MUNS Maint Sq: activated 15 Sep 66 at Selfridge AFB, MI, assigned to the 1 Ftr Wg (AD), discontinued 16 Jan 67.

1st Organizational Maint Sq: activated 1 Nov 58 at Selfridge AFB, MI, assigned to the 1st Ftr Group (AD); transferred to the 1st M&S Gp 1 Jul 60; transferred to 1st Ftr Wg (AD) on 1 Feb 61; discontinued 16 Jan 67.

4th Maint Sq: assigned 1 Jan 51, assigned to the 4th M&S Gp; transferred PCS to FEAF 1 Oct 51.

14th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated ca. Jul 57 at Ethan-Allen AFB, VT, assigned to the 14th Ftr Gp; inactivated 25 Jun 60.

23rd Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated Aug 57 at Presque Isle AFB, ME, assigned to the 23rd Ftr Gp (AD); inactivated 8 May 59.

23rd Maint Sq: activated Jan 51 at Presque Isle AFB, ME, assigned to the 23rd M&S Group; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

32nd Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated 1 May 59 at Minot AFB, ND, assigned to the 32nd Ftr Gp (AD); transferred to 32nd Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; transferred to SAC 1 Jul 62.

33rd Field Maint Sq: assigned to the 33rd M&S Group as the 33rd Maintenance Sq 1 Jan 51, inactivated 6 Feb 52; reactivated 18 Aug 55, Project Arrow and assigned to the 33rd Ftr Gp (AD); transferred to 33rd M&S Gp 18 Oct 56; (all at Otis AFB, MA); inactivated thru redesignation as 551st Field Maint Sq 18 Aug 57.

33rd Maint Sq: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to the 33rd M&S Group; (See 33rd Field Maint Sq, reactivated 18 Aug 55 Project Arrow); inactivated 6 Feb 52.

46th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated 1 Jul 75 at Peterson Field, CO, assigned to the 46 Aerospace Defense Wing.

52nd Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated Jan 57 at Suffolk Cty AFB, NY, assigned to the 52nd Ftr Gp (AD); discontinued 1 Jul 63; organized 30 Sep 68; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

52nd Field Maint Sq: activated 1 Jul 63 at Suffolk Cty AFB, NY, assigned to the 52nd Ftr Wg (AD); discontinued 30 Sep 68.

52nd Maint Sq: assigned 1 Jan 51 at McGuire AFB, NJ, assigned to the 52nd M&S Gp; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

52nd Organizational Maint Sq: activated 1 Jul 63 at Suffolk Cty AFB, NY, assigned to the 52nd Ftr Wg (AD); discontinued 30 Sep 68.

53rd Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated 8 Jul 57 at Sioux City Mun. Aprt, IA, assigned to the 53rd Ftr Group; inactivated 1 May 59.

56th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated ca. Jul 57 at O'Hare TAP, Chicago, IL, assigned to the 56th Ftr Group; moved to K.I. Sawyer AFB, MI 1 Oct 59; transferred to 56th Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; relieved from asgmt Duluth ADS and assigned to SAC 1 Jan 64.
56th Maint Sq: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Selfridge AFB, MI, assigned to the 56th Maint & Sup Gp; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

57th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated 1 Apr 61 at Paine Field, WA, assigned to the 57th Ftr Gp (AD); discontinued 30 Sep 68.

78th Avionics Maint Sq: activated 18 May 69 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to the 78th Ftr Wg (AD); inactivated 31 Dec 69.

78th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated Aug 57 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to the 78th Ftr Gp (AD); inactivated 1 Nov 58.

78th Field Maint Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to the 78th Ftr Gp (AD); transferred to the 78th AB Gp, 18 Oct 56; transferred to the 78th M&S Gp in Jul 57; transferred to the 78th Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

78th Maint Sq: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB, CA; assigned to the 78th M&S Gp; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

78th MUNS Maint Sq: activated 15 Sep 66 at Hamilton AFB, CA; assigned to the 78th Ftr Wg (AD); inactivated 31 Dec 69.

78th Organizational Maint Sq: activated 1 Nov 58 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to the 78th Ftr Gp (AD); transferred to the 78th M&S Gp 1 Jul 60; transferred to the 78th Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; inactivated 31 Dec 69.


81st Maint Sq: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Larson AFB, WA, assigned to the 81st M&S Gp; transferred to 3AF, Suffolk, England, PCS, 22 Aug 51.

82nd Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated Jul 57 at New Castle Cty Aprt, DE, assigned to the 82nd Ftr Group (AD); inactivated 8 Jan 58.

84th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated Nov 58 at Geiger Field, WA, assigned to the 84th Ftr Group (AD); Geiger Field redesignated Spokane IAP, WA ca. Aug 60; discontinued 15 Jul 63.
101st Maint Sq: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Grenier AFB, NH, assigned to the 101st M&S Gp; moved to Larson AFB, WA, 2 Aug 51; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

103rd Maint Sq: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 at Bradley Field, CT, assigned to the 103rd M&S Gp; moved to Suffolk Co AFB, NY by 1 Jun 51; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

113th Maint Sq: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Newcastle AFB, DE, assigned to the 113th M&S Gp; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

122nd Maint Sq: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Baer Field, TN, assigned to 122nd M&S Gp; inactivated 7 Feb 52.

128th Maint Sq: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Truax Field, WI, assigned to the 128th M&S Gp; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

133rd Maint Sq: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 at Holman Field, MN, assigned to the 133rd M&S Gp; moved to Minn-St. Paul IAP, MN 28 Jun 51; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

142nd Maint Sq: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51, assigned to the 142nd M&S Gp; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

325th Armament & Electronics Maint Sq: activated 15 Nov 58 at McChord AFB, WA, assigned to the 325th Ftr Gp; transferred to the 325th M&S Gp 25 Mar 60; transferred to 325th Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; discontinued 1 Oct 62; reactivated 1 Jul 63; discontinued 25 Jun 66.

325th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated 8 Sep 57 at McChord AFB, WA, assigned to the 325th Ftr Gp; inactivated 15 Nov 58; assigned ADC upon reactivation 25 Jun 62 until transferred to 325th Ftr Wg (AD) upon organization 1 Oct 62; discontinued 1 Jul 63; organized 25 Jun 66.

325th Field Maint Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at McChord AFB, WA, assigned to the 325th Ftr Gp; transferred to 325th AB Gp 18 Oct 56; transferred to 325th M&S Gp Jul 57; transferred to 325th Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; discontinued 1 Oct 62; reactivated 1 Jul 63; discontinued 25 Jun 66.

325th Maint Sq: assigned 1 Jan 51 at McChord AFB, WA, assigned to the 325th M&S Gp; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

325th Organizational Maint Sq: activated 15 Nov 58 at McChord AFB, WA, assigned to the 325th Ftr Gp (AD); transferred to 325th M&S Gp 25 Mar 60; transferred to 325th Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; discontinued 25 Jun 66; reactivated 1 Jul 63; discontinued 1 Oct 62.
326th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated Jul 57 at
Paine AFB, WA, assigned to the 326th Ftr Gp (AD); discontinued 1 Apr 61.

327th Armament & Electronics Maint Sq: activated 1 Dec 58
at Truax Field, WI, assigned to the 327th Ftr Gp (AD); inactivated 1 Aug 60.

327th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated ca. Jul 57
at Truax Field, WI, assigned to the 327th Ftr Gp; inactivated 1 Dec 58; reactivated 1 Aug 60; discontinued 25 Jun 66.

327th Field Maint Sq: activated 1 Dec 58, assigned to the
327th Ftr Gp (AD); inactivated 1 Aug 60.

327th Organizational Maint Sq: activated 1 Dec 58 at Truax
Field, WI, assigned to the 327th Ftr Gp (AD); inactivated 1 Aug 60.

328th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated 8 Jul 57 at
Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO, assigned to the 328th Ftr Gp; discontinued 1 Feb 61.

328th Field Maint Sq: activated 1 Feb 61 at Richards-
Gebaur AFB, MO, assigned to the 328th Ftr Wg (AD); discontinued 18 Jul 68.

328th MUNS Maint Sq: activated 15 Sep 66 at Richards-
Gebaur AFB, MO, assigned to the 328th Ftr Wg (AD); discontinued 18 Jul 68.

328th Organizational Maintenance Sq: activated 1 Feb 61
at Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO, assigned 328th Ftr Wg (AD); discontinued 18 Jul 68.

329th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated Jan 57 at
Stewart AFB, NY, assigned to the 329th Ftr Gp; inactivated 1 Aug 59.

337th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated Sep 57 at
Portland TAP, OR, assigned to the 337th Ftr Gp; discontinued 25 Mar 66.

343rd Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated 8 Sep 57 at
Duluth Mun Aprt, MN, assigned to the 343rd Ftr Gp (AD); inactivated 28 Aug 70.

408th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated 8 Nov 58 at Kingsley Field, OR, assigned to the 408th Ftr Gp (AD); inactivated 1 Oct 70.

412th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated ca. Jul 57 at Wurtsmith AFB, MI, assigned to the 412th Ftr Gp; inactivated 1 Apr 60.

414th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated Sep 57 at Oxnard AFB, CA, assigned to the 414th Ftr Gp; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

426th MUNS Maint Sq: activated 15 Sep 66 at Suffolk Co AFB, NY, assigned to the 52 Ftr Wg (AD); discontinued 30 Sep 68.

473rd Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated ca. Jul 57 at KI Sawyer Apt, MI, assigned to the 473rd Ftr Gp; inactivated 8 Jan 58; reactivated 1 May 59; inactivated 1 Oct 59.

475th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated 8 Jul 57 at Minn-St. Paul IAP, MN, assigned to 475th Ftr Gp; inactivated 2 Jan 58.

478th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated 1 Sep 59 at Grand Forks AFB, ND, assigned to the 478th Ftr Gp; transferred to 478th Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; transferred to SAC 1 Jul 63.

507th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated ca. Jul 57 at Kinross AFB, MI, assigned to the 507th Ftr Gp; Kinross AFB redesignated Kincheloe AFB, MI in last half of 1959; transferred to the 507th Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61.

551st Avionics Maint Sq: activated 18 May 69 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to the 551st AEW&C Wg; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

551st Electronic Maint Sq: activated 18 Dec 54 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to 551st AEW&C Wg; transferred to 53rd M&S Gp 1 Jul 57; transferred to 551st M&S Gp 18 Aug 57; transferred to 551st AB Gp 8 Nov 58; transferred to 551st ACW&C Wg by Feb 59; inactivated 18 May 69.

551st Field Maint Sq: activated 18 Aug 57 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to 551st M&S Gp; transferred to 551st AB Gp 8 Nov 58; transferred to 551st ACW&C Wg by Feb 59; inactivated 31 Dec 69.
551st Organizational Maint Sq: activated 1 Oct 60 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to 551st AEW&C Wg; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

551st Periodic Maint Sq: activated 18 Dec 54 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to 551st AEW&Con Wg; transferred to 33rd M&G Gp 1 Jul 57; transferred to 551st M&G Gp 18 Aug 57; transferred to 551st AB Gp 8 Nov 58; transferred to 551st AEW&C Wg by Feb 59; discontinued 1 Oct 60 thru redesignation as the 551st Organization Maintenance Squadron.

552nd Avionics Maint Sq: activated 18 May 69 at McClellan AFB, CA, assigned to the 552nd AEW&C Wg; inactivated 1 Apr 75.

552nd Electronics Maint Sq: activated 18 Dec 54 at McClellan AFB, CA, assigned to the 8th AD; transferred to 552nd AEW&C Wg 8 Jul 55; inactivated 18 May 69.

552nd Field Maint Sq: activated 1 Oct 59 at McClellan AFB, CA, assigned to the 552nd AEW&C Wg; redesignated the 552 Consolidated Acft Maint Sq 1 Apr 75; inactivated 30 Apr 76.

552nd Organizational Maint Sq: activated 1 Oct 60 at McClellan AFB, CA, assigned to the 552nd AEW&C Wg; inactivated 1 Apr 75.

552nd Periodic Maint Sq: activated 18 Dec 54 at McClellan AFB, CA, assigned to the 8th AD; transferred to the 552nd AEW&C Wg 8 Jul 55; discontinued 1 Oct 60 thru redesignation as the 552nd Organizational Maintenance Squadron.

553rd Electronics Maint Sq: organized 25 Feb 67 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to the 553rd Recon Wing.

553rd Field Maint Sq: organized 25 Feb 67 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to the 553rd Recon Wing.

553rd Organizational Maint Sq: organized 25 Feb 67 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to the 553rd Recon Wing.

564th Field Maint Sq: activated 1 Feb 52 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to the 564th AB Group; unit of asgmt redesignated to the 564th AD Group 16 Feb 53; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

566th Field Maint Sq: activated 1 Feb 52 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to the 566th AB Gp; redesignated the 566th AD Gp 16 Feb 53; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

567th Field Maint Sq: activated 1 Feb 52 at McChord AFB, WA, assigned to the 567th AB Gp; redesignated 567th AD Gp 16 Feb 53; inactivated 18 Aug 55.
568th Field Maint Sq: activated 1 Feb 52 at McGuire AFB, NJ, assigned to the 568th AB Group; redesignated 568th AD Gp 16 Feb 53; inactivated 1 Jul 54.

569th Field Maint Sq: activated 1 Feb 52 at Larson AFB, WA, assigned to the 569th AB Gp; inactivated 7 Apr 52.

575th Field Maint Sq: activated 1 Feb 52 at Selfridge AFB, MI, assigned to the 575th AB Gp; redesignated the 575th AD Gp 16 Feb 53; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

601st Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated 8 Dec 56 at McGuire AFB, NJ, assigned to the NY ADS; transferred to 4730th AD Gp Feb 57; inactivated 1 Aug 58.

601st Field Maint Sq: activated 1 Nov 58 at Selfridge AFB, MI, assigned to the 1st Ftr Gp (AD); discontinued 25 Jun 60.

602nd Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated Jul 57 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to the 4735th AD Gp; inactivated 8 Jul 58.

603rd Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated ca. Aug 57 at Westover AFB, MA, assigned to the 4729th AD Gp; inactivated 8 Feb 58.

604th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated ca. Aug 57 at Dover AFB, DE, assigned to the 4728th AD Gp; inactivated 1 Jul 58.

606th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated ca. Aug 57 at Griffiss AFB, NY, assigned to the 4727th AD Gp; inactivated 1 Jul 59.

625th Field Maint Sq: activated 15 Nov 58 at McChord AFB, WA, assigned to the 325th Ftr Gp (AD); discontinued 25 Jun 60.

678th Field Maint Sq: activated 1 Nov 58 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to the 78th Ftr Gp (AD); discontinued 25 Jun 60.

3555th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: assigned 1 Jul 62 at Perrin AFB, TX, assigned to the 3555th M&G Gp; transferred from ATC to ADC 1 Jul 62 and discontinued.

4083rd Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: assigned 1 Jul 60 at Thule AB, Greenland, assigned to the 4083rd AB Wg; assigned from SAC to ADC 1 Jul 60 and discontinued.
4600th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated 1 Apr 63 at Peterson Field, CO, assigned to the 4600th AB Wg; inactivated 31 Jul 72.

4600th Field Maint Sq: activated 31 Jul 72 at Peterson Field, CO, assigned to the 4600th AB Wg; assigned to the 46 Aerospace Defense Wg 15 Mar 75; inactivated 1 Jul 75.

4600th Maint & Supply Sq: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Ent AFB, CO, assigned to the 4600th AB Gp; redesignated 4600th Material Sq 1 Sep 54 and discontinued.

4600th Organizational Maint Sq: activated 31 Jul 72 at Peterson Field, CO, assigned to the 4600th AB Wg; assigned to the 46 Aerospace Defense Wg 15 Mar 75; inactivated 1 Jul 75.

4603rd Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated 1 Aug 59 at Stewart AFB, NY, assigned to the 4603rd AB Gp; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

4614th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated 1 Feb 60 at Peterson Field, CO, assigned to the 4614th Spt Gp; discontinued 1 Apr 63 thru redesignation as the 4600th Consolidated Acft Maint Squadron.

4676th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: organized 18 Jul 68 at Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO, assigned to the 4676th AB Gp; inactivated 1 Jul 70.

4683rd Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated 1 Jul 60 at Thule AB, Greenland, assigned to the 4683rd AD Wg; discontinued 1 Jul 65.

4700th Maint & Sup Sq: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Stewart AFB, NY, assigned to the 4700th AB Gp; discontinued 25 Mar 53.

4703rd Field Maint Sq: activated Nov 57 at McClellan AFB, CA, assigned to Hq WADF; inactivated 1 Oct 59.

4750th Armament & Electronic Maint Sq: activated 15 Nov 58 at Vincent AFB, AZ, assigned to the 4750th AD Wg (WP); moved to MacDill AFB, FL ca. Jun 59; discontinued 25 Jun 60.

4750th Base Maint Sq: activated 1 Apr 54 at Yuma Cty Aprt, AZ, assigned to the 4750th AB Gp; redesignated 4750th Field Maint Sq 1 Sep 54 and discontinued.

4750th Field Maint Sq: activated 1 Sep 54 at Yuma Cty Aprt, AZ, assigned to the 4750th AB Gp; Yuma Cty Aprt redesignated Vincent AFB, AZ in fall of 56; transferred to the 4750th AD Wg (Wpns) 1 Apr 59; moved to MacDill AFB, FL ca. Jun 59; discontinued 25 Jun 60.
4750th Maintenance & Supply Sq: activated 1 Sep 53 at Yuma Cnty Appt, AZ, assigned to the 4750th AB Gp; discontinued 1 Apr 54.

4750th Organizational Maint Sq: activated 1 Sep 53 at Yuma Cnty Appt, AZ, assigned to the 4750th Tng Gp; discontinued thru redesignation; reactivated 15 Nov 58 at Vincent AFB, AZ, assigned to the 4750th AD Wg (Wpns); moved to MacDill AFB, FL ca. Jun 59; discontinued 25 Jun 60.

4750th Periodic Maintenance Sq: activated 1 Sep 54 at Yuma Cnty Arpt, AZ, assigned to the 4750th AD Gp (Wpns); discontinued 25 Sep 54.

4756th Equip Maint Sq: activated ca. Jul 57 at Tyndall AFB, FL, assigned to the 4756th M&G Gp; transferred to the 4756th AD Gp (Wpns) 1 Jul 61; transferred to 4756th AD Wg (Tng) 1 Jan 63; reassigned to Air Defense Weapons Center 1 Jan 68; redesignated 1 Jul 78.

4756th Flt Line Maint Sq: activated ca. Jul 57 at Tyndall AFB, FL, assigned to the 4756th M&G Gp; discontinued by Sep 58.

4756th Muns Maint Sq: activated 15 Sep 66 at Tyndall AFB, FL, assigned to the 4756th AD Wg (TNG); reassigned to ADC 1 Jan 68; inactivated 1 Jul 78.

4756th Periodic Maint Sq: activated ca. Jul 57 at Tyndall AFB, FL, assigned to the 4756th M&G Gp; discontinued mid-1959.

4780th Avionics Maint Sq: activated 18 May 69 at Perrin AFB, TX, assigned to the 4780th AD Wg (Tng); inactivated 30 Jun 71.

4780th Consolidated Acft Maint Sq: activated 1 Jul 62 at Perrin AFB, TX, assigned to the 4780th AD Wg (Tng); discontinued 1 Jan 63.

4780th Field Maint Sq: activated 1 Jan 63 at Perrin AFB, TX, assigned to the 4780th AD Wg (Tng); inactivated 30 Jun 71.

4780th Muns Maint Sq: activated 15 Sep 66 at Perrin AFB, TX, assigned to the 4780th AD Wg (Tng); inactivated 30 Jun 71.

4780th Organizational Maint Sq: activated 1 Jan 63 at Perrin AFB, TX, assigned to the 4780th AD Wg (Tng); inactivated 30 Jun 71.
MATERIEL SQUADRONS

14th Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Ethan Allen AFB, VT, assigned to the 14th Ftr Gp (AD); inactivated 25 Jun 60.

15th Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Niagara Falls Mun. Aprt, NY, assigned to the 15th Ftr Gp (AD); inactivated 1 Jul 60.

23rd Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Presque Isle AFB, ME, assigned to the 23rd Ftr Gp (AD); inactivated 1 Jul 59.

32nd Materiel Sq: activated 8 Feb 57 at Minot AFB, ND, assigned to the 32nd Ftr Gp (AD); discontinued 1 Feb 61.

52nd Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Suffolk Cty AFB, NY, assigned to the 52nd Ftr Gp (AD); inactivated 1 Jul 63.

53rd Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Sioux City Mun Aprt, IA, assigned to the 53rd Ftr Gp (AD); inactivated 1 Apr 60.

54th Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Gtr Pittsburgh Aprt, PA, assigned to the 54th Ftr Gp (AD); inactivated ca. Jan 58.

56th Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at O'Hare IAP, IL, assigned to the 56th Ftr Gp (AD); moved to K.I. Sawyer AFB, MI 1 Oct 59; discontinued 1 Feb 61.

57th Materiel Sq: activated 1 Apr 61 at Paine Field, WA, assigned to the 57th Ftr Gp (AD); discontinued 1 Aug 64.

79th Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Youngstown Mun. Aprt, OH, assigned to the 79th Ftr Gp (AD); inactivated 1 Mar 60.

84th Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Geiger Field, WA, assigned to the 84th Ftr Gp (AD); Geiger Field, WA redesignated Spokane IAP, WA ca. Aug 60; discontinued 15 Jul 63.

326th Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Paine AFB, WA, assigned to the 326th Ftr Gp (AD); discontinued 1 Apr 61.

327th Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Truax Field, WI, assigned to the 327th Ftr Gp (AD); discontinued 1 Aug 64.

328th Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Grandview AFB, MO, assigned to the 328th Ftr Gp (AD); Grandview AFB redesignated Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO 27 Apr 57; discontinued 1 Feb 61.

329th Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Stewart AFB, NY, assigned to the 329th Ftr Gp (AD); inactivated 1 Aug 59.
337th Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Portland IAP, OR, assigned to the 337th Ftr Gp (AD); discontinued 1 Aug 64.

343rd Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Duluth Mun. Aprt, MN, assigned to the 343rd Ftr Gp (AD), discontinued 1 Aug 64.


408th Materiel Sq: activated 8 Jan 56 at Klamath Falls Mun. Aprt, OR, assigned to the 408th Ftr Gp (AD); discontinued 1 Aug 64.

412th Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Wurtsmith AFB, MI, assigned to the 412th Ftr Gp (AD); transferred to SAC 1 Apr 60.

414th Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Oxnard AFB, CA, assigned to the 414th Ftr Gp (AD); discontinued 1 Aug 64.

473rd Materiel Sq: activated ca. Feb 56 at K.I. Sawyer Aprt, MI, assigned to the 4710th AD Wg; transferred to 473rd Ftr Gp (AD) by Jul 56; inactivated 1 Oct 59.

475th Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Minn-St.Paul IAP, MN, assigned to the 475th Ftr Gp (AD); inactivated 2 Jan 58.

476th Materiel Sq: activated 8 Feb 57 at Glasgow AFB, MT, assigned to the 476th Ftr Gp (AD); transferred to SAC 1 Apr 60.

478th Materiel Sq: activated 8 Feb 57 at Grand Forks AFB, ND, assigned to the 478th Ftr Gp (AD); discontinued 1 Feb 61.

500th Materiel Sq: activated 16 Feb 53 at Gtr. Pittsburgh Aprt, PA, assigned to the 500th AD Gp; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

501st Materiel Sq: activated 16 Feb 53 at O'Hare IAP, Chicago, IL, assigned to the 501st AD Gp; inactivated 18 Aug 55.


503rd Materiel Sq: activated 16 Feb 53 at Portland IAP, OR, assigned to the 503rd AD Gp; inactivated 18 Aug 55.
507th Materiel Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Kinross AFB, MI, assigned to the 507th Ftr Grp (AD); Kinross AFB redesignated Kincheloe AFB, MI in last half of 59; discontinued 1 Feb 61.

514th Materiel Sq: activated 16 Feb 53 at Minn-St. Paul IAP, MN, assigned to the 514th AD Grp; inactivated 18 Aug 55.


517th Materiel Sq: activated 16 Feb 53 at Ethan Allen AFB, VT, assigned to the 517th AD Gp, inactivated 18 Aug 55.


519th Materiel Sq: activated 16 Feb 53 at Suffolk Cty AFB, LI, NY, assigned to the 519th AD Gp; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

520th Materiel Sq: activated 16 Feb 53 at Truax Field, WI, assigned to the 520th AD Gp; inactivated 18 Aug 55.


525th Materiel Sq: activated 16 Feb 53 at New Castle Cty Aprt, DE, assigned to the 525th AD Gp; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

527th Materiel Sq: activated 16 Feb 53 at Wurtsmith AFB, Oscoda, MI, assigned to the 527th AD Gp; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

528th Materiel Sq: activated 16 Feb 53 at Presque Isle AFB, ME, assigned to the 528th AD Gp; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

529th Materiel Sq: activated 16 Feb 53 at Paine Field, WA, assigned to the 529th AD Gp; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

530th Materiel Sq: activated 16 Feb 53 at Geiger Field, WA, assigned to the 530th AD Gp; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

533rd Materiel Sq: activated 16 Feb 53 at Oxnard AFB, CA, assigned to the 533rd AD Gp; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

534th Materiel Sq: activated 16 Feb 53 at Kinross AFB, MI, assigned to the 534th AD Gp; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

4600th Materiel Sq: originally assigned as the 4600th Maint & Sup Sq on 1 Jan 51; redesignated as the 4600th Materiel Sq 1 Sep 54, assigned to the 4600 AB Gp; discontinued thru redesignation as the 4614 Air Base Sq 8 Jun 55 at Ent AFB, CO.
4603rd Materiel Sq: activated 1 Aug 59 at Stewart AFB, NY, assigned to the 4603rd AB Gp; discontinued 1 Oct 64.

4624th Materiel Sq: activated 1 Jan 60 at Hancock Field, NY, assigned to the 4624th Support Gp; discontinued 1 Jul 64.

4661st Materiel Sq: activated 1 Oct 70 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to the 4661st AB Gp; inactivated 30 Sep 73.


4684th Materiel Sq: activated 1 Oct 60 at Sondrestrom AB, Greenland, assigned to the 4684th AB Gp; discontinued 1 Apr 62.

4700th Materiel Sq: activated 25 Mar 53 at Stewart AFB, NY, assigned to the 4700th AD Gp; replaced by the 329th Materiel Sq 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow.

4737th Materiel Sq: activated 1 May 58 at Pepperell AFB, Newfoundland, assigned to the 4737th AB Gp; replaced by the 4737th Supply Sq (originally activated 1 Apr 57) 1 Sep 60.

4750th Materiel Sq: activated Jun 52 at Yuma Cty Aprt, AZ, assigned to the 4750th AB Gp (Wpn Tng); redesignated the 4750th Tng Gp (AD) 16 Feb 53; discontinued 1 Sep 55.

4751st Materiel Sq: activated 1 Apt 58 at Eglin AFAF #9, FL, assigned to the 4751st AD Wg (Ms1); transferred from ADC to TAC 1 Jul 62.

4784th Materiel Sq: activated 1 Oct 70 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to the 4784th AB Gp; inactivated 31 Dec 72.

4787th Materiel Sq: activated 28 Aug 70 at Duluth IAP, MN, assigned to the 4787th AB Gp.

4788th Materiel Sq: activated 1 Oct 70 at Kingsley Field, OR, assigned to the 4788th AB Gp; inactivated 30 Jun 71.

MISSILE WARNING & SURVEILLANCE SQUADRONS

1st Aerospace Control Sq: activated 14 Feb 61 at Ent AFB, CO, assigned to ADC; transferred to 9th Aerospace Defense Div 1 Oct 61; redesignated from 1st Aerospace Surveillance & Control Sq to 1st Aerospace Control Sq 1 Jul 62; reassigned to 14th Aerospace Force 1 Jul 68; inactivated 21 Apr 76.
2nd Surveillance Sq (Sensor): activated 1 Feb 62 at Ent AFB, CO, assigned to the 9th AD Div; discontinued 1 Jan 67.

6th Air Defense Missile Sq (BOMARC): activated 1 Feb 59 at Suffolk Cty, AFB, NY, assigned to the NY ADS; inactivated 15 Dec 64.

6th Missile Warning Sq: activated 1 Oct 78 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to the 21st AD; reassigned to ADCOM 1 Oct 79; reassigned to SAC 1 Dec 79.

7th Missile Warning Sq: activated 1 Jul 79 at Beale AFB, CA, assigned to the 26th Air Div; reassigned to HQ ADCOM 1 Oct 79; reassigned to SAC 1 Dec 79.

10th Aerospace Defense Sq: organized at Vandenberg AFB, CA on 15 Nov 63, assigned to ADC; transferred to 9th Aerospace Defense Div 1 Aug 64; discontinued 1 Jan 67; activated 31 Dec 70 at Vandenberg AFB, CA; reassigned to HQ ADCOM 1 Oct 76.

13th Missile Warning Sq: organized 1 Jan 67 at Clear MEW, AK, assigned to the 71st Ms1 Wrng Wg; transferred to the 14th Aerospace Force 30 Apr 71; reassigned to the HQ Alaskan ADCOM Rgn 1 Oct 76; reassigned to SAC 1 Dec 79.

14th Missile Warning Sq: activated 8 Jul 72 at Laredo AFB, TX, assigned to the 14th Aerospace Force; moved to MacDill AFB, FL o/a 30 Jun 75; reassigned to ADCOM 1 Oct 76; reassigned to SAC 1 Dec 79.

16th Surveillance Sq: organized 1 Jan 67 at Shemya AFS, AK, assigned to the 73rd Aerospace Surveillance Wg; redesignated the 16th Surveillance Sq (from the 16th Aerospace Surveillance Sq) 3 Jan 67; assigned to HQ 14th Aerospace Force 30 Apr 71; reassigned to Hq Alaskan ADCOM Rgn 1 Oct 76; reassigned to SAC 1 Dec 79.

17th Surveillance Sq: organized 1 Jan 67 at Moorestown, NJ, assigned to the 73rd Aerospace Surveillance Wg; redesignated 17th Surveillance Sq (from the 17th Aerospace Surveillance Sq) 3 Jan 67; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

18th Surveillance Sq: organized 1 Jan 67 at Edwards AFB, CA, assigned to the 73rd Aerospace Surveillance Wg; redesignated 18th Surveillance Sq (from the 18th Aerospace Surveillance Sq) 3 Jan 67; assigned to Hq 14th Aerospace Force 30 Apr 71; inactivated 1 Oct 75.

19th Surveillance Sq: organized 1 Jan 67 at Diyarbakir, Turkey, assigned to the 73rd Aerospace Surveillance Wg; redesignated the 19th Surveillance Sq (from the 19th Aerospace Surveillance Sq) 3 Jan 67; assigned to the Hq 14th Aerospace Force 30 Apr 71; reassigned to Hq 21 AD 1 Oct 76; reassigned to SAC 1 Dec 79.
20th Missile Warning Sq: originally designated the 20th Aerospace Surveillance Sq at Eglin AFB, FL, assigned to the 73rd Aerospace Surveillance Wg; redesignated the 20th Surveillance Sq 3 Jan 67; assigned to the Hq 14th Aerospace Force 30 Apr 71; reassigned to Hq 20 AD 1 Oct 76; redesignated the 20th Missile Warning Sq 1 Jul 79; reassigned to Hq ADCOM 1 Oct 79; reassigned to SAC 1 Dec 79.

22nd Air Defense Missile Sq (BOMARC): activated 1 Sep 59 at Langley AFB, VA, assigned to Washington ADS; transferred to 33rd Air Div 1 Apr 66; reassigned to the 20th Air Div 19 Nov 69; inactivated 31 Oct 72.

24th Aerospace Defense Squadron: organized 1 Jan 67 at Johnston Island AFB, JI, assigned to the 10th AD Gp; redesignated the 24th Support Sq 3 Jan 67 (from the 24th Aerospace Support Sq); redesignated the 24th Aerospace Defense Sq 19 Jan 70; inactivated 31 Dec 70.

25th Aerospace Defense Sq: organized 1 Jan 67 at Vandenberg AFB, CA, assigned to the 10th AD Gp; inactivated 31 Dec 70.

26th Air Defense Missile Sq (BOMARC): activated 1 Mar 59 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to the Boston ADS; transferred to 35th Air Div 1 Apr 66; reassigned to the 21st Air Div 19 Nov 69; inactivated 30 Apr 72.

30th Air Defense Missile Sq (BOMARC): activated 1 Jun 59 at Dow AFB, ME, assigned to Bangor ADS; inactivated 15 Dec 64.

35th Air Defense Missile Sq (BOMARC): activated 1 Jun 60 at Niagara Falls AF Msl Site, NY, assigned to the Syracuse ADS; transferred to Detroit ADS 4 Sep 63; operational 1 Dec 61; transferred to the 34th Air Div 1 Apr 66; reassigned to the 35th Air Div 15 Sep 69; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

37th Air Defense Missile Sq (BOMARC): activated 1 Mar 60 at Kincheloe AFB, MT, assigned to the 30th AD; transferred to Sault Ste Marie ADS 1 Apr 60; transferred to Duluth ADS 1 Oct 63; transferred to the 29th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to the 23rd AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 31 Jul 72.

46th Air Defense Missile Sq (BOMARC): activated 1 Jan 59 at McGuire AFB, NJ, assigned to the NY ADS; transferred to the 21st AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to the 35th Air Division 1 Dec 67; reassigned to the 21st AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 31 Oct 72 3 Aug 72.
74th Air Defense Missile Sq (BOMARC): activated 1 Apr 60 at Duluth Mun. Aprt, MN, assigned to the Duluth ADS; transferred to the 29th Air Div 1 Apr 66; reassigned to the 23rd Air Div 19 Nov 69; inactivated 30 Apr 72.

4699th Aerospace Defense Squadron: activated 30 Jun at Cheyenne Mountain Complex City, CO, assigned to Hq Aerospace Defense Command; attached to the 4799th USAF Special Activities Sq for Admin and log support; relieved from atmt 4799th USAF Special Activities Sq on 15 Sep 75; inactivated 21 Apr 76.

4783rd Surveillance Sq: organized 1 Jul 67 at Laredo MTK, TX, assigned to the 31st AD; reassigned to the 27th AD 15 Nov 69; reassigned to the 26th AD 19 Nov 69; reassigned to 14th Aerospace Force and moved to Laredo AFB, TX, o/a 8 Jul 72; inactivated 8 Jul 72.

OPERATIONS SQUADRONS

1st Operations Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Selfridge AFB, MI, assigned to the 1st Ftr Gp; transferred to the 1st AB Gp 18 Oct 56; transferred to the 1st Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; discontinued 1 Apr 63.

33rd Operations Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to the 33rd Ftr Gp (AD); transferred to the 33rd AB Gp 18 Oct 56; inactivated thru redesignation as the 551st Ops Sq 18 Aug 57.

78th Operations Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to the 78th Ftr Gp; transferred to the 78th AB Gp 18 Oct 56; transferred to the 78th Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; discontinued 1 Apr 63.

325th Operations Sq: activated 18 Aug 55 at McChord AFB, WA, assigned to the 325th Ftr Gp (AD); transferred to the 325th AB Gp 18 Oct 56; transferred to the 325th Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; discontinued 1 Apr 63.

551st Operations Sq: activated 18 Aug 57 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to the 551st AB Gp; transferred to the 551st AEW&C Wg 1 Feb 61; discontinued 1 Apr 63.

564th Operations Sq: activated 1 Feb 52 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to the 564th AB Gp; reassigned to the 564th AD Gp 16 Feb 53; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

566th Operations Sq: activated 1 Feb 52 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to the 566th AB Gp; reassigned to the 566th AD Gp 16 Feb 53; inactivated 18 Aug 55.
567th Operations Sq: activated 1 Feb 52 at McChord AFB, CA, assigned to the 567th AB Gp; reassigned to the 567th AD Gp 16 Feb 53; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

568th Operations Sq: activated 1 Feb 52 at McGuire AFB, NJ, assigned to the 568th AB Gp; reassigned to the 568th AD Gp 16 Feb 53; inactivated 1 Jul 54.

569th Operations Sq: activated 1 Feb 52 at Larson AFB, WA, assigned to the 569th AB Gp; inactivated 7 Apr 52.

575th Operations Sq: activated 1 Feb 52 at Selfridge AFB, MI, assigned to the 575th AB Gp; reassigned to the 575th AD Gp 16 Feb 53; inactivated 18 Aug 55.

4083rd Operations Sq: assigned 1 Jul 60 at Thule AB, Greenland, assigned to the 4083rd AB Wg; assigned from ADC to SAC 1 Jul 60 and discontinued.

4600th Operations Sq: activated 1 Apr 63 at Peterson Field, CO, assigned to the 4600th AB Wg; assigned to 46th Aerospace Defense Wing 15 Mar 75; inactivated 1 Jul 75.

4614th Operations Sq: activated 1 Feb 60 at Peterson Field, CO, assigned to the 4614th Support Gp; discontinued 1 Apr 63 thru redesignation as the 4600th Operations Sq.

4683rd Operations Sq: activated 1 Jul 60 at Thule AB, Greenland, assigned to the 4683rd AD Wg; discontinued 1 Oct 60.

4737th Operations Sq: activated 1 Apr 57 at Pepperrell AFB, Newfoundland; assigned to the 4737th AB Wg; discontinued 1 May 58.

4756th Operations Sq: organized 15 Feb 67 at Tyndall AFB, FL, assigned to the 4756th AD Wg (Tng); reassigned to the 4756th Air Base Gp 6 Mar 67; inactivated 30 Sep 71.

4780th Operations Sq: organized 15 Apr 67 at Perrin AFB, TX, assigned to the 4780th AB Gp; inactivated 30 Jun 71.

6604th Operations Sq: assigned 1 Apr 57 at Pepperrell AFB, Newfoundland, assigned to the 6604th AB Wg; transferred from NEAC to ADC 1 Apr 57 and discontinued thru redesignation as the 4737th Operations Sq.
RADAR SQUADRONS

1st Radar Calibration Sq: activated 1 Feb 53 at Griffiss AFB, NY, assigned to EADF and flying B-29 acft; inactivated 18 Mar 54.

4th Radar Calibration Sq: activated 1 Feb 53 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to WADF (replaced 112th RCS) and flying B-29 acft; inactivated 18 Mar 54.

7th Radar Calibration Sq: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Griffiss AFB, NY, assigned to EADF and flying B-29 acft; redesignated from Unit to Sq by 1 May 51; inactivated 8 Sep 52; reactivated 1 Sep 53 at Sioux City Mun. Aprt, IA, assigned to CADF; moved to Hill AFB, UT 9 Dec 53; inactivated 18 Mar 54.

11th Radar Calibration Sq: assigned 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to the 78th F-1 Wg; redesignated from Unit to Sq by WADF 9 Jan 51; transferred to control of WADF 6 Feb 52; inactivated 8 Sep 52.

17th Radar Sq: activated 1 Sep 72 at Ko Kha ASN, Thailand, assigned to the 14th Aerospace Force; inactivated 31 May 76.

21st Radar Sq: activated 1 Oct 59 at Thule AB, Greenland, assigned to the 64th AD; inactivated by Dec 59.

102nd Radar Calibration Sq: federalized ANG 1 Sep 51 at Grenier AFB, NH, assigned to the EADF; federalized as a Det but redesignated as a Flt in Jan 52 and flying B-29 acft; attached to the 7th Radar Cal Sq 2 Feb 52; moved to Griffiss AFB, NY in Feb 52; transferred to the 109th Rad Cal Sq in Sep 52; reorganized and redesignated as a Sq in mid-Nov 52; transferred to 1st Rad Cal Sq 1 Feb 53; released from AD and returned to control of State of NY 1 Aug 53.

106th Radar Calibration Sq: federalized ANG 16 Sep 51 at Grenier AFB, NH, assigned to EADF; federalized as a Det but redesignated as a Sq and assigned to 152nd AC&W Gp by 1 Feb 52; transferred to CADF by 4 Apr 52; flying B-29 acft and some personnel located at Griffiss AFB, NY; moved to Sioux City Mun Aprt, IA 4 Apr 52; released from 24 months AD and returned to control of State of Illinois 1 Sep 53.

109th Radar Calibration Sq: assigned 23 May 51 at Griffiss AFB, NY, assigned to the EADF; redesignated as Flt by Aug 51; reorganized and redesignated as a Sq in Sep 52; relieved from AD and returned to control of the State of Colorado 1 Feb 53.

112th Radar Calibration Sq: assigned 8 May 51 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to WADF; federalized as a Det 1 May 51; redesignated as a Flt 16 Aug 51; reorganized and redesignated as a Sq 5 Sep 52; released from 21 months AD and returned to control of the State of California 1 Feb 53.
609th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated Dec 57 at Dobbins AFB, GA, assigned to the 35th AD; moved to Eufaula AFS, AL by Sep 58; transferred to the 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; Sq redesignated from AC&W Sq to 609th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; transferred to Montgomery ADS 1 Nov 59; reassigned to the 32nd AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 8 Sep 68.

612th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 8 Mar 57 at Kirtland AFB, NM, assigned to the 34th AD; moved to Luke-Williams Range, AZ in Jan 58; transferred to Los Angeles ADS 1 Jan 60; transferred to Phoenix ADS 1 May 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 612th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Oct 61; transferred to 27th AD 1 Apr 66; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

614th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jul 52 at Grenier AFB, NH, assigned to the EADF; transferred to 32nd AD 1 Dec 52; transferred to the 4707th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; moved to Dobbins AFB, GA and transferred to 35th AD 24 Dec 53; moved to Andrews AFB, MD and transferred to the 85th AD by Jul 56; moved to Cherry Point MCAS, NC in Summer 57; transferred to the 35th AD 1 Sep 58; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; transferred to Washington ADS 1 Jul 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 614th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Mar 63; discontinued 1 Aug 63.

625th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 Jan 62 at Hastings AFS, NE, assigned to the Sioux City ADS; transferred to the 30th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 8 Sep 68.

627th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated Sep 57 at Dobbins AFB, GA, assigned to the 35th AD; transferred to Crystal Springs AFS, MS by Sep 58; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 627th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; transferred to Montgomery ADS 1 Nov 59; reassigned to the 32nd AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 8 Sep 68.

630th Radar Sq: activated 1 Aug 72 at Houston City, TX, assigned to the 20th AD; inactivated 31 Dec 77.

632nd Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 20 May 53 at Dobbins AFB, GA, assigned to the 35th AD; moved to Roanoke Rapids, SC in Fall of 55; transferred to the 85th AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to Washington ADS 1 Sep 58; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 632nd Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; transferred to 33rd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to the 20th AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 632 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 30 Sep 78.

634th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Silver Lake, WA, assigned to 505th AC&W Gp; inactivated 6 Feb 52; reactivated
20 Jun 53 at McChord AFB, WA, assigned to the 25th AD; moved to Geiger Field, WA; transferred to the 9th AD in Oct 54; moved to site at Burns, OR 8 Jun 55; transferred to the 25th AD 15 Aug 58; transferred to the 4700th AD Wg 1 Sep 58; transferred to the 25th AD 15 May 60; transferred to San Francisco ADS, 1 Jul 60; transferred to Reno ADS 15 Sep 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 634th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Mar 61; transferred to the 26th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to the 25th AD 15 Sep 69; inactivated 30 Sep 70; reactivated 1 Jan 73 at Lake Charles AFS, LA, assigned to the 20th AD; inactivated 1 Jul 74.

635th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at McChord AFB, WA, assigned to the 505th AC&W Gp; transferred to the 25th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to the 4704th Def Wg in Jan 53; transferred to the 25th AD 8 Oct 54; transferred to Seattle ADS 1 Mar 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 635th Radar Sq (SAGE) 11 Jun 60; moved to Ft. Lawton AI, WA about Jun 61; reactivated 1 Jan 63 at Dauphin Island AFS, AL assigned to the 20th AD; inactivated 1 Jul 74.

636th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at McChord AFB, WA, assigned to the 505th Gp; transferred to the 162nd Gp 25 May 51; moved to Condon, OR by 15 Aug 51; assigned to the 25th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to the 4702nd Def Wg Jan 53; transferred to the 9th AD 8 Oct 54; transferred to the 25th AD 15 Aug 58; transferred to the 4700th AD Wg 1 Sep 58; transferred to Spokane ADS 15 Mar 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 636th Radar Sq (SAGE) 8 Sep 60; transferred to Seattle ADS 1 Jun 63; transferred to the 26th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to the 25th AD 15 Sep 69; inactivated 30 Sep 70.

637th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Saddle Mt, WA, assigned to the 505th Gp; transferred to the 162nd AC&W Gp 25 May 51; assigned to the 25th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to the 4702nd Def Wg Jan 53; site redesignated to Othello AFS, WA 1 Dec 53; transferred to the 9th AD 8 Oct 54; transferred to the 25th AD 15 Aug 58; transferred to the 4700th AD Wg 1 Sep 58; transferred to Spokane ADS 15 Mar 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 637th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Sep 60; transferred to Seattle ADS 1 Sep 63; transferred to the 25th AD 1 Apr 66; inactivated 1 Mar 70; reactivated (date unknown); inactivated 31 Mar 75.

644th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated Oct 54 at Syracuse AFS, NY, assigned to the 4707th AD Wg; moved to Portsmouth, NH in Summer of 55; site redesignated Rye AFS, NH in Summer 56; transferred to the 4622nd AD Wg 18 Oct 56; transferred to Boston ADS 8 Jan 57; inactivated ca. Oct 57 as the 644th AC&W Sq; reactivated 25 Apr 60 as the 644th Radar Sq (SAGE) at Homestead AFB, FL, assigned to Montgomery ADS; reassigned to the 32nd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to the 33rd AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to the 20th AD 19 Nov 69 redesignated the 644th Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 1 Apr 78.
645th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Roslyn, NY, assigned to the 503rd AC&W Gp; originally activated 30 Apr 48 as the 645th ACon Sq and assigned to the 503rd AC&W Gp; redesignated the 645th AC&W Sq 8 Dec 49; assigned ADC 1 Jan 51; inactivated 6 Feb 52; reactivated 28 Jun 62 as the 645th Radar Sq (SAGE) at Patrick AFB, FL, assigned to Hq ADC 1 Nov 62; reassigned to the 32nd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to the 33rd AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to the 20th AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated the 645th Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 1 Apr 76.

646th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Navesink, NJ, assigned to the 503rd AC&W Gp; transferred to the 26th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to the 4709th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; site redesignated to Highlands AFS, NJ 1 Dec 53; transferred to 4621st AD Wg 18 Oct 56; transferred to NY ADS 8 Jan 57; redesignated the 646th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 58; transferred to the 21st AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 1 Jul 66.

647th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Ft Meade, MD, assigned to the 503rd AC&W Gp; transferred to the 26th AD 6 Feb 52; moved to permanent site at Quantico, VA Apr 52; transferred to 4710th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to the 85th AD 1 Mar 56; site redesignated Manassas AFS, VA in Summer of 57; transferred to Washington ADS 1 Sep 58; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 647th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; discontinued 25 Jun 65.

648th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Mud Pond, PA, assigned to the 503rd AC&W Gp; transferred to the 26th AD 6 Feb 52; moved to Ricketts Glen State Park, PA by 1 Feb 52; transferred to 4710th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to 4709th Def Wg 30 Jun 53; site redesignated Benton AFS, PA 1 Dec 53; transferred to the 4707th AD Wg 8 Jul 56; transferred to 4622nd AD Wg 18 Oct 56; transferred to Boston ADS 8 Jan 57; transferred to Syracuse ADS ca. 15 Aug 58; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 648th Radar Sq (SAGE) Feb 59; transferred to Boston ADS 4 Sep 63; transferred to 35th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 21st AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 648th Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 30 Jun 75.

649th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 26 May 53 at Roslyn, NY, assigned to the 26th AD; site redesignated Roslyn AFS, NY 1 Dec 53; transferred to the 4710th Def Wg May 54; moved to Bedford, VA by Dec 54; transferred to the 85th AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to Washington ADS 1 Sep 58; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 649th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; transferred to 33rd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to the 20th AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 649 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 30 Jun 75.

654th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Brunswick AFS, ME, assigned to the 540th AC&W Gp; moved to Brunswick NAS, ME
8 Mar 51; transferred from 540th AC&W Gp to 32nd AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to the 4707th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to the 32nd AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to Bangor ADS 15 Aug 58; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 654th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; transferred to Boston ADS 1 Aug 62; discontinued 25 Jun 65.

655th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Pine Camp, NY, assigned to the 540th AC&W Gp; moved to Watertown, NY 1 Feb 51; transferred to 32nd AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4711th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to 32nd AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to Syracuse ADS ca. Sep 58; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 655th Radar Sq (SAGE) Feb 59; transferred to Boston ADS 4 Sep 63; transferred to 35th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 21st AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 655th Radar Sq 1 Feb 74.

656th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Schenectady, NY, assigned to the 540th AC&W Gp; transferred to the 32nd AD 6 Feb 52; moved to permanent site at Schuylerville, NY Feb 52; transferred to 4707th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; site redesignated Saratoga Spgs AFS, NY 1 Dec 53; transferred to 4622nd AD Wg 18 Oct 56; transferred to Boston ADS 8 Jan 57; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 656th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Dec 58; transferred to 35th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 21st AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 656th Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 30 Jun 77.

657th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Ft. Williams, ME, assigned to 540th AC&W Gp; inactivated 18 Oct 51; reactivated 18 Jun 53 at Tinker AFB, OK, assigned to 33rd AD; moved to Houma NAS, LA Mar 55; transferred to 35th AD 10 Apr 55; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; transferred to Montgomery ADS 1 Nov 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 657th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Mar 61; reassigned to 32nd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 33rd AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to 20th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 30 Sep 70.

658th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Mitchel AFB, NY, assigned to 503rd AC&W Gp; moved to Santini, NY in Fall of 51; inactivated 5 Jan 52; reactivated 20 Jun 53 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to 28th AD; moved to Winnemucca, NV ca. Feb 56; transferred to San Francisco ADS 1 Jul 60; transferred to Reno ADS 15 Sep 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 658th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Mar 61; transferred to 26th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 18 Jun 68.

660th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Selfridge AFB, MI, assigned to 541st AC&W Gp; inactivated 6 Feb 52; assigned to 35th AD and stationed at Dobbins AFB, GA when reactivated 18 Jun 53; moved to MacDill AFB, FL by 1 Aug 54; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; transferred to Montgomery ADS 1 Nov 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 660th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Mar 61;
reassigned 32nd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned 33rd AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to 20th AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 660 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74.

661st Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Selfridge AFB, MI, assigned to the 541st AC&W Gp; transferred to 30th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to the 4708th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to the 30th AD 8 Jul 56; transferred to Detroit ADS 1 Apr 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 661st Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Sep 59; transferred to 34th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 29th AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to 23rd AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 661 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 1 Jul 74.

662nd Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Ravenna, OH, assigned to the 541st AC&W Gp; moved to Brookfield AFS, OH Oct 51; transferred to 30th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4708th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to 30th AD 8 Jul 56; transferred to Detroit ADS 1 Apr 59; transferred to Syracuse ADS 15 Jun 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 662nd Radar Sq (SAGE), 15 Jul 60; moved to Oakdale, PA about Jul 60; transferred to Detroit ADS 4 Sep 63; transferred to 34th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 33rd AD 15 Sep 69; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

664th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Lockbourne AFB, OH, assigned to the 541st AC&W Gp; moved to Bellefontaine AFS, OH Sep 51; transferred to 30th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4706th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to 58th AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to 30th AD 1 Sep 58; transferred to Detroit ADS 1 Apr 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 664th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Sep 59; transferred to 34th AD 1 Apr 66; inactivated 30 Sep 69.

665th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Keweena, MI, assigned to 541st AC&W Gp; transferred to 30th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4706th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; site redesignated Calumet AFS, MI 1 Dec 53; transferred to 37th AD 8 Jul 56; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 59; transferred to Sault Ste Marie ADS 1 Apr 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 665th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 60; transferred to Duluth ADS 1 Oct 63; transferred to 29th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 23rd AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 1 Mar 70.

666th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Mt. Tamapalis, CA, assigned to the 542nd AC&W Sq; transferred to 28th AD 6 Feb 52; site redesignated Mill Valley AFS, CA 1 Dec 53; transferred to San Francisco ADS 1 Jul 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 666th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jan 61; transferred to Portland ADS 1 Aug 63; transferred to 26th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 27th AD 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 26th AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 666 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74.
669th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Ft. MacArthur, CA, assigned to 544th AC&W Gp; transferred to 27th AD 6 Feb 52; moved to Santa Rosa Island, CA 11 Feb 52; transferred to Los Angeles ADS 1 Oct 59; moved to Lompoc AFS, CA 1 Apr 63; redesignated 669th Radar Sq (SAGE) (from AC&W Sq) 1 Apr 63; transferred to 27th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 18 Jun 68.

670th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Camp Cooke, CA, assigned to the 544th AC&W Gp; transferred to 27th AD 6 Feb 52; moved to San Clemente Isl, CA by 1 Feb 52; transferred to L.A. ADS 1 Oct 59; redesignated to 670th Radar Sq (SAGE) (from AC&W Sq) 1 Apr 61; moved to Ft. MacArthur AI, CA in Apr 61; transferred to 27th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 26th AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 670 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 1 Apr 76.

671st Radar Sq: activated 1 Jun 62 at Key West NAS, FL, assigned to MOADS; redesignated 671st Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jun 65; reassigned to 32nd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 33rd AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to 20th AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 671 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74.

674th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at East Farmington WI, assigned to 543rd AC&W Gp; transferred to 31st AD 6 Feb 52; site redesignated to Osceola AFS, WI 1 Dec 53; transferred to 37th AD 1 Jan 59; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 59; transferred to Duluth ADS 1 Jul 59; redesignated to 674th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Dec 59; transferred to 29th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 34th AD 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 29th AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to 23rd AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 674th Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 31 Mar 75.

676th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 May 51 at Antigo AFS, WI, assigned to 543rd AC&W Gp; transferred to 31st AD (CADF) 6 Feb 52; transferred to EADF and 4706th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to 37th AD 8 Jul 56; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 59; transferred to Sault Ste Marie ADS 1 Apr 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 676th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 60; transferred to Duluth ADS 1 Oct 63; transferred to Chicago ADS 1 Jun 64; transferred to 20th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 30th AD 1 Dec 67; reassigned to 34th AD 1 Jul 68; reassigned to 29th AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to 23rd AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 676 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 30 Jun 77.

678th Radar Sq: activated ca. Feb 56 at Dobbins AFB, GA, assigned to 35th AD; moved to Tyndall AFB, FL in Summer of 56; transferred to 4756th AD Gp (Wbps) Apr 57; transferred to Montgomery ADS 1 Nov 59; redesignated 678th Radar Sq (SAGE) (from AC&W Sq) 15 Jun 65; reassigned to 32nd AD 1 Apr 66;
reassigned to 33rd AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to 20th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 1 Mar 70.

679th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 Mar 51 at Great Falls AFB, MT, assigned to 545th AC&W Gp; inactivated 6 Feb 52; reactivated 1 Sep 53 at Dow AFB, ME, assigned to 32nd AD; transferred to 35th AD (CADF) and moved to Dobbins AFB, GA 24 Dec 53; moved to Jacksonville NAS, FL in Summer 57; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; transferred to Montgomery ADS 1 Jul 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 679th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 62; reassigned to 32nd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 33rd AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to 20th AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 679 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74.

680th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 Mar 51 at Yaak AFS, MT, assigned to the 545th AC&W Gp; transferred to 29th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4702nd Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to 9th AD 8 Oct 54; transferred to 25th AD 15 Aug 58; transferred to 4700th AD Wg 1 Sep 58; transferred to 25th AD 15 May 60; discontinued 1 Jul 60; reactivated 1 Jun 62 as the 680th Radar Sq (SAGE) (from AC&W Sq) and assigned to NY ADS at Palermo AFS, NJ; transferred to 21st AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 35th AD 1 Dec 67; reassigned to 33rd AD 1 Apr 68; reassigned to 20th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 30 May 70.

681st Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 Mar 51 at Del Bonita, MT, assigned to 545th AC&W Gp; transferred to 29th AD 6 Feb 52; site redesignated to Cutbank AFS, MT 1 Dec 53; transferred to Great Falls ADS 1 Jul 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 681st Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Mar 61; discontinued 25 Jun 65.

682nd Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 Dec 53 at Geiger Field, WA, assigned to the 4702nd Def Wg; moved to Kirtland AFB, NM and transferred to 34th AD in Jan 54; moved to Hamilton AFB, CA and transferred to 28th AD 13 Jul 54; moved to Almaden AFS, CA in Sep 57; transferred to San Francisco ADS 1 Jul 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 682nd Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jan 61; reassigned to LA ADS 1 Aug 63; transferred to 26th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 27th AD 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 26th AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 682nd Radar Sq 1 Feb 74.

684th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 Dec 53 at Geiger Field, WA, assigned to the 4702nd Def Wg; moved to Kirtland AFB, NM and transferred to 34th AD Jan 54; moved to Davis-Monthan AFB, AZ Apr 54; moved to Mt. Lemmon AFS, Tucson, AZ in Spring of 56; transferred to LA ADS 1 Jan 60; transferred to Phoenix ADS 1 May 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 684th Radar Sq (SAGE), 15 Oct 61; transferred to 27th AD 1 Apr 66; inactivated 31 Dec 69.
689th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 Oct 53 at Portland IAP, OR, assigned to the 4704th Def Wg; transferred to the 25th AD 8 Oct 54; moved to Mt. Hebo AFS, OR in Summer of 56; transferred to Portland ADS 1 Mar 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 689th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 60; transferred to 25th AD 1 Apr 66; redesignated 689 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 30 Jun 79.

691st Radar Sq (SAGE): activated Mar 58 at Dobbins AFB, GA, assigned to the 35th AD; moved to Cross City AFS, FL in Summer of 58; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 691st Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; transferred to Montgomery ADS 1 Nov 59; reassigned to 32nd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 33rd AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to 20th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 30 Sep 70.

692nd Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 8 Aug 58 at Snelling AFS, MN, assigned to 31st AD; moved to Baudette AFS, MN about Oct 58; transferred to 37th AD 1 Jan 59; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 59; transferred to Duluth ADS 1 Jul 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 692 Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Dec 59; transferred to 29th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 23rd AD 19 Nov 69.

693rd Radar Sq (SAGE): activated Apr 58 at Dobbins AFB, CA, assigned to 35th AD; moved to Dauphin Island AFS, AL by Sep 58; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; transferred to Montgomery ADS 1 Nov 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 693rd Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Mar 61; reassigned to 32nd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 33rd AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to 20th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 30 Sep 70.

694th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 8 Aug 58 at Malmstrom AFB, MT, assigned to 29th AD; moved to Lewistown, MT about Sep 58; transferred to Great Falls ADS 1 Jul 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 694th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Mar 61; transferred to 28th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 24th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated at Lewistown AFS, MT 30 Jun 71; inactivated 30 Jun 71.

695th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 18 Apr 61 at Pickstown AFS, SD, assigned to Sioux City ADS; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 8 Sep 68.

698th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated Dec 57 at Dobbins AFB, GA, assigned to 35th AD; moved to Thomasville AFS, AL by Sep 58; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 698th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; transferred to Montgomery ADS 1 Nov 59; reassigned to 32nd AD 1 Apr 66; inactivated 31 Dec 69.
701st Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 Dec 53 at Dobbins AFB, GA, assigned to the 35th AD; moved to Ft. Fisher AFS, NC ca. Sep 55; transferred to 85th AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to 35th AD 1 Sep 58; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; transferred to Washington ADS 1 Jul 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 701st Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Jul 62; transferred to 33rd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 20th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 1 Mar 70.

702nd Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 Dec 53 at Dobbins AFB, GA, assigned to 35th AD; moved to Hunter AFB, GA by Mar 55; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; transferred to Montgomery ADS 1 Jul 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 702nd Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Feb 62; reassigned to 32nd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 33rd AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to 20th AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 702 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 5 Jun 79.

706th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 8 Dec 57 at Malmstrom AFB, MT, assigned to 29th AD; moved to Dickinson AFS, ND in Jul 58; transferred to Minot ADS 1 Jan 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 706th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 61; transferred to Great Falls ADS 25 Jun 63; discontinued 25 Jun 65.

707th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 8 Apr 56 at Snelling AFS, MN, assigned to 31st AD; moved to Grand Rapids AFS, MN in Jul 56; transferred to 37th AD 1 Jan 59; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 59; transferred to Duluth ADS 1 Jul 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 707th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Dec 59; discontinued 1 Aug 63.

716th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 Oct 58 at Geiger Field, WA, assigned to 4700th AD Wg; moved to Kalispell AFS, MT May 59; transferred to 29th AD 15 Feb 60; transferred to Great Falls ADS 1 Jul 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 716th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Oct 60; transferred to 28th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 25th AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 716 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 1 Apr 78.

721st Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 8 Apr 56 at Snelling AFS, MN, assigned to 31st AD; moved to Willmar AFS, MN Jul 56; transferred to 29th AD 1 Jan 59; transferred to Grand Forks ADS ca. Apr 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 721st Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jan 60; discontinued 1 Jun 61.

725th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 8 Apr 55 at Tinker AFB, OK, assigned to 33rd AD; transferred to 20th AD 1 May 56; moved to Walnut Ridge AFS, AR in early Jul 56; transferred to Kansas City ADS 1 Jan 60; transferred to Chicago ADS 1 Jul 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 725th Radar Sq (SAGE), 1 May 62; discontinued 1 Aug 63.

731st Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 Dec 60 at Sundance AFS, WY, assigned to 29th AD; transferred to Minot ADS 1 Jan 61; transferred to Sioux City ADS 25 Jun 63; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 18 Jun 68.
738th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 Feb 53 at Olathe AFS, KS, assigned to 33rd AD; transferred to 20th AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to Kansas City ADS 1 Jan 60; transferred to Sioux City ADS 1 Jul 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 738th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Jan 62; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 8 Sep 68.

739th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 Feb 53 at Leaf River, MN, assigned to 31st AD; site redesignated to Wadena AFS, MN 1 Dec 53; transferred to 29th AD 1 Jan 59; transferred to Grand Forks ADS ca. Apr 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 739th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jan 60; transferred to Duluth ADS 4 Sep 63; transferred to 29th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 34th AD 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 29th AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to 23rd AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 30 Sep 70.

750th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Edwards AFB, CA, assigned to 544th AC&W Gp; transferred to 27th AD 6 Feb 52; moved to Atolia, CA Jan 52; site redesignated Boron AFS, CA 1 Dec 53; transferred to L.A. ADS 1 Oct 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 750th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 May 61; transferred to 27th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 26th AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 750 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 30 Jun 75.

751st Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Port Hueneme, CA, assigned to 544th AC&W Gp; transferred to 27th AD 6 Feb 52; moved to Mt. Laguna, CA by 1 Feb 52; transferred to LA ADS 1 Oct 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 751st Radar Sq (SAGE), 1 May 61; transferred to 27th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 26th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 1 Mar 70.

752nd Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Empire AFS, MT, assigned to 541st AC&W Gp; transferred to 30th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4708th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to 4706th AD Wg 1 Mar 56; transferred to 37th AD 8 Jul 56; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 59; transferred to Sault Ste Marie ADS 1 Apr 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 752nd Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 60; transferred to Detroit ADS 15 Jul 63; transferred to 34th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 29th AD 14 Nov 66; reassigned to 23rd AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 752 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 1 Apr 78.

753rd Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Sault Ste Marie AFS, MI, assigned to 541st AC&W Gp; transferred to 30th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4708th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to 37th AD 8 Jul 56; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 59; transferred to Sault Ste Marie ADS 1 Apr 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 753rd Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 60; transferred to
Duluth ADS 1 Oct 63; transferred to 29th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 34th AD 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 29th AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to 23rd AD 19 Nov 69.

754th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Oscoda, MI, assigned to 541st AC&W Gp; moved to permanent site at Port Austin, MI Jul 51; transferred to 30th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4708th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to 30th AD 8 Jul 56; transferred to Detroit ADS 1 Apr 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 754th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Sep 59; transferred to 34th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 29th AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to 23rd AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 754 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74.

755th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Elkhorn, WI, assigned to the 541st AC&W Gp; transferred to 30th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4706th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; site redesignated to Williams Bay AFS, WI 1 Dec 53; transferred to 37th AD 8 Jul 56; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 59; transferred to Chicago ADS 1 Jun 59; moved to Arlington Heights, IL 1 Apr 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 755th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Oct 60; transferred to 20th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 30th AD 1 Dec 67; reassigned to 34th AD 1 Jul 68; inactivated 30 Sep 69.

756th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Finland AFS, MN, assigned to 543rd AC&W Gp; transferred to 31st AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 37th AD 1 Jan 59; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 59; transferred to Duluth ADS 1 Jul 59; redesignated from 756th AC&W Sq to 756th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Dec 59; transferred to 29th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 34th AD 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 29th AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to 23rd AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 756 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74.

757th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Paine Field, WA, assigned to 505th AC&W Gp; moved to Birch Bay, WA by 15 Aug 51; transferred to 25th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4704th Def Wg Jan 53; site redesignated Blaine AFS, WA, 1 Dec 53; transferred to 25th AD 8 Oct 54; transferred to Seattle ADS 1 Mar 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 757th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Apr 60; transferred to 25th AD 1 Apr 66; redesignated 757 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 30 Mar 79.

758th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Bohokus Peak, WA, assigned to 505th AC&W Gp; transferred to 25th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4704th Def Wg Jan 53; site redesignated to Neah Bay AFS, WA 1 Dec 53; transferred to 25th AD 8 Oct 54; site redesignated Makah AFS, WA on 28 Mar 58; transferred to Seattle ADS 1 Mar 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 758th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Apr 60; transferred to 25th AD 1 Apr 66; redesignated 758 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74.
759th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Naselle AFS, WA, assigned to 505th AC&W Gp; transferred to 25th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4704th Def Wg Jan 53; transferred to 25th AD 8 Oct 54; transferred to Seattle ADS 1 Mar 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 759th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Apr 60; transferred to 25th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 25 Jun 66.

760th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Colville AFS, WA, assigned to 505th Gp; transferred to 162nd Gp 25 May 51; transferred to 25th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4702nd Def Wg Jan 53; transferred to 9th AD 8 Oct 54; transferred to 25th AD 15 Aug 58; transferred to 4700th AD Wg 1 Sep 58; transferred to Spokane ADS 15 Mar 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 760th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Sep 60; discontinued 1 Jun 61.

761st Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 7 Feb 51 at Reedsport, OR, assigned to 505th AC&W Gp; transferred to 25th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4704th Def Wg Jan 53; site redesignated to North Bend AFS, OR 1 Dec 53; transferred to 25th AD 8 Oct 54; transferred to Portland ADS 1 Mar 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 761st Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 60; transferred to 26th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 25th AD 15 Sep 69; redesignated 761 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74.

762nd Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at North Truro AFS, MA, assigned to 540th AC&W Gp; transferred to 32nd AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4707th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to 4622nd AD Wg 18 Oct 56; transferred to Boston ADS 8 Jan 57; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 762nd Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Dec 58; transferred to 35th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 21st AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 1 Mar 70.

763rd Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Shawnee, NY, assigned to 540th AC&W Gp; transferred to 32nd AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4707th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; site redesignated to Lockport AFS, NY 1 Dec 53; transferred to 4708th AD Wg 1 Mar 56; transferred to 30th AD 8 Jul 56; transferred to Syracuse ADS ca. Sep 58; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 763rd Radar Sq (SAGE) Feb 59; transferred to Detroit ADS 4 Sep 63; transferred to 34th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 35th AD 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 21st AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 763rd Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 29 Jun 79.

764th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Bellevue Hill, VT, assigned to 540th AC&W Gp; transferred to 32nd AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4711th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; site redesignated to St. Albans AFS, VT 1 Dec 53; transferred to 32nd AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to Bangor ADS 15 Aug 58; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 764th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; transferred to
Boston ADS 1 Aug 62; transferred to 35th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 21st AD 19 Nov 69; reassigned to 21st AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 764 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inactivated 29 Jun 79.

765th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Charleston AFS, ME, assigned to 540th AC&W Gp; moved from temporary site at Dow to Charleston ME in Aug 51; transferred to 32nd AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4711th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to 32nd AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to Bangor ADS 15 Aug 58; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 765th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; transferred to 36th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 35th AD 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 21st AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 1 Mar 70; reactivated (date unknown); inactivated 29 Sep 79.

766th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Limestone, ME, assigned to 540th AC&W Gp; transferred to 32nd AD 6 Feb 52; moved to Caswell, ME by 1 Feb 52; transferred to 4711th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to 32nd AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to Bangor ADS 15 Aug 58; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 766th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; transferred to 36th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 35th AD 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 21st AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 766 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74.

770th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Palermo AFS, NJ, assigned to 503rd AC&W Gp; transferred to 26th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4710th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to 4709th AD Wg 1 Mar 56; transferred to 4621st AD Wg 18 Oct 56; transferred to NY ADS on 8 Jan 57; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 770th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 58; transferred to Washington ADS and moved to Ft. George G. Meade, MD 1 Oct 61; transferred to 33rd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 20th AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 770 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74.

771st Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Ft. Custis, VA, assigned to 503rd AC&W Gp; transferred to 26th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4710th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; site redesignated to Cape Charles AFS, VA 1 Dec 53; transferred to 85th AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to Washington ADS 1 Sep 58; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 771st Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; transferred to 33rd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 20th AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 771 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74.

772nd Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Connellsville, PA, assigned to 503rd AC&W Gp; moved to Blue Knob Park, PA by Dec 51; transferred to 26th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4710th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; site redesignated Claysburg AFS, PA 1 Dec 53; transferred to 4708th AD Wg 1 Mar 56; transferred
to 30th AD 8 Jul 56; transferred to Syracuse ADS 15 Aug 58; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 772nd Radar Sq (SAGE) Feb 59; transferred to NY ADS 1 May 61 and moved to Pedricktown Al, NJ; transferred to 21st AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 35th AD 1 Dec 67; reassigned to 21st AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 772nd Radar Sq 1 Feb 74.

773rd Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Montauk Pt, NY, assigned to 503rd AC&W Gp; transferred to 26th AD 6 Feb 52; moved to Camp Hero, NY by 1 Feb 52; transferred to 4709th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; site redesignated Montauk AFS, NY 1 Dec 53; transferred to 4707th AD Wg 1 Mar 56; transferred to 4709th AD Wg 8 Jul 56; transferred to 4621st AD Wg 18 Oct 56; transferred to NY ADS 8 Jan 57; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 773rd Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 58; transferred to 21st AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 35th AD 1 Dec 67; reassigned to 21st AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 773rd Radar Sq 1 Feb 74.

774th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Madera AFS, CA, assigned to 542nd AC&W Gp; transferred to 28th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to San Francisco ADS 1 Jul 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 774th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jan 61; transferred to Los Angeles ADS 1 Aug 63; transferred to 26th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 25 Jun 66.

775th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 7 Mar 51 at Cambria, CA, assigned to 542nd AC&W Gp; transferred to 28th AD 6 Feb 52; site redesignated Cambria AFS, CA 1 Dec 53; transferred to 27th AD in Fall of 54; transferred to LA ADS 1 Oct 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 775th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 May 61; transferred to 27th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 26th AD 19 Nov 69; redesignated 775th Radar Sq 1 Feb 74.

776th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Point Arena AFS, CA, assigned to 542nd AC&W Gp; transferred to 28th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to San Francisco ADS 1 Jul 60; redesigned from AC&W Sq to 776th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jan 61; transferred to Portland ADS 1 Aug 63; transferred to 26th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 27th AD 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 26th AD 19 Nov 69.

777th Radar Sq (SAGE): assigned 1 Jan 51 at Klamath AFS, CA, assigned to 542nd AC&W Gp; transferred to 28th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 25th AD 1 Mar 59; transferred to Portland ADS 1 Mar 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 777th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 60; transferred to 26th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 26th AD 15 Sep 69.

778th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 Mar 51 at Simpson, Mt, assigned to 545th AC&W Gp; transferred to 29th AD 6 Feb 52; site redesignated to Havre AFS, MT 1 Dec 53; transferred to Great Falls ADS 1 Jul 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 778th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Mar 61; transferred to 28th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 24th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 29 Sep 79.
779th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 Mar 51 at Opheim AFS, MT, assigned to 545th AC&W Gp; transferred to 29th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to Minot ADS 1 Jan 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 779th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 61; transferred to Great Falls ADS 25 Jun 63; transferred to 28th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 24th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 29 Sep 79.

780th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 Mar 51 at Fortuna AFS, ND, assigned to 545th AC&W Gp; transferred to 29th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to Minot ADS 1 Jan 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 780th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Aug 61; transferred to Great Falls ADS 25 Jun 63; transferred to 28th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 24th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 1 Mar 70; reactivated (date unknown); inactivated 29 Sep 79.

781st Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 16 Apr 51 at Ft. Custer, MI, assigned to 541st AC&W Gp; transferred to 30th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4706th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to 4708th Def Wg in Nov 53; transferred to 30th AD 8 Jul 56; site redesignated to Custer AFS, MI in Summer 56; transferred to Detroit ADS 1 Apr 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 781st Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Sep 59; inactivated 25 Jun 65.

782nd Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 16 Apr 51 at Rockville AFS, IN, assigned to 541st AC&W Gp; transferred to 30th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4706th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to 58th AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to 37th AD 1 Sep 58; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 59; transferred to Chicago ADS 1 Jun 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 782nd Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Nov 59; transferred to 20th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 25 Jun 66.

783rd Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 16 Apr 51 at Guthrie AFS, WV, assigned to 541st AC&W Gp; transferred to 541st AC&W Gp to 30th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4708th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to 58th AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to 35th AD 1 Sep 58; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; transferred to Detroit ADS 1 Jul 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 783rd Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Jul 62; transferred to 34th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 18 Jun 68.

784th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 16 Apr 51 at Ft. Knox, KY, assigned to 541st AC&W Gp; transferred to 30th AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 4706th Def Wg 16 Feb 53; transferred to 58th AD 1 Mar 56; site redesignated to Snow Mountain, KY in summer of 56; transferred to 35th AD 1 Sep 58; transferred to 32nd AD, 15 Nov 58; transferred to Chicago ADS 1 Jul 61; transferred to Detroit ADS 1 Aug 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 784th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 May 62; transferred to Chicago ADS 25 May 62; transferred to 34th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 18 Jun 68.
785th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 10 Apr 51 at Finley AFS, ND, assigned to 543rd AC&W Gp; transferred to 31st AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 29th AD 16 Feb 53; transferred to 31st AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to 29th AD 1 Jan 59; transferred to Grand Forks ADS ca. Apr 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 785th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jan 60; transferred to Duluth ADS 4 Sep 63; transferred to 29th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 28th AD 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 24th AD 19 Nov 69.

786th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 20 May 51 at Velva, ND, assigned to 543rd AC&W Gp; transferred to 31st AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 29th AD 16 Feb 53; site redesignated to Minot AFS, ND 1 Dec 53; transferred to Minot ADS 1 Jan 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 786th Radar Sq (SAGE), 15 Jul 61; transferred to Great Falls ADS 25 Jun 63; transferred to 28th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 24th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 29 Sep 79.

787th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 27 Jun 51 at Moulton, MN, assigned to 543rd AC&W Gp; transferred to 31st AD 6 Feb 52; site redesignated to Chandler AFS, MN 1 Dec 53; transferred to 20th AD 1 Jan 59; transferred to Kansas City ADS 1 Jan 60; transferred to Grand Forks ADS 1 Mar 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 787th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Apr 61; transferred to Sioux City ADS 4 Sep 63; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 29th AD 1 Jul 68; inactivated 30 Sep 69.

788th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 10 Apr 51 at Waverly AFS, IA, assigned to 543rd AC&W Gp; transferred to 31st AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 20th AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to 37th AD ca. 15 Oct 58; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 59; transferred to Chicago ADS 1 Jun 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 788th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Nov 59; transferred to 20th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 30th AD 1 Dec 67; reassigned to 29th AD 1 Jul 68; inactivated 30 Sep 69.

789th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 May 51 at Omaha AFS, NE, assigned to 543rd AC&W Gp; transferred to 31st AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 20th AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to Kansas City ADS 1 Jan 60; transferred to Sioux City ADS 1 Jul 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 789th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Jan 62; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 8 Sep 68.

790th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 May 51 at Sublette, MO, assigned to 543rd AC&W Gp; transferred to 33rd AD 6 Feb 52; site redesignated to Kirksville AFS 1 Dec 53; transferred to 20th AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to 37th AD ca. 15 Oct 58; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 59; transferred to Chicago ADS 1 Jun 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 790th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Nov 59; transferred to 20th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 30th AD 1 Dec 57; discontinued 8 Sep 68.
791st Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 10 May 51 at Hanna City AFS, IL, assigned to 543rd AC&W Gp; transferred to 159th Jul 51; transferred to 31st AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 20th AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to 37th AD ca. 15 Oct 58; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 59; transferred to Chicago ADS 1 Jun 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 791st Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Nov 59; transferred to 20th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 30th AD 1 Dec 67; discontinued 18 Jun 68.

792nd Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 16 Mar 51 at Tinker AFB, OK, assigned to 546th AC&W Gp; discontinued 4 Jun 51; reactivated 1 Nov 53 at Ethan Allen AFB, VT, assigned to 32nd AD; transferred to 35th AD (CADF) and moved to Dobbins AFB, GA 24 Dec 53; moved to Charleston AFB, SC in fall of 54; moved to NC AFS, SC in summer of 55; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; transferred to Washington ADS 1 Jul 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 792nd Radar Sq (SAGE) 25 Mar 62; transferred to 33rd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 20th AD 19 Nov 69; discontinued 4 Jun 51.

793rd Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 May 51 at Hutchinson AFS, KS, assigned to 546th AC&W Gp; transferred to 159th AC&W Gp 4 Jun 51; transferred to 33rd AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 20th AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to Kansas City ADS 1 Jan 60; transferred to Sioux City ADS 1 Jul 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 793rd Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Feb 62; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 8 Sep 68.

798th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 1 May 51 at Belleville AFS, IL, assigned to 546th AC&W Gp; transferred to 159th AC&W Gp 4 Jun 51; transferred to 33rd AD 6 Feb 52; transferred to 20th AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to Kansas City ADS 1 Jan 60; transferred to Chicago ADS 1 Jul 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 798th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Mar 62; transferred to 20th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 30th AD 1 Dec 67; discontinued 18 Jun 68.

801st Radar Sq (SAGE): activated by Feb 56 at Malmstrom AFB, MT, assigned to 29th AD; transferred to Great Falls ADS, 1 Jul 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 801st Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Mar 61; transferred to 28th AD 1 Apr 66; activated at Malmstrom AFB, MT 30 Jun 71; inactivated 31 Dec 69; activated 30 Jun 71; inactivated 1 Jul 74.

810th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 20 Jun 53 at Dobbins AFB, GA, assigned to 35th AD; moved to Andrews AFB, MD and assigned to 85th AD Jul 56; moved to Winston Salem AFS, NC in Dec 56; transferred to 35th AD 1 Sep 58; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; transferred to Washington ADS 1 Jul 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 810th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Mar 62;
transferred to 33rd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 20th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 31 Jul 70.

821st Radar Sq (SAGE): activated ca. Sep 57 at Geiger Field, WA, assigned to 9th AD; transferred to 25th AD 15 Aug 58; transferred to 4700th AB Wg 1 Sep 58; moved to Baker AFS, OR, ca. Jul 59; transferred to 25th AD 15 May 60; transferred to San Francisco ADS 1 Jul 60; transferred to Reno ADS 15 Sep 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 821st Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Oct 60; transferred to 26th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 18 Jun 68.

822nd Radar Sq (SAGE): activated by Feb 57 at Geiger Field, WA, assigned to 9th AD; moved to Cottonwood AFS, ID ca. Jul 58; transferred to 25th AD 15 Aug 58; transferred to 4700th AD Wg 1 Sep 58; transferred to Spokane ADS 15 Mar 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 822nd Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Sep 60; transferred to Seattle ADS 1 Jun 63; discontinued 25 Jun 65.

823rd Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 8 Apr 55 at Geiger Field, WA, assigned to 9th AD; moved to Mica Peak AFS, WA in summer of 56; transferred to 25th AD 15 Aug 58; transferred to 4700 AD Wg 1 Sep 58; site redesignated Geiger Field, WA in early 1959; redesignated Spokane IAP, WA in Aug 60; transferred to Spokane ADS 15 Mar 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 823rd Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Sep 60; transferred to Seattle ADS 1 Jun 63; transferred to 25th AD 1 Apr 66; inactivated 1 Jul 75.

827th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated ca. Sep 57 at Kingsley Field, OR, assigned to 28th AD; site redesignated to Keno AFS, OR ca. Feb 58; transferred to 25th AD 1 Mar 59; site redesignated back to Kingsley Field, OR in 59; transferred to Portland ADS 1 Mar 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 827th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 60; transferred to 26th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 25th AD 15 Sep 69; inactivated 1 Mar 70.

858th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 8 Oct 55 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to 28th AD; moved to Fallon AFS, NV in 56; transferred to San Francisco ADS 1 Jul 60; transferred to Reno ADS 15 Sep 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 858th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Dec 62; transferred to 26th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 27th AD 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 26th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 1 Mar 70; reactivated (date unknown); inactivated 30 Jun 75.

859th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 8 Sep 55 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to 28th AD; moved to Red Bluff AFS, CA in spring to 56; transferred to 25th AD 1 Mar 59; transferred to Portland ADS 1 Mar 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 859th Radar
Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 60; transferred to 26th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 27th AD 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 26th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 30 Sep 70.

861st Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 8 Apr 55 at Dobbins AFB, GA, assigned to the 35th AD; moved to Aiken AFS, SC in fall of 55; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; transferred to Montgomery ADS 1 Jul 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 861st Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Nov 61; reassigned to 32nd AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 33rd AD 14 Nov 69; reassigned to 20th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 30 Jun 75.

865th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 8 Nov 55 at Norton AFB, CA, assigned to 27th AD; moved to LA AFS, NV in Spring of 56; transferred to LA ADS 1 Oct 59; transferred to Phoenix ADS 1 May 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 865th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 61; transferred to 27th AD 1 Apr 66; inactivated 31 Dec 69.

866th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 8 Nov 54 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to 28th AD; moved to Tonopah AFS, NV in fall of 56; transferred to San Francisco ADS, 1 Jul 60; transferred to Reno ADS 15 Sep 60; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 866th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Jul 61; transferred to 26th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 27th AD 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 26th AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 1 Jul 70.

902nd Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 20 May 53 at Great Falls AFB, MT, assigned to 29th AD; moved to Miles City AFS, MT in fall of 54; transferred to Minot ADS 1 Jan 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 902nd Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 61; transferred to Great Falls ADS 25 Jun 63; transferred to 28th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 18 Jun 68.

903rd Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 20 May 53 at Great Falls AFB, MT, assigned to 29th AD; moved to Gettysburg AFS, SD Jan 56; transferred to 31st AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to 29th AD 1 Jan 59; transferred to Grand Forks ADS ca. Apr 59; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 903rd Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jan 60; transferred to Sioux City ADS 4 Sep 63; transferred to 30th AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 18 Jun 68.

904th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 18 Jun 53 at Kirtland AFB, NM, assigned to 34th AD; moved to Winslow AFS, AZ in spring of 55; transferred to LA ADS 1 Jan 60; transferred to Phoenix ADS 1 May 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 904th Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Oct 61; discontinued 1 Aug 63.
907th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 26 May 53 at Syracuse AFS, NY, assigned to 4711th AD Wg; moved to Bucks Harbor AFS, ME in Spring of 55; transferred to 32nd AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to Bangor ADS 15 Aug 58; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 907th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; transferred to 36th AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 35th AD 15 Sep 69; reassigned to 21st AD 19 Nov 69; inactivated 30 Jun 79.

908th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 25 Jun 53 at Willow Run Aprt, MI, assigned to 30th AD; moved to Great Falls AFB, MT and transferred to 29th AD 12 Aug 53; moved to Dobbins AFB, GA and transferred to 35th AD 25 Sep 54; moved to Site at Marietta AFS, GA in summer of 56; transferred to 32nd AD 15 Nov 58; transferred to Montgomery ADS 1 Jul 61; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 908th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Apr 62; reassigned to 32nd AD 1 Apr 66; discontinued 8 Sep 68.

911th Radar Sq (SAGE): activated 26 May 53 at Hancock Field, NY, assigned to 32nd AD; redesignated Syracuse AFS, NY 1 Dec 53; transferred to 4711th AD Wg in Jun 55; moved to No. Concord, VT early 56; transferred to 32nd AD 1 Mar 56; transferred to Bangor ADS 15 Aug 58; redesignated from AC&W Sq to 911th Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; site redesignated to Lyndonville AFS, VT in Mar 62; transferred to Boston ADS 1 Aug 62; discontinued 1 Aug 63.

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES SQUADRONS

4799 Special Activities Sq: activated 1 Jul 74 at Ent AFB, CO, assigned to Hq Aerospace Defense Command.

TOW TARGET SQUADRONS

17th Tow Target Sq: activated 8 Jan 55 at Yuma Cty Aprt, AZ, assigned to 4750th AD Gp (Wpns); redesignated Vincent AFB, AZ in fall of 56; transferred to 4750th AD Wg (Wpns) 1 Oct 58; moved to MacDill AFB, FL ca. Jun 59; discontinued 15 Jun 60.

23rd Tow Target Sq: activated 18 Oct 56 at Tyndall AFB, FL, assigned to 4756th AD Gp (Wpns); moved to MacDill AFB, FL ca. Jun 59; transferred to 4750th AD Wg (Wpns) 1 Oct 59; inactivated 15 Oct 59.

4750th Tow Target Sq: activated 1 Sep 54 at Yuma Cty Aprt, AZ, assigned to 4750th AD Gp (Wpns); (originally activated as the 4750th Support Sq on 1 Apr 54); redesignated 4750th Tow Target Sq 1 Sep 54; discontinued 8 Jan 55.
TEST SQUADRONS

475th Test Sq: activated 1 Jan 75 at Tyndall AFB, FL, assigned to Air Defense Weapons Center.

4750th Test Sq: activated 1 Sep 56 at Vincent AFB, AZ, assigned to 4750th AD Wg (Wns); transferred to 73rd AD 7 Jul 57 and moved to Tyndall AFB, FL; transferred to 4756th AD Gp (Wps) 1 Jul 61; transferred to 4756th AD Wg (Tng) 1 Jan 63; redesignated from 4750th Test Sq (Tactical and Application Engineering) to 4750th Test Sq (Operational) 1 Jan 63; reassigned to Air Defense Weapons Center 1 Jan 68; redesignated 475 Test Sq and inactivated on 1 Jan 75.

4786th Test Sq: activated 31 Dec 69 at Edwards AFB, CA, assigned to Hq ADC; assigned to Air Defense Weapons Center at Tyndall AFB, FL 1 Mar 71; inactivated 15 Apr 72.

6595th Test Sq: activation date unknown at Vandenberg AFB, CA, discontinued 15 Nov 63.

TRAINING SQUADRONS

2nd F-I Training Sq: activated 1 Sep 74 at Tyndall AFB, FL, assigned to Air Def Wpns Center.

46th Flying Training Sq: activated 15 Mar 75 at Peterson Field, CO, assigned to 46 Aerospace Def Wg; reassigned to TAC 1 Oct 79.

62nd F-I Training Sq: activated 1 Sep 74 (site unknown), assigned to Air Def Wpns Center.

95th F-I Training Sq: activated 1 Sep 74 at Tyndall AFB, FL, assigned to Air Def Wpns Center.

319th F-I Training Sq: activated 30 Jun 75 at Tyndall AFB, FL, assigned to Air Def Wpns Center; inactivated 1 Nov 77.

3555th Flying Training Sq: assigned 1 Jul 62 at Perrin AFB, TX, assigned 3555th Flying Training Gp; transferred from ATC to ADC 1 Jul 62 and discontinued.

3556th Flying Training Sq: assigned 1 Jul 62 at Perrin AFB, TX, assigned to 3555th Flying Training Gp; transferred from ATC to ADC 1 Jul 62 and discontinued.

3558th Flying Training Sq: assigned 1 Jul 62 at Perrin AFB, TX, assigned to 3555th Flying Training Gp; transferred from ATC to ADC 1 Jul 62 and discontinued.
4600 Flying Training Sq: activated 14 Oct 74 at Peterson Field, CO, assigned to 4600 Air Base Wg; inactivated 15 Mar 75.

4601st Operation Evaluation & Training Sq: activated 1 Jan 73 at McGuire AFB, NJ; inactivated 31 Mar 75.

4667th Training Sq: activated 1 Feb 51 at Presque Isle AFB, ME, assigned to the 23rd F-I Wg; discontinued 10 Apr 51.

4669th Training Sq: activated 16 Feb 51 at Newcastle AFB, DE, assigned to EADF; discontinued 10 Apr 51.

4750th Training Sq: activated Jun 52 at Yuma Cty Aprt, AZ, assigned to 4750th AB Gp (Wpns Tng); transferred to 4750th Tng Gp (AD) 16 Feb 53; redesignated from 4750th Tng Sq (Wpns) to 4750th Tng Sq (AD) 1 Sep 53; discontinued thru redesignation as the 4750th Air Defense Sq (Wpns) 1 Sep 54.

4756th Combat Crew Training Sq: activated 15 Nov 62 at Tyndall AFB, FL, assigned to 4756th AD Gp (Wpns); transferred to 4756th AD Wg (Tng) 1 Jan 63; reassigned to Air Defense Weapons Center 1 Jan 68; inactivated 1 Sep 74.

4756th Flying Training Sq: organized 15 Feb 67 at Tyndall AFB, FL, assigned to 4756th AD Wg (Tng); reassigned to ADC 1 Jan 68; inactivated 1 Sep 74.

4756th Technical Training Sq: activated 1 Oct 77 at Tyndall AFB, FL, assigned to ADWC.

4759th Combat Crew Training Sq: activation date unknown at McClellan AFB, CA, assigned to 4759th Air Def Sq (Tng); redesignated 4759th Combat Crew Training Sq 1 Jan 73; inactivated 1 Apr 75.

4760th Combat Crew Training Sq: organized 1 Mar 67 at Webb AFB, TX, assigned to the 14th AF; discontinued 31 Dec 67.

4781st Combat Crew Training Sq: activated 1 Sep 62 at Perrin AFB, TX, assigned to 4780th AD Wg (Tng); inactivated 31 Dec 69.

4781st Flying Training Sq: activated 1 Jul 62 at Perrin AFB, TX, assigned to 4780th AD Wg (Tng); redesignated 4781st Combat Crew Training Sq 1 Sep 62; discontinued 1 Sep 62.

4782nd Combat Crew Training Sq: activated 1 Jul 62 at Perrin AFB, TX; assigned to the 4780th AD Wg (Tng); inactivated 30 Jun 71.
FLIGHTS

13th Crash-Rescue Boat Flight: activated by Aug 51 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to the 78th F-I Wg; transferred to 4702nd Def Wg 6 Feb 52; redesignated from Sq to Flight by 1 Sep 52; transferred to 78th Ftr Gp (AD) 18 Aug 55 IAW Project Arrow; inactivated summer of 56.

103rd Radar Calibration Flight: federalized ANG 7 Feb 52 at Griffiss AFB, NY, assigned to 7th Rad. Cal. Sq; federalized as a Det but immediately redesignated as a Flight; transferred to 109 Rad. Cal. Sq in Sep 52; inactivated Nov 52.

108th Radar Calibration Flight: federalized ANG 19 Nov 51 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to WADF; redesignated as a Flight from a Det by 1 Mar 52; released from AD and returned to State control 1 Feb 53.

111th Radar Calibration Flight: federalized ANG 13 Jan 52 at Hamilton AFB, CA, assigned to WADF; redesignated from Det to Flight by 1 Sep 52; released from AD and returned to State control 1 Feb 53.

551st Physiological Training Flight: organized 1 Jul 64 at Otis AFB, MA, assigned to 551st USAF Hospital; inactivated 1 Jan 69.

4603rd Management Engineering Flight: activated 1 Oct 73 at Ent AFB, CO; moved to Peterson Field o/a 15 Oct 74; inactivated as a Sq on 30 Jan 75.

4739th Radar Evaluation Flight: activated 1 Apr 57 at Goose Air Base, Labrador, assigned to 4732nd AD Gp; inactivated in early 58.

4756th Physiological Training Flight: activation date unknown at Tyndall AFB, FL; inactivated 1 Jan 69.

4780th Physiological Training Flight: activation date unknown at Perrin AFB, TX; inactivated 1 Jan 69.

6630th Radar Evaluation Flight: assigned 1 Apr 57 at Goose AB, Labrador; assigned to 64th AD; discontinued 1 Apr 57 thru redesignation as the 4739th Radar Evaluation ECM Flight flying B-29 acft.
SCHOOLS

NCO Academy: The Non-commissioned Officers Academy was established in March 1957 at Otis AFB, MA. Moved to Hamilton AFB, CA, in November 1959; moved to Tyndall AFB, FL, on 17 July 1973; transferred to TAC on 1 October 1979.

USAF Interceptor Weapons School: Formed through redesignation of 4757th Air Defense Squadron (Interceptor Weapons School) which was assigned from ATC to ADC on 1 July 1957 at Tyndall AFB, FL; redesignated USAF Interceptor Weapons School and assigned to the Air Defense Weapons Center; inactivated on 1 November 1977.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td>Anti-Aircraft Artillery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAB</td>
<td>Army Air Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAC</td>
<td>Alaskan Air Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAF</td>
<td>Army Air Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>Air Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC&amp;W</td>
<td>Aircraft Control and Warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Air Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Air Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>Aerospace Defense Command (prior to 15 Jun 68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADCOM</td>
<td>Aerospace Defense Command (from 1 Jul 75 to present)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADCOS</td>
<td>Aerospace Defense Combat Operations Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADM</td>
<td>Air Defense Missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMS</td>
<td>Air Defense Missile Squadron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADS</td>
<td>Air Defense Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFW&amp;C</td>
<td>Airborne Early Warning and Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF</td>
<td>Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFAF</td>
<td>Air Force Auxiliary Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFCC</td>
<td>Air Force Communications Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFCS</td>
<td>Air Force Communications Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFS</td>
<td>Air Force Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANG</td>
<td>Air National Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGB</td>
<td>Air National Guard Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Air Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATC</td>
<td>Air Training Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWACS</td>
<td>Airborne Warning and Control System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>Air Weather Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMEMS</td>
<td>Ballistic Missile Early Warning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOMARC</td>
<td>A pilotless, all-weather, supersonic, Boeing long range interceptor missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CADF</td>
<td>Central Air Defense Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&amp;EM</td>
<td>Communications and Electronics Maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COC</td>
<td>Combat Operations Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONAC</td>
<td>Continental Air Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONAD</td>
<td>Continental Air Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEW</td>
<td>Distant Early Warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSES</td>
<td>Defense System Evaluation Squadron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EADF</td>
<td>Eastern Air Defense Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECM</td>
<td>Electronic Countermeasures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEAF</td>
<td>Far East Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIS</td>
<td>Fighter Interceptor Squadron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIW</td>
<td>Fighter Interceptor Wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPO</td>
<td>Fleet Post Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHQ</td>
<td>General Headquarters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOC</td>
<td>Ground Observer Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP</td>
<td>Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAP</td>
<td>International Airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAW</td>
<td>in accordance with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICBM</td>
<td>Intercontinental Ballistic Missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCS</td>
<td>Joint Chiefs of Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAJCOM</td>
<td>Major Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCAS</td>
<td>Marine Corps Air Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Day</td>
<td>Mobilization-Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>Military Airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATS</td>
<td>Military Air Transportation Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEW</td>
<td>Missile Early Warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOADS</td>
<td>Montgomery Air Defense Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;S</td>
<td>Maintenance and Supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS</td>
<td>Naval Air Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVFORCONAD</td>
<td>Naval Forces Continental Air Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAC</td>
<td>Northeast Air Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORAD</td>
<td>North American Air Defense Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSSCC</td>
<td>National Space Surveillance and Control Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYADS</td>
<td>New York Air Defense Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTH-B</td>
<td>Over-the-Horizon Backscatter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCS</td>
<td>Permanent Change of Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POW-3</td>
<td>Site number of DEW Line station at Flaxman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Island, Alaska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>Strategic Air Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAGE</td>
<td>Semi-Automatic Ground Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLBMs</td>
<td>Submarine-Launched Ballistic Missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPADATS</td>
<td>Space Detection and Tracking System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ</td>
<td>Squadron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>Tactical Air Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAFE</td>
<td>United States Air Forces in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WADF</td>
<td>Western Air Defense Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WADS</td>
<td>Western Air Defense Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WG</td>
<td>Wing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>